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Preface
Our nation’s warfighters go into combat to fight and win equipped with weapon systems that must
operate under the harshest conditions, against determined and capable adversaries. They rightfully expect
that these weapons have been tested and proven effective under operationally relevant conditions, against
realistic threats that represent the battlefield they will confront. The Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) test
and training range enterprise makes possible this essential developmental and operational testing, and these
key resources for national security rest on the dedicated contributions of thousands of military personnel,
civil servants, defense contractors, and representatives of national laboratories, federally funded research
and development centers. They are at the heart of the range enterprise, and labor under extremely
challenging conditions, generally unseen and unknown to the public due in spite of the criticality of their
work. The future viability of DoD’s range enterprise depends on addressing dramatic changes in
technology, rapid advances in adversary military capabilities, and the evolving approach the United States
will take to closing kill chains in a Joint All Domain Operations environment. This recognition led DoD’s
Director of Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E), the Honorable Robert Behler, to request that the
National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine examine the physical and technical suitability
of DoD’s ranges and infrastructure through 2035.
The study committee brought a diverse set of perspectives and expertise to the questions posed in
the statement of task, with members from industry, academic and government backgrounds, versed in the
application of emerging technology, the operational use and test of advanced weapon systems, the rapidly
changing landscape of digital technologies, and the organizational and budgetary complexity faced by the
OT&E community and the range enterprise. The committee readily acknowledges that the extraordinary
diversity of DoD missions and test environments, and the large quantity of range locations and installations,
precluded an exhaustive evaluation of all range capabilities and gaps in relation to the future OT&E
landscape. Nevertheless, the committee is confident that the findings and conclusions described in this
report represent common themes fully supported by a survey of several of the most significant ranges, and
an extensive review of prior studies and reports on OT&E needs and the implications for the range
enterprise. The committee also notes that this unclassified study addresses certain key challenges and
solutions at a general level due to the sensitive nature of many U.S. military capabilities and the intelligence
gathered on current and future threats posed by U.S. adversaries. The combined background in national
security matters of the committee underpins its belief that this report’s recommendations address DoD’s
overarching range enterprise needs, while recognizing that the second, classified phase of this study will
provide important additional detail and context regarding the test and evaluation requirements for the ranges
posed by new weapons capabilities and threat characteristics.
The committee is grateful for the contributions of a wide range of noted experts and thought leaders
in military weapon systems development, test and evaluation; innovation and emerging technologies;
software-intensive systems and digital capabilities; and the operational challenges both current and future
faced by the U.S. military. Likewise, we received outstanding support from representatives of many test
and training ranges spanning warfighting domains across land, sea, air, space and cyberspace, who
contributed their time and insights Many of the experts who participated in the study’s workshops and
committee meetings have a distinguished record of public service, including in the military, and we thank
them for that service to our nation. We also are pleased to acknowledge the gracious support from Mr.
Robert Arnold, Senior Advisor of Sustainable Ranges, and Dr. Raymond O’Toole, acting Director,
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Operational Test and Evaluation, in providing connections and access to key officials, DoD resources, and
reference materials that were indispensable to the study committee. It has been a privilege to work with
these dedicated public servants and subject matter experts on this important priority for the nation’s defense.

Keoki Jackson, Chair
Committee on Assessing the Physical and Technical
Suitability of DoD Test and Evaluation Ranges and
Infrastructure
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Executive Summary
Rigorous operational testing (OT) of weapon systems procured by the U.S. Department of Defense
(DoD) is fundamental to ensuring that these sophisticated systems not only meet their stated requirements,
but also perform under realistic operational conditions when faced by determined adversaries employing
their own highly capable offensive and defensive weaponry. Without adequate OT, operational
commanders would be unable to make the most effective use of their capability and warfighters would lack
confidence in the weapons they bring to the fight or, worse, may inadvertently put themselves in harm’s
way because they do not have a fundamental understanding of their weapons’ capabilities and limitations.
DoD’s test and training range enterprise provides the geography, infrastructure, technology, expertise,
processes, and management that make safe, secure, and comprehensive OT possible. However, the range
enterprise, along with the talented, committed range workforce that makes the system function, is under
great stress. Unless prompt action is taken to address both longstanding and emerging challenges, including
test capacity, modernization, digital infrastructure, encroachment, and resources, DoD’s ranges will be
unable to support timely or adequate OT in the future.
The challenges facing the nation’s range infrastructure are both increasing and accelerating.
Limited test capacity in physical resources and workforce, the age of test infrastructure, the capability to
test advanced technologies, and encroachment impact the ability to inform system performance, integrated
system performance and the overall pace of testing. Investments in the U.S. test infrastructure and changes
in T&E methodologies and handling of data are necessary to inform the delivery of lethal, survivable,
reliable, and affordable weapon systems to the field at a speed that is relevant to the operational need. This
study draws on testimony from senior military officers and officials from operational, acquisition, and test
backgrounds as well as on test and training experts, leading technologists, leaders from relevant commercial
enterprises and individuals with deep experience in DoD and congressional budget processes. The study
committee conducted virtual and physical site visits to a representative sample of test ranges; collected test
range inputs on modernization, sustainment, operations, and resource challenges; and reviewed prior studies
and reports from the office of the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E), the military
service test organizations, and the Test Resource Management Center (TRMC). This report makes a set of
interdependent recommendations that the committee believes will put the DoD range enterprise on a
modernization trajectory to meet the needs of OT in the years ahead.
The report emphasizes the following three fundamental themes:
1. Future combat will demand connected kill chains in a joint all-domain operations (JADO)
environment. It is critical that DoD architects, specifies, develops, and tests systems to ensure
that they are highly effective when fielded in this new reality. DoD acquisition processes,
organizational stovepipes, test methods, and range infrastructure that were optimized for the
testing of individual weapon systems in single domains will be inadequate to test future
integrated weapon systems in the way that they will be operated in machine-speed warfare that
crosses all combat domains, including land, sea, air, space, cyber and the electromagnetic
spectrum.
2. Digital technologies are dramatically reshaping the nature, practice, and infrastructure
of test. The weapon systems of today and tomorrow are fundamentally enabled by data and
software, and DoD test ranges will be no different. The rapidly increasing importance of
autonomy, artificial intelligence (AI), and machine learning across defense systems is creating
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novel challenges for OT. Furthermore, the advent of digital twins and high-performance
modeling and simulation (M&S) is enabling new ways of testing, even as combinations of new
domains and operational constraints increasingly make virtual testing the only practical
approach for certain applications.
3. Speed-to-field is today’s measure of operational relevance, which is in turn a continuously
moving target. Enabled by the global proliferation of many digital, software, and
communications-based technologies, U.S. adversaries are rapidly and continuously deploying
new generations of weapons designed to negate U.S. warfighting advantages. At the same time,
new weapon systems are employing never-fielded technologies, which are also evolving at a
pace enabled by Moore’s Law. Usable weapon systems are fielded promptly, but there is a need
for continuous testing and assessment.
To address the challenges tied to these themes, the committee developed conclusions and recommendations
that fall into the following five broad categories:
1. Develop the “range of the future” to test complete kill chains in JADO environments. It
is essential that the range enterprise accommodate new concepts of operation and new test
approaches for realistic operational testing, which includes enabling infrastructure for systemof-systems integrated testing and the interoperability of multiple ranges across diverse
domains. [Recommendation 3-1]
2. Restructure the range capability requirements process for continuous modernization and
sustainment. Enabling speed-to-field while maintaining the rigor of operational test and
evaluation will require rapid range modernization for new weapons technologies and new
threats. At the same time, key capabilities need to be sustained and even augmented to ensure
required test capacity and throughput, while mitigating the issues caused by encroachment both
in the physical and radio frequency environments. [Recommendations 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5]
3. Bootstrap a new range operating system for ubiquitous M&S throughout the weapon
system development and test life cycle. Many of today’s DoD programs cannot be tested
effectively in live testing alone. High-fidelity virtual testing can improve readiness and the
likelihood of success for actual hardware testing and may be the only environment to do certain
types of tests. However, widespread and standardized use of M&S for operational test will
depend on a new M&S infrastructure, significant cultural changes within the test community,
and new approaches to the validation of M&S in an ever-changing threat and technology
environment. [Recommendation 4-1]
4. Create the “TestDevOps” digital infrastructure for future operational test and seamless
range enterprise interoperability. Redefine the enterprise-supported core digital standards
and capabilities for TRMC and test ranges to take advantage of DoD’s scale for software, data,
networks, AI, cybersecurity, and M&S. Make model-based engineering, the unbroken digital
thread, and continuous integration/continuous delivery software practices the foundation for
range agility, rapid test evolution, and speed-to-field. Ultra-high-bandwidth information flows
must become frictionless, on-demand, and secure. [Recommendations 4-2, 4-3]
5. Reinvent the range enterprise funding model for responsiveness, effectiveness, and
flexibility. The resource needs of today and tomorrow reflect the reality of rapidly changing
technology and threats; sustained capital investment for creation, upgrade, and maintenance of
long-life range systems; and increasing demands for cross-domain system-of-systems testing
with seamlessly integrated M&S. Including DOT&E earlier and continuously in the
requirements development and acquisition processes will better establish and certify the
timeliness and adequacy of range investments. [Recommendations 5-1, 5-2; Conclusions 5-1,
5-2]
Table ES-1 maps the report recommendations and key conclusions to the themes laid out above.
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Theme

Recommendations and Key Conclusions

Develop the “range of the
future” to test complete kill
chains in JADO environments

Conclusion 3-1: The lack of a Department of Defense or joint publication set of definitions for multi-domain operations and
cyber-physical systems can result in different operational use cases.
Conclusion 3-2: Testing ranges are not optimized for testing end-to-end kill chains; they were not designed for collaborations
with other ranges, and they lack the framework and infrastructure to test concurrent and connected kill chains.
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Recommendation 3-1: To enable a range of the future that is capable of testing kill chains and multi-domain operations that
can integrate effects across National Defense Strategy modernization areas, the Secretary of Defense should address the need
to enable Department of Defense ranges to provide regular venues to “test as we fight” for acquisition and prototyping
programs in a joint multi-domain battlespace of integrated systems.
Restructure the range capability
requirements process for
continuous modernization and
sustainment

Conclusion 3-3: Encroachment leads to the inability to demonstrate mission capability and identify deficiencies due to lack of
access to the physical and electromagnetic spectrum space with which to conduct test and evaluation. This creates operational
risk as DoD will have to field weapon systems that have not been tested against certain threats.
Recommendation 3-2: To ensure the ability to validate the survivability of Department of Defense (DoD) weapon systems
against a realistic operational threat environment across air, sea, land, space, and spectrum domains, DoD should identify and
prioritize bands that cover U.S. military operational and test requirements which should be protected from sell-off to preserve
these capabilities.
Recommendation 3-3: The Test Resource Management Center (TRMC) should assess current and projected commercial radio
frequency communications technologies and spectrum allocations for secure, agile, high-bandwidth operational test needs. In
addition, TRMC should determine the feasibility of developing new large-scale enclosed testing facilities combined with
expanded modeling and simulation to support electromagnetic spectrum activities not suitable for open-air testing.
Recommendation 3-4: The Department of Defense should broaden the authority of the Test Resource Management Center to
address issues of internal encroachment by reviewing internal range policies and actions to ensure that the test groups retain
adequate mission space and prevent the placement of equipment or infrastructure that could potentially interfere with test
operations. The Director of Defense Research and Engineering for Advanced Capabilities should be granted the authority to
mitigate disputes arising over internal encroachment concerns and provided additional funding to manage internal
encroachment.
Recommendation 3-5: The Test Resource Management Center should develop a strategy that assesses the use of and potential
investment in suitable allied resources for open-air testing. This strategy should include criteria for the usage of allied
resources and areas of potential investment to include range space available, data collection, security risks, and support
facilities.
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TABLE ES-1 Report Recommendations and Key Conclusions Mapped to Themes

Recommendations and Key Conclusions

Bootstrap a new range
operating system for ubiquitous
M&S throughout the weapon
system development and test
life-cycle

Recommendation 4-1: A Department of Defense joint program office should establish a shared, accessible, and secure
modeling and simulation (M&S) and data ecosystem to drive development and testing across the life cycles of multiple
supporting programs. M&S should be planned from early concept development to support the entire life cycle of the system,
from requirements generation, through design development, integration and test, and sustainment. Uncertainty quantification
should be employed to identify the primary sources of uncertainty in the understanding of the system being developed and to
define an integrated testing and simulation activity to reduce those uncertainties to an acceptable level.

Create the “TestDevOps”
digital infrastructure for future
operational test and seamless
range enterprise interoperability

Recommendation 4-2: A Department of Defense joint program office should adopt and promulgate modern approaches for
standardization, architectural design, and security efforts to address data interoperability, sharing, and transmission challenges
posed by the complexity of next generation systems. The joint mission office should determine how to develop and maintain a
protected data, analysis tool, and model repository for testing, increase the interconnectivity of test ranges, and ensure the
development of data protocols for the real-time transfer of data at multiple classification levels.
Recommendation 4-3: The Test Resource Management Center should continue monitoring and supporting the Assured
Development and Operation of Autonomous Systems (ADAS) Project, and prioritize efforts to develop a common set of
standards, measurement approaches, and operational scenarios from which to evaluate the performance of artificial
intelligence (AI) and autonomous systems, while recognizing that testing approaches may differ between AI and autonomous
systems.

Reinvent the range enterprise
funding model for
responsiveness, effectiveness,
and flexibility

Recommendation 5-1: The Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) should consult regularly with the Director of
Operational Test and Evaluation (who is an advisor to the JROC) about the test requirements for systems considered by the
JROC. This consultation should include an evaluation of current testing capabilities, facilities shortfalls, and plans to address
these shortfalls.
Recommendation 5-2: The Office of the Secretary of Defense should either allow an exemption or set shallower expenditure
benchmarks for the first 2 years of test modernization programs. This will reflect realistic expense curves for the technologies
and projects needed to test next generation programs and complex integration.
Conclusion 5-1: New mechanisms and funding limits for applying minor military construction are necessary for responsive
test and evaluation activities.
Conclusion 5-2: There exists a need for the Department of Defense to pilot new process and authorities for funding ranges and
infrastructure to make them simpler, more responsive, and more effective.
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1
Introduction
To protect itself from attacks by foreign forces, the United States relies upon its armed services,
which in turn rely upon weapons and other systems to provide them with the tools they need to successfully
neutralize adversary combat capabilities. Maintaining the armed services’ warfighting advantage requires
a steady stream of new and improved weapons and technologies. A crucial step in acquiring and using these
assets is testing their effectiveness and suitability on Department of Defense (DoD) ranges. DoD has testing
ranges that span the globe where new military technologies are tested based on real threats, tasks, and
environments to ensure their combat readiness. These ranges are a vital aspect of the nation’s defense, but
will they be able to adequately test the increasingly complex military technologies of the future, at the pace
required?
Former Director of DoD Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) Robert Behler has noted that
the U.S. test range system dates to the years during and after World War II, with the most significant updates
having been carried out during the Cold War.1 The committee recognizes that there have been further
upgrades and modernization in the 30 years following the end of the Cold War. However, Raymond
O’Toole, the current acting director of OT&E, asserted at the committee’s January 2021 public workshop
that the ranges have not kept pace with testing demands, technology development, or the capabilities of
adversaries (NASEM, 2021, p. 2). Consider just some of the major environmental shifts that have affected
weapon system development and testing since that time period:





The United States now faces not one, but two peer military adversaries in China and Russia,
and China is an economic powerhouse that has broadened the realm of great power competition
far beyond avenues of military conflict.
Other adversaries such as North Korea and Iran have rapidly developed missile, cyber, and
nuclear weapon technology that can now threaten the U.S. homeland. Furthermore, rival
nations have made a concerted effort to outpace the United States in weapons technologies of
the future, including artificial intelligence, hypersonics, and space systems.
Commercially available internet technology, mobile communications, cloud computing, and
ubiquitous software have fundamentally reshaped the architecture and testing of weapon and
support systems. Moreover, Commercial demand and development are creating robust
competition for the physical geography and radio frequency spectrum that OT&E has relied
upon for decades.

The stewardship and use of DoD test ranges relies on multiple stakeholders to effectively test the
nations’ defense systems. The Developmental Test and Evaluation (DT&E) community is responsible for
funding and executing the upgrades upon which these future capabilities depend and therefore must be fully
1

From remarks delivered at December 4, 2020, committee meeting. Recording available at
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/assessing-the-physical-and-technical-suitability-of-dod-test-andevaluation-ranges-and-infrastructure. Accessed May 17, 2021.
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included in policy, resourcing, and allocation discussions moving forward. It is only through the full
participation of all the stakeholders that lasting change can be realized. Urgent and substantial changes to
the modernization, sustainment, operation and resourcing of the range enterprise are required to support the
scale and diversity of weapon system testing and to meet the challenges posed by rapid insertion of new
technology over the next 10–15 years.
The consequences of inaction will be severe, and recovery will be difficult. Technologies such as
artificial intelligence, hypersonics, cyber weapons, and directed energy are creating new test capability
requirements for DoD ranges. Rapidly improving threats, particularly from peer adversaries such as China
and Russia, make the need to test a system’s survivability just as important as testing its lethality. Peer and
non-peer adversaries, including actors like North Korea, increasingly employ asymmetric capabilities such
as cyber-attacks. These trends, when extrapolated to 2035, demand a new approach to modernizing DoD’s
ranges’ technical and physical attributes. This new approach must not only preserve the current core
capabilities, but also take a more holistic look at the aggregate capabilities needed to address the softwareintensive nature of future weapon systems, as opposed to the too-often piecemealed upgrades that occur
today.
STUDY CHARGE
Against this backdrop, DoD’s Office of the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E)
requested the Board on Army Research and Development of the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine to perform a study assessing the physical and technical suitability of DoD test
and evaluation ranges, infrastructure, and tools for determining the operational effectiveness, suitability,
survivability, and lethality of military systems (see Box 1-1, Statement of Task). While the ranges’ staffing
and organizational structures are clearly crucial to their success, the statement of task specified that the
study should focus not on the personnel and staffing but on the facilities themselves.
This study is the first of two studies that were requested by DoD’s Director of Operational Test and
Evaluation. It is an unclassified review that was designed as a standalone study but that will also provide
the foundational elements for a follow-on classified study that is scheduled to begin before the official
publication of this report. The purposes of conducting this study at the unclassified level were to make it
possible to include on the committee as wide a range as possible of members from the science and
engineering community as well as to build maximum awareness of the serious challenges to be addressed
today. The follow-on study, which will be informed by the contents of this report, will assess how well the
ranges are able to simulate the threats, threat countermeasures, and capabilities of near-peer adversaries and
to test DoD systems in future operational scenarios. The goal of carrying out the two studies is that, by
taking advantage of the full range of the nation’s science and technology community in the unclassified
study while also having access to complete information on adversaries’ capabilities in the classified study,
the two together will offer a comprehensive assessment of DoD’s testing and evaluation ranges and
infrastructure.
The Committee’s Approach
To carry out the statement of task and evaluate the nation’s military ranges, the National Academies
Board on Army Research and Development (BOARD) assembled a study committee composed of experts
from the military, industry, academia, and government. The committee, assisted by BOARD staff members,
assembled a broad collection of written and graphic information related to the ranges and OT&E, including
many previous reports authored by various components of DoD, the National Academies, the Congressional
Research Service, RAND Corporation, and other groups. This literature formed the foundation upon which
the committee based its judgments. It was supplemented by presentations, typically held via Zoom, by
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multiple military officials, both active and retired, as well as other experts familiar with military ranges and
the challenges of OT&E in the current environment.

BOX 1-1
Statement of Task
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine will convene an ad hoc committee to
assess the physical and technical suitability of the Department of Defense’s (DoD) ranges,
infrastructures, and tools used for test and evaluation (T&E) of military systems’ operational
effectiveness, suitability, survivability, and lethality across all domains (land, sea, air, space, and
cyberspace). Specifically, the committee will:
1. Assess the aggregate physical suitability of DoD’s ranges to include their testing capacity, the
condition of their infrastructure, security measures, and encroachment challenges.
2. Assess the technical suitability of ranges to include spectrum management, instrumentation,
cyber and analytics tools, and their modeling and simulation capacity.
3. Evaluate the following attributes for each range:
o Physical Attributes of Range: Do ranges allow for full exercise of tested systems in the
manner they will be used to achieve their mission?
o Electromagnetic Attributes of Range: Can the system under test, and emulated threats to
the system, access and utilize spectrum as designed and needed?
o Range Infrastructure: Can range instrumentation properly and fully assess system
performance and record test data (as well as training data that could be applied to T&E
requirements)? Can range tools adequately process and transmit test data and efficiently
provide test results?
o Test Infrastructure Security: How secure are ranges, infrastructure and test capabilities
against physical and cyber intrusion that could lead to exploitation of weapon systems
performance data by an adversary?
o Encroachment Threats and Impacts: What are the existing and potential future
encroachment threats and impacts (physical space, spectrum, alternative/competing
DoD uses)?
4. The committee will recommend how the DoD can address and/or mitigate any existing or
anticipated deficiencies, and test and evaluate future technologies anticipated to arrive between
now and 2035, including discussion of planning and resource allocation for the overall test range
enterprise. These technologies include, but are not limited to:
o Directed energy, hypersonic systems, autonomous systems, artificial intelligence, space
systems and threats, 6th generation aircraft, advanced acoustic and non-acoustic
technologies for undersea warfare, and advanced active electronic warfare/cyber
capabilities.

On January 28–29, 2021, the committee held a public virtual workshop, Assessing the Physical and
Technical Suitability of DoD Test and Evaluation Ranges and Infrastructure. Over the course of 2 days, the
committee heard presentations from representatives of the Test Resource Management Center, the
individual services’ testing and evaluation departments, various other service groups involved in the
development and testing of military systems, national laboratories, universities, and industry. In April 2021,
Key Challenges for Effective Testing and Evaluation Across Department of Defense Ranges: Proceedings
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of a Workshop—in Brief was published to summarize the workshop’s presentations and what the committee
learned from them (NASEM, 2021).
Over the course of the study, committee members and BOARD staff carried out seven site visits,
some in person and some virtually, at a diverse selection of ranges that were as representative as possible
of the wide array of challenges facing OT&E over the coming decade and a half. A summary of the site
visits is provided in Appendix C. During those visits the committee and staff heard from a wide range of
military representatives with intimate knowledge of the day-to-day workings of the ranges and OT&E, and
the information gleaned from these visits, combined with the knowledge and insights that the individual
committee members brought to the process, formed much of the foundations for the deliberations that
resulted in this report.
For those deliberations the committee members met regularly, both in full committee and in
subcommittees, from December 2020 through July 2021. Depending on their expertise and interest,
different committee members contributed to different parts of this report, but all writing, from the narrative
to the findings and recommendations, was reviewed by and agreed upon by the entire committee. This
report is the result of that process.
The extraordinary diversity of DoD missions and test environments, and the large quantity of range
locations and installations, precluded an exhaustive evaluation of all range capabilities and gaps in relation
to the future OT&E landscape. DoD’s test and training ranges number over 500 in total, including the 23
major facilities in the MRTFB. Additionally, DoD does not currently have standardized and comprehensive
reporting on test ranges and facilities.
To assess the current physical and technical state of the test ranges, the committee selected
representative ranges spanning all domains (land, sea, air, space, and cyberspace) to provide insights on the
aggregate challenges with operational testing unique to each domain. This strategy enabled the committee
to report on concerns and conditions that were articulated by multiple ranges, services, and agencies. The
committee further recognizes that each of DoD’s test ranges will face specific challenges and opportunities
unique to the individual facility or organization that are not addressed in this report.
This unclassified study addresses certain key challenges and solutions at a general level due to the
sensitive nature of many U.S. military capabilities and the intelligence gathered on current and future threats
posed by U.S. adversaries. Other topics in the statement of task are not readily addressed without
referencing controlled unclassified information (CUI). The second, classified phase of this study will
provide important additional detail and context regarding the test and evaluation requirements for the ranges
posed by new weapons capabilities and threat characteristics. Appendix A includes a matrix mapping the
committee’s work against the statement of task (SOT), with the disposition of task areas not addressed or
partially addressed in this report.
MILITARY RANGES PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
DoD operates a large number of ranges, spanning all of the services, which are used to test and
evaluate the effectiveness of military systems and train operators in every domain: land, sea, air, space, and
cyberspace. These ranges and their infrastructure and associated tools (and personnel) are a critical
component of the DoD acquisition community and its systems development process, and they play critical
research, experimentation, development, test and training roles in the never-ending modernization efforts
aimed at ensuring that the country’s warfighters are provided with the operational superiority its citizens
expect if they are to deal effectively with the nation’s adversaries. Among the technologies that must be
capable of being tested at the nation’s ranges are directed energy weapons, hypersonic platforms,
autonomous systems, artificial intelligence, space systems, sixth-generation aircraft, long-range munitions,
acoustic and non-acoustic technologies for undersea warfare, advanced electronic warfare/cyber
capabilities, chemical and biological defense, and hard and buried target countermeasures.
The performance and credibility of military weapon systems against threats and adversaries are
foundational to U.S. deterrent capability and battlefield advantage. While this fact has not changed, the
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fundamental nature of warfare has shifted as a result of the information revolution, the emergence of linked
battle networks, and changes to the concepts of operation resulting from what has been termed previously
a “revolution in military affairs” (Mowthorpe, 2005; Murray, 1997). The concept of networked warfare—
linking sensors, command and control, and precision weapons across platforms—became visible to the
world in the first Gulf War. Adversaries, including China and Russia, observed and reacted, developing
their own integrated battle networks that can hold U.S. forces at risk.
Future U.S. deterrent and combat capability will depend on the ability to close the kill chains and
dismantle adversary kill chains. The fight will span all domains of conflict—air, land, sea, space, cyber,
and the electromagnetic spectrum—and extend to competition before the active phase of conflict. However,
performance and credibility against emerging threats can only be demonstrated through the testing of
production-representative systems in realistic operational conditions, against realistic representations of
adversarial capabilities. Here, speed is critical for all activities that lead to the fielding of combat
capability—including test and evaluation. As adversaries rapidly develop and deploy their own advanced
weapon systems in an iterative fashion, it is critical that the range enterprise and infrastructure support
testing of the latest systems and technologies in order to keep up with and stay ahead of the most current—
and anticipated—threats. The variety of adversary weapons in development, and the speed with which they
are being tested and deployed, is at a pace and scale that exceeds anything the United States has seen in a
generation or more. The U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff, General Charles Q. Brown, states this bluntly in the
title of his August 2020 report “We Must Accelerate Change or Lose (ACOL)” (Brown, 2020).
Today’s information technologies and digital infrastructure create a fundamentally new dynamic
for the practice of OT&E, and the tools, approaches, infrastructure and skillsets must keep pace. As Marc
Andreesen commented in 2011, “Software is eating the world” (Andreesen, 2011). His essay described how
software-centric products and services were taking over large segments of the economy while
fundamentally disrupting value chains across the physical world. Just as no industry, system, or product is
immune, OT&E and DoD’s range infrastructure must address the interrelated sets of challenges and
opportunities. A major theme of the Defense Innovation Board’s report on DoD software acquisition is that
“software is different than hardware”—software intensive systems are the core of U.S. offensive and
defensive fighting capabilities, and software is never “done” (Defense Innovation Board, 2019). In some
cases, the science and approaches behind the testing of new software-driven technologies such as artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning are still being developed. While these facts are daunting, the same
set of information and digital technologies, when applied appropriately and at scale, will provide the
solution to the challenges if the necessary steps are taken to modernize DoD’s range infrastructure and test
methods.
FUNDAMENTAL THEMES
Given this situation and in view of the testimony of experts from across DoD, technology development,
and commercial enterprise combined with data collected from site visits, the committee structured the report
around the following three fundamental themes, which are further expanded in the paragraphs below:
1. Future combat will demand connected kill chains in a joint all-domain operations
environment.
2. Digital technologies are dramatically reshaping the nature, practice, and infrastructure of
testing.
3. Speed-to-field is today’s measure of operational relevance, which is in turn a continuously
moving target.
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Future Combat Will Demand Connected Kill Chains
in a Joint All-Domain Operations Environment
As described in the book The Kill Chain, platforms and weapons are the tools of the military, but
ultimately “the ability to prevail in war, and thereby prevent it, comes down to one thing: the kill chain . . . .
It involves three steps: The first is gaining understanding about what is happening. The second is deciding
about what to do. And the third is taking action that creates an effect to achieve an objective” (Brose, 2020,
p. xviii). This concept is not new, and it is even documented as a “Mission thread with a kinetic outcome”
in the DoD Mission Engineering Guide (DoD, 2020, p. 36). However, the networked and interconnected
nature of today’s kill chains requires more from the DoD test enterprise. At the committee’s January 2021
workshop, Col. Jason Eckberg, DoD’s deputy director of electromagnetic spectrum dominance, describes
the shift required from one-on-one tests that focus on a platform’s lethality and survivability to “tests with
multiple components that assess overall force effectiveness.” (NASEM, 2021, p. 7)
As stated in the 2018 National Defense Strategy, “We face an ever more lethal and disruptive
battlefield, combined across domains, and conducted at increasing speed and reach—from close combat,
throughout overseas theaters, and reaching to our homeland” (DoD, 2018, p. 3). In order to test for the
future fight, with composable kill chains across domains, platforms, networks, and command and control
systems, the integration between different platforms and systems will be increasingly tested. Furthermore,
test approaches and range capabilities will have to be as agile and adaptable as future weapon systems, as
those systems and threats evolve and thus change warfighting tactics, techniques, and procedures. Because
kill chains will span many or all warfighting domains, from undersea to space and everything in between,
test approaches and test ranges will require the ability to stitch together multiple ranges alongside virtual
and constructive models of both “blue” and “red” forces. As Marc Bernstein, the chief scientist for the
office overseeing all Air Force acquisition, said at the committee’s January 2021 workshop, it will be
necessary to combine many, if not all, of the nation’s test ranges into a very complex “range of ranges”
(NASEM, 2021, p. 6).
Digital Technologies are Dramatically Reshaping the
Nature, Practice and Infrastructure of Test
The weapon systems of today and of the future are defined as much by software as hardware, as
are the adversary threats U.S. forces face. Battle networks are central to current and future kill chains, and
information technology is at the heart of cyber and electronic warfare. However, as noted at the committee’s
January 2021 workshop by David Tremper, the director of electronic warfare in the Office of the Secretary
of Defense, the ranges lack the software-defined agile threat systems that would allow testing against more
representative threats (NASEM, 2021, p. 5). Artificial intelligence and machine learning create novel
challenges that require the development of underlying test science to address learning systems that adapt
and respond to their environments and the systems deployed against them. Bernstein warns that it will be
AI against AI, and test and evaluation (T&E) must model those threats (NASEM, 2021, p. 5). Moreover,
as noted by Joshua Marcuse, the head of strategy and innovation at Google and formerly the executive
director of the Defense Innovation Board, some military ranges seem to have barely entered the digital age
at all, while facing challenges in exponentially increasing requirements for data and the accompanying
instrumentation, collection, telemetry, communication, storage, processing and analytics (NASEM, 2021,
p. 9).
Some of the same technologies also create opportunities to reinvent the test ranges for this digital
world. Digital engineering techniques and tools offer the promise of co-developing test systems in parallel
with the weapon systems they will support and rapidly updating test capabilities to keep pace with the
evolution of weapons and the threats they face. “TestDevOps” approaches can mirror the “DevSecOps”
agile development processes and platforms increasingly used in system development, enabling comparable
responsiveness through automation and continuous integration/continuous delivery. The expanded
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integration of modeling and simulation (M&S) with real-world testing in live–virtual–constructive
environments will enable the creation of cutting-edge test environments simulating realistic threat densities
as well as the adaptability of threat systems. M&S will also support new ways of testing integrated kill
chains and enable the evaluation of holistic unit actions and the training of extended forces on how to use
new weapon systems. Other M&S benefits include the replication of threats and capabilities that are too
sensitive or too dangerous to be reproduced in the real world and the potential to carry out far more tests
over wider sets of conditions than are practical on physical test ranges. For all these benefits, digital
capabilities create their own unique challenges, such as cybersecurity, the need for rigorous model
validation, and limitations in the ability to adequately replicate real-world uncertainty that may constrain
applicability for AI systems. Moreover, these digital environments for testing must be both timely and
continually refreshed. As described in the Government Accountability Office (GAO) report on the F-35
programs Joint Simulation Environment (JSE), technical problems with the simulator have put necessary
test capabilities years behind schedule, delaying completion of OT&E and the next production milestone
decision (GAO 2021). This example demonstrates how critical digital infrastructure has become in proving
operational suitability and the impact to U.S. forces if that infrastructure does not meet the required pace.
It also illustrates the many technical and programmatic challenges inherent in development of the complex,
high-fidelity, validated M&S environments required for the testing of the most advanced weapon systems
that must be understood and addressed to realize the full promise of M&S for test and training.
Speed-to-Field Is Today’s Measure of Operational Relevance,
Which Is in Turn a Continuously Moving Target
The vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General John Hyten, stated that “inserting speed
into everything the Defense Department does is a priority.” The reason: “when you look at our competitors,
large and small, one of the things that you find that they have in common is they’re moving very, very fast.
And we are not” (Cronk, 2020). While testing is only a part of the sequence of events in fielding a weapon
system, it is generally the step that allows a declaration of operating capability or the approval for rate
production. Neither the operational test system nor the ranges that support testing are optimized to increase
speed of capabilities to the field. As Mr. Behler noted at the January 2021 workshop, “You could update
the F-35 plane as fast as an iPhone app . . . and you wouldn’t actually be any faster relative to your adversary
because you would still need a year for me to test it” (NASEM, 2021, p. 2). Pacing functions include
readiness of the systems under test and the required test infrastructure, which drive the ability and schedule
of those systems to undergo and pass operational testing. Our ability to replicate current operational threats
is likewise painfully slow. At the public workshop, Ed Greer, the former deputy assistant secretary of
defense for developmental test and evaluation, shared how it takes an average of three to five years from
the time that intelligence is collected on threats to the time those threats are instantiated into testing, during
which time adversaries can build new systems faster than intelligence centers can build models.2 As a result
of this, test ranges and programs must anticipate “pop up” testing requirements driven by new tactics and
techniques, or emerging threats, will be the norm in the future, rather than the exception.
There are many factors that slow DoD’s ability to test the latest systems against the latest threats,
and often its range enterprise creates limiting factors. Some of these bottlenecks are related to the capacity
of the ranges, driven by dated, limited, or unreliable sensing and communications systems; the constrained
availability of unique test facilities; the need to link multiple ranges to support a test; and limitations on the
ability to conduct tests simultaneously or around the clock. Others, as noted above, tie to the ability to
update software-intensive test support systems at the pace required or information security systems and
processes that prevent rapid switching between security levels. At the January 2021 workshop Marcuse
2

From remarks delivered on 29 January 2021 at the public workshop. Recording available at
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/01-28-2021/assessing-the-physical-and-technical-suitability-of-dod-testand-evaluation-ranges-and-infrastructure-meeting-2-and-workshop. Accessed 27 July 2021.
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notes that despite the digital revolution of the past several decades, testing remains optimized for hardware
(NASEM, 2021, p. 4), and does not take advantage of tools, processes and automation that enable speed
and responsiveness in test infrastructure, test execution, and test problem remediation.
Perhaps the greatest challenge to speed and responsiveness for the test ranges, however, is the
multi-year process by which funding is allocated to sustain, operate, and modernize the range enterprise.
Funds come from a multiplicity of centralized and distributed sources, with different rules for the
application and timing of expenditures, which cannot be practically combined or redistributed to meet the
most pressing priorities, and often tie the hands of the teams charged to ensure the readiness of the ranges.
Beyond the inefficiency and uncertainty of the budget process, in many cases the range investments are
inadequate to the meet the capability needs for the weapon systems on the schedules they must support. As
shared by former Director of OT&E Hon. Robert Behler at the committee’s December 2020 meeting, a rule
of thumb in the test community is that approximately one percent of acquisition spending should be
allocated to test and evaluation infrastructure. For critical domains, such as space, the planned investment
levels fall far below that level.3
FIVE CATEGORIES OF SOLUTIONS
The study committee identified five sets of solutions which reflect the actions required to address
the key cross-cutting themes. Within these categories there are complementary individual recommendations
for addressing the challenges and opportunities described in the chapters of this report. Taken together,
these committee judgments will enable DoD to develop, implement, and sustain the range enterprise
capabilities needed to meet the challenges posed by the three major themes (connected kill chains, digital
technology, and speed to field).
Across the three main themes the committee’s judgments fall into 5 categories of solution sets:
1. Develop the “range of the future” to test complete kill chains in joint all-domain
environments.
2. Restructure the range capability requirements and process for continuous modernization and
sustainment.
3. Bootstrap a new range operating system for ubiquitous M&S throughout the weapon system
development and test life-cycle.
4. Create the “TestDevOps” digital infrastructure for future operational test and seamless range
enterprise interoperability.
5. Reinvent the range enterprise funding model for responsiveness, effectiveness, and flexibility.
Develop the “Range of The Future” to Test
Complete Kill Chains in JADO Environments
In his opening remarks to the committee in December 2020, former Director of OT&E Hon. Robert
Behler emphasized that the ranges must be able to integrate systems and domains to enable the promise of
combined arms for decisively closing blue force kill chains in the future fight.4 However, OT&E and the
range enterprise have focused on the test of single programs and systems against their individual operational
3
From remarks delivered at 4 December 2020 committee meeting. Recording available at
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/assessing-the-physical-and-technical-suitability-of-dod-test-andevaluation-ranges-and-infrastructure. Accessed 17 May 2021.
4
From remarks delivered at 4 December 2020 committee meeting. Recording available at
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/assessing-the-physical-and-technical-suitability-of-dod-test-andevaluation-ranges-and-infrastructure. Accessed 17 May 2021.
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requirements, and collaborative effects have not typically informed major test requirements. Large-scale
exercises, such as Black Dart, Emerald Flag, and Orange Flag, have been conducted in recent years to
investigate the feasibility of seamless operations across services and domains, and these exercises also
illuminated the challenges in performing rigorous and repeatable operational testing with this scale and
complexity. With the new centrality of integration and all-domain warfighting in the national defense
strategy, the infrastructure of the range of the future must instantiate the ability to bring together systemsof-systems across warfighting domains, including maritime, air, space, land, cyberspace, and the
radiofrequency spectrum, and to measure the effectiveness of end-to-end kill chains performing against
threats across those domains.
The range enterprise must be able to connect the ranges together with speed and agility and to
perform efficient and effective command and control of tests across this distributed range-of-ranges while
maintaining a high level of safety and security. This means that all performing and supporting organizations
must have a clear and common understanding of multi-domain operations concepts and definitions and of
the requirements for effective testing of today’s diverse cyber-physical systems. Connections via secure,
high-bandwidth lines of communication governed by common data standards, processes, and procedures
will enable the ranges to collect, share, store, manage, and analyze the massive volumes of test data. A new
organizational construct embodied in a joint program office with supporting policy and doctrine changes is
recommended to manage the framework for testing of kill chains across systems and technologies, starting
from use cases and concepts of operation, continuing through capability development and evolution,
enabling integrated kill chain testing, and ultimately providing feedback to both the operational and
acquisition communities for informed operations and future developments.
Growing encroachment also poses particular threats for integrated kill chain testing, whether in the
physical, radiofrequency, or cyber domains, as tests increasingly span geographical regions and make use
of extensive spectrum resources for sensing, communications, and weapons effects. The committee
explores the potential mitigations for loss of space or spectrum, with recommendations on managing
internal encroachment within DoD’s span of control as well as on managing external encroachment via
U.S. government action or technological solutions and workarounds.
Restructure the Range Requirements and Resourcing Process
for Continuous Modernization and Sustainment
Range modernization requirements are primarily determined by program test requirements, which
are established by programs in the acquisition phase. While establishment of test requirements is intended
to occur via Test and Evaluation Master Plans (TEMPs) developed early in the acquisition process, often
the understanding of test approaches and resulting range needs is immature. Focus and priority for the
ranges and TRMC is on test requirements over the next three to five years, so active preparation for the
technologies, techniques, and range infrastructure needed in the next ten to fifteen years receives less
attention and resources. Furthermore, test requirements are difficult to modify once testing needs and
priorities are established, limiting the flexibility and agility of the range enterprise as the ranges are faced
with addressing rapidly evolving weapons technologies and continuously advancing threats. The committee
finds that recapitalization and modernization for broader or longer-term use beyond individual test program
requirements is not incentivized. Greater attention to range enterprise modernization needs early in the
acquisition process by the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC), including tracking of current and
projected range capability gaps, is recommended to address the observed range requirements shortfalls.
In addition to range modernization requirements driven by individual program test needs, the
ranges must now react to a new set of capability and resource challenges and gaps driven by kill chain
testing of integrated systems in representative Joint All-Domain Operations environments. The current
piecemeal, program-driven requirements process results in many projects to develop individual range
capabilities, while structures, accountability and processes to link and integrate these capabilities are
immature or ad-hoc. A new joint program office is recommended to develop, maintain and update crossPREPUBLICATION COPY – SUBJECT TO FURTHER EDITORIAL CORRECTION
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service and cross-domain mission threads, JADO test approaches and an integrated systems test
requirements framework, and resulting range and infrastructure demands to test for the future fight.
Encroachment on the nation’s test ranges, including both physical intrusions and limitations, and
reduced access to electromagnetic spectrum resources, is also driving test range requirements for the future.
Actions are recommended to increase DoD’s oversight and prevention of internal range encroachment
actions, while strengthening DoD’s role in U.S. government in regulation and allocation of adjoining
geographical regions and military-relevant radio frequency (RF) bands. Additional steps to identify
potential Allied open-air range resources, and determine how emerging commercial communications
capabilities can be best used to address high-bandwidth range requirements, will also help to mitigate
encroachment concerns for the future.
Bootstrap a New Range Operating System for Ubiquitous M&S
Throughout the Weapon System Development and Test Life Cycle
Modeling and simulation (M&S) are rapidly increasing in importance for test and evaluation of
weapon systems. Realistic physical replication of the quantity and diversity of adversary threats that will
be faced by U.S. systems in combat is becoming impractical on U.S. test ranges. Often, testing of sensitive
capabilities in open-air venues is inadvisable due to increasing vulnerability to adversary monitoring and
surveillance. Moreover, the logistical complexity and cost for extensive physical testing of integrated
systems across full operational envelopes for multiple use cases is prohibitive.
M&S provide necessary and useful capabilities that can address many of these challenges. Digital
engineering and model-based engineering approaches may provide an integrated virtual representation of
weapon systems, their interfaces, the operational environment, and diverse threats across the full system
life cycle from requirements development and architecture through design, manufacturing, integration, test
and evaluation, and sustainment. Increasing availability and reduced costs of high-performance computing
and validated functional and physics-based models, coupled with “big data” analytic capabilities, and the
application of machine learning expand the opportunity to complement physical testing with large numbers
of virtual tests conducted in parallel rather than sequentially. Statistical techniques can be applied to
optimize test approaches combining physical and virtual testing, increasing the value of each physical test
while minimizing expensive and time-consuming range testing and potentially reducing the quantity and
variety of required test assets. Modern, agile, and iterative software development paradigms, such as
DevSecOps (for Development-Security-Operations) can increase the pace of test development and
execution in the virtual environment, allowing more rapid adaptation to changing operational concepts and
threat scenarios.
However, M&S are not a “silver bullet”. Fundamental challenges with integration, physical system
equivalence, validation, and realistic development schedules and costs remain to be addressed (Wolfe,
2021). While reducing the projected increase of demands on the range enterprise, and offering approaches
that may be more cost-effective and practical than physical testing alone, it is unlikely that M&S will reduce
the overall amount of testing on the ranges. At a minimum, testing will be required to validate models,
quantify uncertainties, and understand the limits of simulations. To achieve the greatest benefits from M&S
for the T&E and the ranges, resources must be applied to create a centralized, persistent and accessible
M&S environment and library of validated models that can be shared across the T&E enterprise, coupled
with education and training to achieve effective utilization. M&S must be applied from the earliest phases
of concept development, and sustained throughout the life cycle of the programs and systems addressed.
Robust and efficient multi-level security approaches must be developed to manage diverse classification
guidance and protect sensitive information while moving at the pace required to stay ahead of adversary
threats.
Create the “TestDevOps” Digital Infrastructure for
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Future Operational Test and Seamless Range Enterprise Interoperability
DevSecOps—the combination of agile development methods, continuous integration and
continuous delivery (CI/CD) of constantly increasing and evolving capabilities, automation in testing and
verification, and secure practices throughout the development life cycle—has transformed commercial
software development approaches and are increasingly being adopted across the national security
community. Similar concepts are needed for rapid and continuous modernization of the range enterprise, to
assure connectivity and security, allow integration of capabilities from different ranges into a composable
“range of ranges”, make productive use of the exponentially increasing amounts of data generated and
collected in testing, and effectively integrate M&S with physical testing for all-domain kill chain T&E.
However, the range enterprise and T&E functions lack a comprehensive, flexible, and scalable data
strategy, resulting in the inefficient use of data collected currently, and the failure to collect some of the
most important data that can be used to inform and optimize operational test. Ranges often lack the
resources, infrastructure, tools and processes to handle the scope and scale of required data and
computational operations, and are typically not operating in a seamless end-to-end digital thread from
requirement definition through verification and validation (V&V). Data communication and integration
challenges, including limited bandwidth for collection and timely transmission, and incompatible standards
and formats for sharing and combining data across ranges and test systems, result in extensive manual
efforts and delays in analysis when performing tests across multiple ranges or operational domains.
Challenges often beyond the control of the ranges further burden the T&E system, particularly slow,
laborious and manual security approval processes coupled with an absence of distributed, multi-level
security information systems.
DoD and the range enterprise must develop a data strategy that emphasizes speed and
interoperability, and must further define, adopt and promulgate modern interoperable approaches for
seamless, fast and secure collection, transmission, sharing, and analysis of very large data sets.
Concurrently, the DOT&E and the ranges need to incorporate modern software development approaches,
enabling a “TestDevOps” construct (for Test-Development-Operations, based on DevSecOps concepts)
that leverages digital engineering, permits rapid capability upgrades for software-intensive test systems,
and enables effective testing of future systems that will incorporate new software- and data-driven
technologies like artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML).
Reinvent the Range Enterprise Funding Model for
Responsiveness, Effectiveness and Flexibility
Given the pace of technological change in U.S. weapon systems, and the relentless and rapid
advances in adversary systems across all domains of conflict, speed in testing and learning is critically
important for ranges as they seek to modernize their capabilities while sustaining test assets that are often
decades old, single-string, and unreliable. A revitalized approach to early definition of range capability
requirements is required at both the program and enterprise levels, but that change alone will not address
the resource challenges imposed on the range enterprise by today’s complex, uncertain, and inflexible
approach to funding for operations, sustainment, and modernization.
Today, range capabilities are funded by a variety of streams from individual programs, the military
services and DoD agencies, military construction (MILCON), and central pools such as TRMC resources.
Funding levels are subject to annual appropriations and vulnerable to out-prioritization by other emerging
DoD needs, resulting in great unpredictability from year to year. Much of the funding is limited to specific
purposes and cannot be reallocated based on greatest need, while funding often arrives late in the fiscal year
and may have unrealistic requirements for timing of obligations and expenditures for test systems that
require years of development and construction. Downward trends in MILCON for T&E collide with
increasing demands for test time and modernized capabilities.
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Based on this funding landscape, some immediate steps are needed to improve the flexibility in
timing of spending for range infrastructure, and also increase the ceilings for flexible use of RDT&E or
O&M funding for minor military construction to enhance the valuable authorities already provided by the
Congress. More sustained impact will be enabled through the pilot of additional changes to DoD’s range
funding mechanisms, including establishment of a Range Working Capital Fund to stabilize funding for
modernization and sustainment, and demonstration of these changes to prioritize and correct capabilities
gaps needed for timely T&E of new systems with multi-domain test requirements.
STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
The remaining chapters of this report are structured into three broad pieces: an examination of what
the future of warfare could look like and the implications of that envisioned future for operational testing
and evaluation; three chapters each devoted to the one of the three broad themes of this report (kill chains,
digital technologies, and speed-to-field); and a chapter summarizing the report’s findings and
recommendations. The structure is designed to enable the reader to understand the environmental forces,
the state of DoD testing, and the projected future requirements that resulted in the key themes and lines of
effort summarized above. The individual chapters provide detail and supporting examples on the themes,
the lines of effort, and the recommendations they encompass.
More specifically, Chapter 2, on the envisioned future of warfighting and OT&E, addresses several
questions: What is the future of warfare, and what will be required for OT&E? How will testing need to
change? What are the implications for DoD's test and training range enterprise? Finally, what does “good”
look like?
Chapter 3, on kill chains, multi-domain operations, and the associated future testing needs, begins
with an examination of how kill chains and multi-domain operations work. Next it discusses the challenges
to testing of systems in operationally relevant ways that arise in tests involving kill chains or carried out
over multiple domains, or both. Finally, the chapter examines what the ranges require for carrying out a kill
chain approach to OT.
Chapter 4, on digital technologies—mainly focusing on modeling and simulation and on the ranges’
digital infrastructure—discusses two broad categories of challenges. The first is testing issues related to the
increasing role of digital engineering and modeling and simulation in the development of weapon systems;
the second is challenges related to the ranges’ digital infrastructure, such as the sharing of data among
ranges and the corresponding requirements for increased connectivity, interoperability, and security.
Among the questions addressed by the chapter are: What does digital engineering mean for test, and why
does M&S matter for OT? What needs to change in the range enterprise to take full advantage of digital
engineering and M&S? What is needed in the range enterprise for effective OT of software-centric systems?
Finally, what range digital infrastructure is required for connectivity and effectiveness?
Chapter 5, on speed-to-field, begins with a discussion of why speed is so critical for OT in today’s
world. It examines the range enterprise factors that contribute to delays in fielding systems and kill chains
and asks what needs to change in the way that OT and range requirements are established. Finally, it surveys
the resource challenges that affect OT speed and efficiency and recommended remedies.
Chapter 6 wraps up the main portion of the report by bringing together all of the committee’s key
findings and recommendations in one place, with the recommendations by stakeholder.
The appendices provide additional detail on the background, context, study approach, and sources
of information that informed the committee’s work and report outcomes. Appendix A includes the study
statement of task. Appendix B provides a summary of the site visits the committee conducted. Appendix C
provides biographical sketches of the committee members. Appendix D lists the abbreviations and
acronyms used in this report.
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2
An Envisioned Future of
Operational Test and Evaluation
In its statement of task the committee was asked to assess the physical and technical suitability of
the U.S. military’s system of operational testing and evaluation (OT&E) and to provide recommendations
on addressing any deficiencies in that system relative both to existing technologies and to any technologies
expected to arrive over the next decade and a half. To guide itself in that task, the committee developed a
vision of what an ideal OT&E system would look like in 2035. Working with this envisioned future allowed
the committee to be more methodical and consistent in identifying the ways in which today’s military ranges
could be improved and helped in developing recommendations for how best to achieve that desired state.
While the vision is by necessity incomplete and will certainly have failed to anticipate some future
developments, the committee believes that moving in the direction of this envisioned future will produce a
future OT&E that is characterized by agility, flexibility, and speed.
This chapter paints a vision for the future that provides foundation and context for the remainder
of the report. In the following chapters the committee analyzes in detail the challenges facing today’s
military ranges, offers its conclusions about the current state of OT&E, and provides recommendations for
improving the ranges and preparing them for the challenges they will face in the coming years. Before that,
however, it is important to pull back and see the “big picture” of what the nation’s military test ranges could
ideally become.
The description of OT&E’s envisioned future takes place in three steps. The first is a vision of what
warfare in the future is likely to look like, particularly warfare with a near-peer or peer adversary. This is
an exercise that has been carried out at multiple times by multiple groups, and the committee has relied on
such outside work for its vision of the future of warfare. From there, the next step is to envision what a
system of OT&E would need to look like to help produce weapon systems that would operate successfully
in such conflict. A crucial principle here is “test as you fight”—that is, the testing of weapon systems should
take place in an environment that is as close as possible to the environment in which they will actually be
used. This principle, combined with a vision of how future warfare will be conducted, leads to a vision of
what military ranges should look like in this future. Finally, working from the joint visions of future warfare
and future OT&E, this chapter describes an envisioned future for the organizational and funding structures
necessary to enable the future ranges and testing. Thus this chapter will lay out an envisioned future in three
steps: future warfighting, future military ranges and OT&E, and the future enablers of such testing.
THE FUTURE OF WARFIGHTING
How will wars be fought in the coming decades? Much has been written on this topic from defense
analysts and think tank scholars working to anticipate the military’s needs. This section focuses on the parts
of that future that will pose the greatest challenges to the nation’s military ranges.
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Novel Weapons and Domains
Weapons and military technologies have steadily become more sophisticated and more effective,
but few, if any, eras in history have seen the pace of changes in military systems being experienced today.
Not only new weapons, but entirely new classes of weapons are in use or under development, leading to
fundamental changes in the nature of warfighting.
Consider hypersonic weapons, which are capable of traveling vast distances through the
atmosphere at high Mach numbers and able to maneuver in order to avoid standard anti-missile defenses.
Hypersonic weapons have capabilities that are fundamentally different from previously existing weapons
and thus require new systems and strategies to counter them (Stone, 2020; Vergun, 2020).
An even more revolutionary transformation is promised by artificial intelligence (AI) and
autonomous systems (Hoadley and Sayler, 2020; NSCAI, 2021). Powered by the dramatically increasing
speed and power of digital technologies, AI is already applied in a wide variety of areas, both military and
civilian, and the number of applications is expected to grow in coming years. In particular, many weapons
and military systems in the future will be “smart”—able to carry out many functions without human input.
Military applications will range from the rapid processing of intelligence data to the control of autonomous
vehicles and systems, which will in some cases be given the independence to make battlefield decisions
without direct human control.
Both AI and hypersonics reflect the increasing speed of warfare, and their expected integration may
prove very powerful. As stated in a 2019 RAND report, “the pace of war can exceed the speed at which
humans can observe what is happening, conceptualize a strategy, and deliver commands” (Winkler et al.,
2019, p.13), which will drive the need to develop and test approaches for automated decision making.
Although it is impossible at this point to predict exactly which AI technologies will play a significant
military role, AI and autonomous systems are already spearheading fundamental shifts in military conflict.
Furthermore, warfighting in the future will be marked not only by new types of weapons, but by
new domains of warfare. In addition to the traditional military domains of air, sea, and land, the emergence
of the cyber domain as a contested space has been recognized for more than a decade (CSIS, 2021). There
have been opening gambits made, such as the covert introduction of programs into the U.S. electric grid,
which may have been made in anticipation of launching serious, large-scale cyber-attacks in the event of a
major conflict (Gorman, 2009). Recent ransomware attacks on the Colonial Pipeline Co. and JBS shut down
fuel pipelines and meat packing plants, respectively, highlighting how cyber vulnerabilities create national
security threats that extend to the nation’s energy and food supplies (Lane, 2021; Williams, 2021). Conflicts
in the future are likely to include cyber strikes not only on military forces but on their civilian infrastructure,
including communications, power, and transportation. It is even possible that an adversary might engage in
such a widespread cyber-attack on infrastructure without attacking with more traditional military weapons
in the hope of destabilizing an opponent while reducing the risk of triggering a full-scale war (CLAWS,
2020).
Another increasingly contested domain is space. Communication and observational satellites
provide precision navigation and timing, which play major roles in modern conflicts, and thus they are
targets for adversaries seeking to disrupt an opponent’s communications or limit the opponent’s ability to
monitor multiple locations on or above the earth’s surface. This in turn has led to a growing focus on both
offensive and defensive weapons that can be deployed in space, with the United States officially creating
the Space Force, its first new military service since the creation of the Air Force in 1947, and other countries
also placing a new emphasis on space as a domain of military operations (Spirtas et al., 2020). However,
as noted at the January 2021 workshop by the acting director of OT&E, Raymond O’Toole, a priority gap
for the DoD testing community is the lack of a dedicated range for testing space weapons (NASEM, 2021).
In short, warfighting of the future will involve not just newer and more sophisticated weapons, but
new classes of weapons and new domains, signaling the emergence of entirely new approaches to conflict.
Furthermore, it is clear that the changes in weapons and military systems in the future will take place at an
increasingly rapid pace, bringing new technologies into play at a rate that will be unlike anything that has
been seen before. This will be particularly true for digital capabilities, such as AI-enabled systems and the
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software used in data analysis, command and control systems, other software-intensive aspects of the
military enterprise, and even the design and development of new warfighting technologies themselves.
Multi-Domain Operations and Kill Chains
While new weapons and new domains will shape the future of warfighting, an even more
transformative factor is the ongoing combination of systems across multiple domains to create an integrated
fighting force that is greater than the sum of its parts. The vision for such multi-domain operations is that
they will take advantage of rapidly improving communication capabilities and increasing computing power
to tie together many different systems, from detection to strike, in such a way that the different pieces act
in a coordinated manner, react quickly to changing conditions, and overpower adversaries through the
combination of their forces.
The next chapter will dive into deeper detail on multi-domain operations (MDOs), but broadly, the
operational view of MDOs is that platforms in different domains share information to accomplish an
objective or set of objectives in a given combat scenario. In particular, the kill chain will be apportioned
across different elements in different domains, which is in sharp contrast to the traditional kill chain that
existed prior to the information revolution. A traditional kill chain is generally contained within a single
platform, such as a fighter pilot detecting where an enemy aircraft is, deciding what should be done about
it, and then carrying out that action (Clark et al., 2019). In recent years, this traditional kill chain has
expanded to include different components; it has become somewhat common, for instance, for data from
an observation drone to be sent back to a command-and-control center, which then orders a strike by a
stealth fighter. But in the coming years, with the addition of new sensing capabilities, new weapon systems,
and new domains of warfighting, the kill chain is only going to become increasingly more complex and
sophisticated.
Ultimately, the effectiveness of kill chains and the success of MDOs will depend upon how well
integrated the various components of an operation are. As stated in the 2018 National Defense Strategy,
“Success no longer goes to the country that develops a new technology first, but rather to the one that better
integrates it and adapts its way of fighting” (DoD, 2018, p. 10).
In short, warfare in the next 15 years or so can be expected to have the following attributes that will
make it different from warfare today: Weapons will be more sophisticated, more complex, and more
effective. A variety of new technologies will play a role, from hypersonic weapons to autonomous systems.
The domains of cyber and space warfare will be part of the picture. The pace of weapon development will
continue rapidly increasing, with new technologies brought online more quickly than in the past. And
different technologies and domains will be more tightly integrated than in the past.
In the committee’s envisioned future, the testing-and-evaluation community will engage in
strategic planning efforts along these mission threads, assessing the ability to test both evolutionary and
revolutionary advances in technology at a speed that assures continued military advantage. To understand
how this works, consider the test and evaluation assessment framework shown in Figure 2-1.
The horizontal axis in this framework indicates testing scale. At the far left is component-level
testing that addresses specific subsystems within a given system, or foundational military technology such
as radar signal processing. Further along the axis are platforms, such as avionics systems, weapons
platforms, and autonomous vehicles. On the far right end of the scale are systems of increasing complexity
and number of elements, including the sorts of systems expected in the future, such as human–machine
teams operating in consort to achieve mission objectives (Winkler et al., 2019). Current test range capability
is well designed to address the component level, and platform level test requirements as new sensors,
weapons and vehicle upgrades are worked through the acquisition pipeline (Dahmann et al., 2010). Future
test ranges must include this current capability as well as the ability to test larger scale system of systems.
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FIGURE 2-1 Proposed test and evaluation assessment framework.
The vertical axis corresponds to the nature of the new technology under consideration, from
incremental improvements to existing capability to novel game-changing technologies that could disrupt
military operations. Many of the technologies predicted to come online in coming decades fall into the
revolutionary technology category and have the potential to upend military conventions. These capabilities
include multi-domain distributed sensors, complex emitters and hypersonic weapons as well as future cyber
and space-based defensive and offensive systems.
Ensuring that the U.S. military will be successful in future conflicts requires the ability to operate—
that is, to effectively carry out testing and evaluation—in the upper right hand corner in this landscape. In
the committee’s envisioned future, DoD testing and evaluation is a driver in this strategic discussion,
working with research and development organizations to explore how a new technology will be tested and
carrying that perspective through the system life cycle to streamline the development, evaluation, and
fielding of new capabilities.
THE ENVISIONED FUTURE OF MILITARY TEST RANGES
Given this vision of future warfighting, what changes will be required for the nation’s military test
ranges in order to prepare for it? From its discussions with Test Resource Management Center (TRMC)
leadership, DoD stakeholders, leading scientists, and military personnel, the committee contends that a
paradigm shift in testing approach will be necessary in order to reach the appropriate future. In particular,
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ensuring the nation’s future warfighting abilities will require integrated capabilities, MDOs, and the
seamless adoption of new technologies at the speed of innovation.
The nation’s test ranges have never been static, and in coming years their capabilities and
infrastructure will need to be refreshed periodically—just as always has been the case. However, the ranges
are also facing new challenges unlike any they have faced before, and these will require responses that are
also novel. One such challenge is to modernize test range capabilities to match the rapidly increasing pace
of technological innovation, particularly in digital technologies such as AI, autonomous systems, and cyber
warfare. There are essentially no areas of technology that have been untouched by this accelerating
innovation. If the speed of testing and evaluation does not match the speed of innovation, then the testing
can serve as a chokepoint, significantly slowing the pace at which new systems can be brought into service
and potentially putting the nation at a disadvantage to others who are able to innovate and field faster.
Alternatively, testing needs may get neglected, thus passing risk to the operational users and leaving
decision makers uninformed about the capabilities and limitations of their systems.
A second—and perhaps more fundamental—challenge will be to test new weapons and systems as
part of larger and more complex operations in a way that mimics how the weapon systems will be used in
real-world situations. This is not something that has been an emphasis for military ranges in the past.
Historically, most of OT&E has been focused on individual weapons and systems and making sure that
they work as they are supposed to under conditions similar to those that would be encountered in combat.
Although operational plans may involve the use of multiple platforms working together, the capability and
understanding of that system of systems integration has often not been a major design or test requirement.
With the information revolution, however, the effectiveness of the connections between systems has
become more critical than the capability of any one system acting alone.
Given these trends and forces, the committee offers a vision of the military test range of the future
(Figure 2-2), and the following discussion delves into some of the details of that vision.

FIGURE 2-2 A notional concept of the military test range of the future.
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Testing New Technologies
Ideally, by 2035 a close OT and DT partnership will drive a holistic approach that allows TRMC
to address the increasing pace of technological development by developing a set of approaches to testing at
a pace that matches that development. For example, TRMC will have collaborated with various research
and development organizations within DoD—the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA),
the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), the Office of Naval Research (ONR), the Army Research
Laboratory (ARL), etc.—to identify effective test approaches and standard metrics that can be carried
through the life-cycle for developing and evaluating critical emerging and new technologies. This approach
may require giving TRMC the authority to hire staff directly, akin to DARPA and other DoD laboratories
in order to support the full life cycle view of test planning efforts.
Test ranges will have used a “TestDevOps” approach that connects developmental model-based
testing with OT&E real-world scenarios in order to rapidly field and iterate on advances in new technology.
A TestDevOps model is one that merges the testing and operational communities in evaluating, refining,
and deploying agile solutions to the field. More specifically, TestDevOps takes advantage of the traditional
aspects of the DoD test enterprise, (i.e., traditional component-level testing to determine if a unit under test
has met specific performance requirements plus system-level testing to assess overall use as a DoD
capability) into operational scenarios based on advanced modeling and simulation as well as real-world
multi-domain exercises to determine how a capability will be used as part of a human–machine teamed
solution. The user input on the performance of the system in real-world scenarios is then used to inform
any system updates and to facilitate release to the field.
In the time between the release of this report and 2035, TRMC and the services will have defined
the range requirements for various new capabilities, such as the space systems test range and ranges for
testing hypersonic missile technologies, and they will have used that framework as a model to retrofit the
test ranges of 2021 to bring them in line with future needs; the requirements in that new framework will
have addressed test approaches, computational infrastructure, TestDevOps approaches, the balanced use of
modeling and simulation versus real-world testing, and networking and data interoperability.
Testing Kill Chains and Multi-Domain Operations
In 2035, as envisioned by the committee, the nation’s military ranges will be fully capable of testing
kill chains and multi-domain operations, as OT&E is dedicated to the principle of “test as we fight.” By
2021 there had already been initial steps toward this end, such as the combined Orange Flag–Black Flag
large force test event that took place on March 2–4, which allowed “for improved integration and the
combining of resources and participants to provide better test data and a more robust operationally relevant
environment” (Saunders, 2021). An Emerald Flag event was introduced in December 2020 which provided
a realistic operating environment linking ground, air, and space systems together to demonstrate joint and
multi-domain operational capabilities while identifying tangible shortcomings to these systems (Rodriguez,
2020). A look at a few of the details of that operation offers an indication of what is involved in that
operation.
Orange Flag test events are focused mainly on technical innovation and integration, and that
particular event in March 2021 examined integrated kill chains—or “kill webs,” as they were referred to—
which involved sensors and tactical networks from the Air Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Space
Force connected via current command and control capabilities that will evolve into future Joint All-Domain
Command and Control (Saunders, 2021). Black Flag events, by contrast, focus on ways to improve tactics—
“tactic improvement protocols”—for existing weapons and systems. In the joint test event, Orange Flag
and Black Flag “combined their mission planning processes and streamlined test objective synthesis,”
although the execution of the Orange Flag and Black Flag tests was actually separate (Saunders, 2021). The
Emerald Flag events are multi-domain test exercises that incorporate technology and prioritize efficiency
for joint warfare through rapid data-driven analysis.
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Over the next decade and a half, according to the committee’s vision, this sort of testing of end-toend kill chains over multiple domains will have become much more commonplace and much more highly
integrated. “Testing as you fight” will require the testing of multiple integrated technologies acting in
concert in a way that closely mimics what would happen in real combat.
It should also be noted that, in this envisioned future, the data from these tests of kill chains and
multi-domain operations will be collected and analyzed in such a way that makes it possible to pinpoint
weaknesses and failures—which can actually be quite difficult in integrated tests involving multiple
components interacting in complex ways. This approach will prove valuable for high level operational test
objectives, and will require further iteration when complex technical calculations and required to configure
test instrumentation. Furthermore, because of the value of M&S to these sorts of tests (see next section),
OT&E will have implemented a policy that a key objective of every end-to-end kill chain test is to produce
data for use in the validation of simulation models and dynamics.
Modeling and Simulation
In the envisioned future, as today, it will not always be practical to carry out physical tests of a
technology. In some cases—such as a nuclear bomb or a weapon designed to disable computers or
communications—it is simply too dangerous or disruptive to realistically test military technologies. In other
cases it may be critical to control what adversaries observe about U.S. military systems in action. In still
other cases it may simply be too expensive to carry out the number of tests required for a full evaluation of
a technology. In all of these cases and others, simulated tests using a model of the technology is often the
best option. And, with the increased computing power available in the future and the more complex and
sophisticated technologies that must be tested, M&S will play a much more integral role in OT&E.
By 2035, according to the committee’s vision, M&S will have been integrated into nearly all
operational test and evaluation activities. While the promise of M&S capabilities has fallen short in some
attempts to date, the science continues to evolve and improve and it is necessary that M&S remains a DoD
focus area committed to making this approach work. There will be a tight interplay between physical testing
and M&S, with the physical tests providing data to guide the development of or validate the models, and
the modeling and simulation indicating which particular aspects of a system should be tested and what data
should be collected. Planning for M&S will begin early in the concept-development phase in order to
support design decisions during development and subsystem integration, with later integration into
developmental and operational test programs, campaign-level exercises, and, eventually, operational
sustainment. The models will have evolved over the course of the program and will be adaptable for use at
different levels within DoD, providing the required capability at each. Early digital engineering
development in the form of model-based systems engineering (MBSE) will address a system’s overall
requirements, structure, behavior, and data input and output interactions that will aid in viewing
composability of a system—a system design principle that deals with the interrelationships of components
(SBIR, 2014). A highly composable system provides components that are selected and assembled in various
combinations to satisfy specific user requirements. Models within simulations will be developed that are
consistent with the MBSE development, resulting in M&S that is relevant throughout the T&E life-cycle.
Furthermore, M&S will not be used just in the testing of individual technologies, but also for
integrated systems. Models will be used to emulate other technologies that interact with the system under
development or elements of the system under development that will not be fully functional in time to
exercise other subsystems on the critical path. Certain models that are used over and over again, such as
models that represent DoD infrastructure or adversary equipment or threats against which multiple
development systems will be tested, will be maintained as part of a common test infrastructure. More
generally, there will be a widely shared and accessible M&S ecosystem that includes common scenarios,
models, and data that can be used by concept developers, requirements developers, research and
development (R&D) programs, and acquisition programs. This M&S ecosystem will have spread across
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not just DoD but also industry, so that industry models can be used by the military and DoD models can be
used to support digital engineering by industry partners.
Also, in this envisioned future, M&S will be carried out according to a set of widely accepted
standards that address data interoperability and other issues that result from the growing complexity of the
systems being modeled. The M&S architecture can adapt to the evolution of testing programs, including
uncertainty quantification. The future must include the ability to design, develop, and test data storage at
unprecedented speeds in trusted cross-domain architectures at TS/SCI/SAR down to unclassified levels.
Chapter 4 provides a deeper rationale behind this vision.
Data Sharing, Repositories, and Accessibility
In the envisioned future, military ranges and other development and testing facilities will have the
bandwidth and connectivity to share data and models and enable rapid data analysis across multiple
classification levels. To effectively handle data from testing, program managers work early in the design
phase with the ranges to develop a data strategy to inform operational testing. Some of the improvement
will be due to the presence of a properly curated and protected data and model repository that will be widely
accessed by those in the testing and evaluation community. A second factor is the development of data
protocols for the real-time transfer of data at appropriate classification levels and the increased
interconnectivity of ranges.
More generally, the T&E system will have the instrumentation, telemetry, data collection, data
handling, and data analysis capabilities necessary to collect, transfer, store, and manipulate the huge
amounts of data that are generated by the many different types of sensors observing tests. The capacity will
exist to handle new and emerging types of data-collection systems, including those that are not stationary,
such as instruments about wave runners, aircraft, and satellites. Systems will have been developed to collect
and transfer data from tests carried out in integrated environments across multiple ranges.
ENABLING THE ENVISIONED FUTURE OF MILITARY RANGES
Given this vision of the future of OT&E—which is significantly different from the present version
of OT&E—what sorts of changes will have been made by 2035 in policies, requirements, acquisitions, and
funding to enable this new approach to testing? The committee envisions many such changes.
Critical Joint Mission Threads
In the envisioned future of 2035, it will be understood there are a few mission threads so important
to DoD that their execution should be tested in a coordinated fashion. These are referred to as “critical joint
mission threads,” which are end-to-end sets of activities and systems that accomplish the execution of a
joint mission.1 Most future advanced technologies are integral to these critical joint mission threads and
therefore require a new perspective on testing and evaluation, including how tests are planned, funded, and
used to drive new technology into the field.
The test planning for these critical joint mission threads will not be owned by a program, but by a
larger organization empowered by the J-8 Directorate of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff with the
responsibility for integrated test and evaluation for that particular mission thread. This “joint program
office” will have a larger set of responsibilities beyond integrated testing: It will serve as the certifying
authority for DoD’s capability to perform critical joint mission threads, it will perform mission engineering
1

As defined in the Defense Acquisition University glossary,
https://www.dau.edu/glossary/Pages/Glossary.aspx#!both|J|27776. Accessed June 16, 2021.
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for its mission thread, it will develop an authoritative operational and top-level systems architecture for the
mission, it will develop and analyze integrated requirements for the participating systems, and it will inform
acquisition decision milestones for participating programs.
Essentially, such a joint program office will use testing and evaluation as a mechanism to foster
agile acquisition and development in its mission area. To support agile “TestDevOps,” the joint program
office will drive an integrated set of development and test activities, integrating live test and modeling and
simulation to take advantage of the strengths of each. It will steward and fund persistent range capabilities
and M&S repositories, along with a test data repository, and it will enable access to these repositories across
the services, programs, and industry partners.
Funding and Acquisition
The envisioned future for T&E will have funding and acquisition mechanisms that represent
improvements in various ways over the current system, such as a resolution to complex and disconnected
funding streams; flexibility to apply investments from different sources to priority needs; predictable multiyear funding with adequate authorities to obligate/expend at the right timing for T&E needs; adequate
funding for ongoing sustainment and modernization of existing capabilities; and funding approaches that
are well-suited to software-intensive test systems. Chapter 5 recommends a pilot program to build closer
cooperation between the OT and DT communities that includes a new process for funding ranges and
infrastructure to make it simpler, more responsive, and more effective. Still, there are a few things that can
be confidently stated about the envisioned future of funding and acquisition.
For example, as part of the coordination between development and testing, DOT&E will be
included early in the acquisition process in order to coordinate testing requirements and to collaboratively
identify shortcomings in testing capabilities. Furthermore, T&E funding streams will be established early
in the development process to ensure the ranges will be ready to do appropriate testing when the system
being developed is ready to be tested, and operational and developmental testing requirements will be
synchronized early in the acquisition process. Additionally, TRMC will have set out a mutual capability
requirement process that is more responsive to emerging technology testing than it was in 2021.
The process for funding testing and evaluation ranges and infrastructure will be simpler in this
idealized future, and barriers to range modernization will have been identified and, where possible,
removed. Better mechanisms will have been developed for funding range maintenance and the development
of new capabilities to meet emerging technology requirements. There will be a working capital fund for the
ranges. And better funding mechanisms will have been identified for software-enabled capabilities and the
maintenance of software over time.
In the specific area of M&S, in the envisioned future, requirements for the full hierarchy of M&S
to support a system through its entire life-cycle will be accounted for and funded during early concept
development. M&S will be persistent so that it supports nearly all life-cycle activities, from concept and
requirements development through operational testing and sustainment. To enable this, the necessary
resources will have been provided to support M&S with a stable funding profile, and requirements will be
established for specific M&S capabilities to support development decisions and integration with the test
program.
Finally, given the importance of testing kill chains and multi-domain operations and the lack of any
natural home for these activities, the envisioned future includes a joint program office to support connected
concurrent kill chain operations as an OT&E activity. This activity provides support for enterprise-level
simulation environments; identifies dedicated funding for the development, sustainment, and management
of T&E data and a model repository; and includes test infrastructure for assessing the integration of a new
capability as part of the development of that new capability, not as a separate effort. Such a system ensures
that range capabilities can support the operational assessments of concurrent kill chain operations.
Mitigating Range Encroachment
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In the envisioned military range system of the future, range encroachment will continue to be a
concern and constant issue, but there will be improvement in the use of mitigations that will preserve DoD
test capability. DoD will preserve dedicated frequencies for weapon and threat testing, and will have more
capability to efficiently manage and utilize dedicated spectrum and have capability to continue some test
operations in areas of shared spectrum. The potential for physical encroachment will still exist but issues
of internal encroachment will be addressed and managed to prevent impact to test operations. . And better
range management will have led to fewer test failures caused by issues with emitters from other tests.
This envisioned future offers a preview of the remainder of the report. In the following chapters
the committee offers its analysis of the current state of the systems of military ranges, including both its
strengths and weaknesses, describes specific changes that could be made to improve those ranges and
prepare them for 2035, and then provides specific recommendations on how those changes could be
accomplished. But the end goal of those recommendations is right here in this chapter—with the vision of
what OT&E could be and should be a decade and a half from now.
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3
Testing for Future Combat:
Multi-Domain Operations,
Connected Concurrent Kill Chains,
and Mitigating Encroachment
Critical to success in a dynamic warfighting environment is the seamless integration of multiple
systems and technologies working in concert across multiple domains (land, air, sea, cyber, and space);
therefore, it is necessary that the operational effectiveness and suitability of emergent technologies are
tested in such an environment so that they can be applied to their greatest effect. This critical point was
articulated when former Department of Defense (DoD) Director of Operational Testing and Evaluation
(OT&E), Hon. Robert Behler, addressed the committee at their opening meeting in December 2020:
Everybody is going have access to the weapons that we have . . . the trick is, how do we put that
together in combined arms? To be able to integrate it all together so that (1) our weapons will be
better, and (2) we’ll know how to integrate and fight together. How do we put it all together? Our
ranges have to be able to compensate.1

Historically, OT&E has focused on the performance of individual programs and systems by making
sure that they achieve desired outcomes under conditions similar to those that would be encountered in
combat. Although operational plans may involve the use of multiple systems working together, their
collaborative effects are not typically a major test requirement, nor are the results of large scale and
integrative tests fed back into a program’s design. Consequently, if operational issues arise during a multisystem test, there may not be a mechanism to use those results to modify a system’s design.
Integration is an increasingly important aspect of military weapons and systems. As stated in the
2018 National Defense Strategy, “Success no longer goes to the country that develops a new technology
first, but rather to the one that better integrates it and adapts its way of fighting” (DoD, 2018, p. 10). The
increasing interconnectedness and complexity of systems-of-systems is becoming the operational norm and
better aligns with the concept of “testing like we fight” than does testing systems separately.
The requirement that systems be able to work collaboratively to satisfy mission objectives results
in a need to represent a variety of systems, both friendly and adversary, under test conditions. A relevant
example of this system collaboration was reflected in the 2020 DOT&E Annual Report, which recognized
that in the case of a National Space Test and Training Range (NSTTR), currently referred to as a National
Space Test and Training Complex, operationally representative threats must simultaneously include “cyber,
directed-energy, kinetic, and electronic-warfare threats, as well as natural hazards.” (DOT&E, 2020, p. 3).
1

From remarks delivered at 4 December 2020 committee meeting. Recording available at
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/assessing-the-physical-and-technical-suitability-of-dod-test-andevaluation-ranges-and-infrastructure. Accessed 17 May 2021.
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Additionally, understanding the impact of emerging technologies on mission accomplishment is only
understood in the context of its value added to collaborative effects. Measuring and evaluating collaboration
between systems as well as the effectiveness and suitability of the resulting system-of-systems (SoS) has
become more operationally relevant than testing the capability of any one system in isolation.
The emphasis of this chapter is on the range capabilities needed to assess these systems-of-systems
working collaboratively across multiple domains (land, air, sea, cyber, and space) and across multiple
technologies. The context for this chapter is about improving test range capabilities to support the
assessment of multiple concurrent kill chains of systems and technologies and how those systems are
connected together within a command-and-control structure to verify and understand the combat
effectiveness and suitability within a multi-domain environment. The understanding of kill chains is
paramount in assessing a system’s operational effectiveness and suitability as well as the integration of new
systems into existing kill chains.
TESTING FOR THE MULTI-DOMAIN BATTLESPACE
The multi-domain battlespace can be represented in a variety of operational views. The operational
view depicted in Figure 3-1 is a representation of how different systems in different domains share
information to accomplish an objective or set of objectives.
In the future multi-domain battlespace, “shooters” and sensors both collect data, share that data,
information is derived from that data, the data prompts a timely human or autonomous decision, and an
appropriate effects based action results from the data-driven decision. This collaboration of systems
represents what the range infrastructure, to include virtual range infrastructure, must support moving
forward. DoD ranges must be able to connect with each other, as they gather and analyze data to verify
these assumptions, to inform system designs, digital models, acquisition decisions, tactics, techniques and
procedures (TTPs), and operational employment decisions.

FIGURE 3-1 The multi-domain battlespace, including connected systems across land, air, sea, space, and
cyberspace domains. Red icons denote enemy systems.
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This committee calls out specific range capabilities and additional enterprise needs that enable these
range capabilities in supporting multi-domain and multiple concurrent kill chains. While some of these
range capabilities have been highlighted in various reports, the committee paid particular attention to the
challenges raised by test range personnel in the site visits and program representatives from the public
workshop. The needed test range capabilities to support operational testing of multi-domain systems and
multiple concurrent kill chains include:






High-bandwidth connectivity across ranges, with multi-level security provisions, and common
data standards for interoperability (Eglin, Edwards, and Wright-Patterson Air Force bases;
Missile Defense Agency [MDA]; Atlantic Test Range at Patuxent River; Point Mugu; Nevada
Test and Training Range [NTTR]) (NASEM, 2021).
An overarching, cross-range data strategy, processes, and procedures for collecting, storing,
managing, and sharing test data (Aberdeen, MDA, Atlantic Test Range at Patuxent River)
(NASEM, 2021).
Capabilities and success criteria for measuring and evaluating collaboration among systems,
and end–end system-of-systems (SoS) performance (Eglin, Edwards, and Wright-Patterson Air
Force bases).
The emulation of physical or threat environments that could affect closure of the kill chain in
an operational setting (Joint Simulation Environment) (NASEM, 2021).

The enabling enterprise needed to support the above capabilities include:




The identification of a process and oversight body for defining kill chain and MDO doctrines
and concepts of operation as well as creating cross-program and multi-system test requirements
to ultimately drive range capability requirements.
A defined funding approach to support the execution of “beyond program” multi-domain and
multiple concurrent kill chain testing.
A defined funding approach for sustaining the MDO/kill chain joint infrastructure on the test
ranges to last beyond the program funding that originally built the capability.

As DoD advances capabilities in areas such as hypersonics, directed energy, cyber, and artificial
intelligence, there will be aspects of multi-domain effects that are essential for understanding how DoD can
use these technologies in concert to achieve a desired outcome.
Defining Multi-Domain Operations
Warfighting has long involved multiple domains. For example, Union troops used balloons in the
Civil War to help direct artillery (American Battlefield Trust, n.d.). What is different today is how
capabilities in different domains are tightly integrated, how much more effective operations can be by
taking advantage of such integration, the speed at which information is exchanged, and how new
technologies affect the effectiveness of this integrated capability.
In order to modernize range infrastructure to support the operational testing objectives of connected
systems in the multi-domain battlespace, it is necessary for the DoD Services to agree on how to define
multi-domain operations. In this context the committee refers to the term MDO as a more general
description of the concept, rather than the Army’s vision or the joint vision (joint all-domain operations),
both of which have appeared with increasing frequency over the past decade. MDO describes operations
that extend over more than a single war-fighting domain—land, sea, air, cyber, and space—although the
term has been used in other ways as well (Grest and Heren, 2019). For example, a ground mission with air
support or the use of a satellite to guide munitions dropped from an airplane are considered MDOs
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(NASEM, 2018). MDOs can involve multiple platforms, multiple technologies, and the command-andcontrol systems that enable that integration across platforms or technologies. A true MDO is a tightly
integrated combination of different technologies from different domains under command and control that
results in a unified war-fighting operation.
Much that has been written over the past few years about MDOs has been in the context of multidomain command-and-control, with little said about operations (Grest and Heren, 2019). Thus, many
references to MDOs in military publications are actually referring to multi-domain command-and-control
systems. In today’s military, however, integrated effects from multi-domain systems and command-andcontrol systems are so tightly coupled that there is little to be gained from distinguishing a difference
between them. For example, an F-35 can be considered either a sensor or a shooter, depending on the
situation at that moment. At this time, DoD has no formal definition for MDOs but there are multiple
interpretations and applications of MDOs.
The Army has developed language to define how MDOs pertains to their domain. It defines MDOs
as how they “as part of the joint force [Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines] can counter and defeat a nearpeer adversary capable of contesting the U.S. in all domains [air, land, maritime, space, and cyberspace] in
both competition and armed conflict” (CRS, 2021a). Having a defined outcome for MDOs helps clarify
strategies to meet Army objectives and provides guidance for congressional oversight. However, the
committee noted that the Army’s definition does not specify what constitutes MDOs.
Developing a shared DoD vision on MDOs could align the services in a coordinated approach to
ensure that corresponding investments are made in systems needed to successfully test in MDOs. Without
a clear definition of MDOs, it is challenging to focus the T&E investment strategy to modernize range
infrastructure in support of MDO testing. Using MDO objectives and the test parameters that accompany a
program’s life-cycle may help broaden the currently program-centric acquisition process as well, shaping
program requirements and milestones that better align with mission objectives.
The lack of a common definition for MDO has been frequently cited as a challenge to joint force
efforts, which are critical for coordinating the services as they work to deter and win future conflicts
(NASEM, 2018; CRS, 2021a). A common definition for MDOs will also provide improved coordination
for joint allied efforts, such as joint targeting to synchronize fires with multiple military capabilities across
allied nations (NATO, 2016). In an effort to develop a common definition, the committee highlights a
definition shared at a National Academies of Sciences workshop in November 2018 on multi-domain
command and control, by Brig. Gen. B. Chance Saltzman (U.S. Air Force) that suits the complex multifaceted nature of this term:
MDOs are more than just assets in one domain participating in operations in another ... [but] the
seamless integration of assets in all domains to create effects in any domain that presents challenges
for adversaries that must be addressed in all domains. In effective MDO the need for information or
effects in one domain can be achieved through any domain and can complement information and
effects from the other domains through seamless integration of platform capabilities and
technologies (NASEM, 2018).

Multi-domain operations require integration of capabilities in different domains, effectiveness of
operations from this integration, and speed of information exchange. These capabilities are achieved by
new systems that closely integrate hardware and software while implementing new technological advances.
These new types of systems create a new type of system complexity which requires further definition.
Defining Cyber-Physical Systems
A key comment that the director of DOT&E shared when he addressed the committee was that
DoD has no definition of complex systems that have both hardware and software components and that
software is a major aspect of almost all new weapon systems. The term “cyber-physical system” (CPS)
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captures the integration of these technologies. CPSs are complex systems consisting of both hardware and
software components. This term deserves particular consideration because of its growing relevance to
military systems. The F-35 Joint Strike Fighter and AEGIS systems are good examples; both are softwareintensive systems with significant platform integration. Both have real-time command and control
communications inherent in the successful performance of their desired effects as well as a reliance on other
systems to provide sensor information for adequate situational awareness for successful completion of kill
chains.
The complex interactions between software and hardware can sometimes be difficult to predict and
poses challenges to operational assessment and range capabilities. For example, maintaining positive
control and range safety for emerging non-deterministic, learning artificial intelligence (AI) systems is a
challenge for test ranges. Aegis’ cooperative engagement capabilities (CEC) takes advantage of digital
communications to enable air, land, and sea forces to share target information in real-time; however,
software updates to this system can pose challenges to the overall effective operation of the system-ofsystems.
While DoD does not currently have a formal definition of CPS, the National Science Foundation
issued the following definition in its program solicitation:
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are engineered systems that are built from, and depend upon, the seamless
integration of computation and physical components. Advances in CPS will enable capability, adaptability,
scalability, resiliency, safety, security, and usability that will expand the horizons of these critical systems.2

This definition could be further expanded for defense purposes to include small and closed systems,
such as an on-board oxygen generation system, or very large, complex, and interconnected system, such as
for a networked system on a multi-domain battlefield. Such a definition emphasizes the predominance of
software in military systems today and highlights the fact that any combined test, experiment or exercise
for MDO, at its core, is looking at the data connections and vulnerabilities of those connections in
understanding mission capability, as illustrated by the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) and Aegis systems
examples.
Finding 3-1: DoD has no consistent and clear definition for multi-domain operations or for
complex systems that have both hardware and software components.
Conclusion 3-1: The lack of a DoD or joint publication set of definitions for multi-domain
operations and cyber-physical systems can result in different operational use cases.
Testing Kill Chains
The “kill chain” is a DoD term describing a process of military engagement. Christian Brose’s 2020
book The Kill Chain describes it as “gaining understanding about what is happening . . . making a decision
about what to do . . . [and] taking action that creates an effect to achieve an objective” (Brose, 2020, p.
xviii). There are different models in use to describe the kill chain; one common model is F2T2EA (find the
target, fix on it, track it, target it, engage with it, and assess), but foundationally the processes are the same
(Tirpak, 2000). Operational tests can examine how a system integrates into a kill chain and how information
is received, processed, and used to create the desired effect.
Developmental test objectives for complex systems often drive significant instrumentation
requirements with large amounts of data required to understand how a system behaves. Operational test
objectives often have the additional challenge of gathering data across multiple systems as part of an
2

National Science Foundation, 2021, Solicitation 21-551.
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2021/nsf21551/nsf21551.htm. Accessed July 27, 2021.
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operational environment or chain of events. These developmental and operational test objectives inform
test infrastructure requirements for the ranges. However, emerging military technologies in areas such as
directed energy weapons and hypersonic missiles are increasing the physical and technical demands on the
nation’s test ranges that affect the ranges’ abilities to successfully conduct operational testing that examines
a full engagement kill chain.
The committee separated the assessment of test range capabilities from the perspective of testing a
kill chain around a single system and then the additional challenge of a full multi-domain test, which
involves the convergence of multiple kill chains across several systems. Traditionally, programs test parts
of a kill chain in isolation in order to satisfy their programmatic decision needs. For instance, a test may
focus on whether a given target could be identified and located, initiating a decision to attack it with a
particular weapons system. In this case, the objective of the test is understanding if the weapon functions
as intended. This focused testing is important, but to ensure operational effectiveness it is also crucial to
test the entire kill chain as an integrated system to look for weaknesses in how the various pieces of the kill
chain fit together.
As an example, for an aircraft-mounted high energy laser system a developmental test objective
could be to assess the performance of the system from the power output compared to the design requirement
against a given target. An operational kill chain test objective would examine how that directed energy
system receives target information from different sensors, determines decisions to engage a target,
interfaces with an operator, understands the engagement itself, and uses information to assess the
effectiveness of that engagement. The operational test would also represent the physical and threat
environment the system under test could encounter.
Figure 3-2 illustrates a kill chain testing scenario. In the figure, a friendly aircraft targets an enemy
(red) ballistic missile transporter erector launcher (TEL) through the MDO connected, concurrent kill chain
cyber-physical system construct. Examination of this scenario through an observe-orient-decide-act
(OODA) kill chain framework, the test evolves as follows:
Observe:
 A reconnaissance drone operated by forward deployed special operations team finds,
locates, and transmits the TEL information (labeled A) to the joint C2 network.
 A reconnaissance drone, potentially operated by forward SOF, or even as part of an
automated command and control (C2) system orchestrating the find, fix, track, target
(F2T2) activities of multiple sensors across domains
Orient:
 Space and aerial electro-optical and infrared (EO/IR) sensors are tasked and attempt to
identify viable time critical TEL target and, once it is identified, to provide information to
the C2 network.
 Space sensor assets are tasked and, aided by EO/IR and other sensors, track of target is
obtained among representative ground clutter.
 Geo-location is handed off to F-35 and C2 network.
 A land- or sea-based radar emitter provides signal for F-35 passive radar with
synchronization of emitter and receiver over the network.
 F-35 tracks red TEL via passive radar among representative clutter.
Decide:
 Advanced C2 framework gathers sensor data, assesses available capabilities and makes
designated authority makes decision to employ F-35 to take action to strike TEL
Act:
 F-35 deploys a small swarm or kinetic weapon while wingmen execute non-kinetic
electronic or cyber-attack to confuse or degrade radar operations long enough for strike to
be successful.
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Cognitive electronic warfare jamming of enemy representative radars (labeled B) occur
throughout mission, requiring active deconfliction with blue communications and radar
signal.
Post/concurrent Kill Chain and Assessment:
 Fighter aircraft (Air Force or Navy) intercept and destroy enemy aircraft (red outlined
aerial targets in figure, labeled C) over the critical area of a combat zone.

FIGURE 3-2 A representation of a realistic kill chain testing scenario in the multi-domain battlespace. A
denotes potential transported erector launcher; B denotes enemy representative radars; C denotes enemy
aircraft.
The MDO connected, concurrent kill chain, cyber-physical system construct requires that test
planning accounts for more dynamics and blue and red force assets than traditional testing. In addition to
the red force assets described in Figure 3-2, the scenario requires space-based sensors, airborne sensors,
airborne jamming, land- or sea-based radar emitters, strike aircraft, and space-based communications assets
be considered in test range planning.
Some range-based capabilities required for the MDO connected, concurrent kill chain cyberphysical system construct example are that Range 1, Range 2, and the Virtual Range as depicted in Figure
3-2, are connected with adequate bandwidth, availability of type and quantity representations of red
capabilities, blue and red force monitoring for truth data, range coordination command and control,
adequate distance for weapon type, and adequate electromagnetic spectrum for communications, radar, and
jamming. Some range measurement capabilities are also required for sensor performance, communication
performance, command and control performance, weapon effects, environmental factors and situational
awareness of blue forces. These combined capabilities are currently limited for operational testing.
There are additional limitations to DoD test range capabilities for conducting end-to-end testing of
kill chains. In testimony provided to the committee, Lt. Gen. Neil Thurgood, Director for Hypersonics,
Directed Energy, Space and Rapid Acquisition in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army, shared
how a lack of a secure communications network among the test ranges is one of several challenges that
constrains testing for hypersonic programs. Since hypersonic vehicles can travel thousands of miles,
multiple test ranges need to collaborate throughout a vehicle’s trajectory. Thurgood pointed out that the
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ranges were not originally developed for concurrent and collaborative testing; most ranges are not
connected via secure communication lines and there is a lack of common processes or procedures for ranges
to collect, store, manage, or share test data.
In a virtual site visit to the Eglin/Edwards/Wright-Patterson Air Force bases, representatives agreed
that the ranges face rapidly growing operational needs to conduct end-to-end and concurrent kill chain
testing. In future combat, systems will need to connect and interact with other systems across multiple
domains and in a multi-player environment. This need was one of the factors that led to the creation of the
Emerald Flag exercise in 2020. Emerald Flag exercises, which to date have been conducted at Eglin Air
Force Base, provide a realistic operating environment linking ground, air, and space systems together to
demonstrate joint and multi-domain operational capabilities, while identifying tangible shortcomings to
these systems.
Representatives from Eglin/Edwards/Wright-Patterson shared how Emerald Flag is a promising
example of how ranges can test and evaluate connected and concurrent kill chain reactions. However, these
exercises both produce and require large volumes of test data, and most test range infrastructure is currently
inadequate for conducting simultaneous data-intensive activities. A further challenge to testing concurrent
kill chains is combining data across multiple levels of security. This is especially the case for providing
real-time data, since several ranges reported challenges with data sharing both from a policy perspective on
what data is exchanged and technical perspective in terms of sufficient bandwidth. Chapter 4 provides a
more detailed description about the data challenges facing the test ranges.
While the Emerald Flag exercises bring testing a step closer to “testing like we fight,” these
exercises are rare, and test ranges do not currently have the infrastructure or capacity to support similar
comprehensive testing of connected and concurrent kill chains. Additionally, participation in Emerald Flag
is voluntary and based on interest and availability at the program level—there is no oversight from service
leadership or OT&E to coordinate programs or determine the objective of the exercises. It is essential for
both program managers and leadership in the testing community to recognize that kill chains do not occur
in a vacuum, but as a greater mission-oriented action often across multiple domains.
Connected, concurrent kill chains will increasingly become the norm as cyber-physical systems
with new technology are developed. These systems will require test planning requirements to expand
beyond those applying to a single program to achieve the required insight into the systems’ effectiveness
and suitability. Bridging siloed service tests and activities will require that a joint forces approach be
developed.
Finding 3-2: Operationally testing connected concurrent kill chains is critically important as the
nature of the warfighting environment becomes increasingly complex through the integration of
programs and multi-mission systems across multiple domains and the incorporation of advanced
technologies with differing degrees and types of human interaction.
Finding 3-3: Testing connected concurrent kill chains drives infrastructure requirements for the
ranges that are different from those previously demanded. Ranges require infrastructure that
enables seamless and secure communications and data sharing across systems and ranges.
Conclusion 3-2: Testing ranges are not optimized for testing end-to-end kill chains; they were not
designed for collaborations with other ranges, and they lack the framework and infrastructure to
test concurrent and connected kill chains.
A JOINT PROGRAM EFFORT TO SUPPORT
DOD MULTI-DOMAIN TESTING NEEDS
A central feature of test and evaluation in DoD is that it is shaped by program requirements set
during their acquisition process. This model works well in tailoring the ranges and range resources to
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support specific weapon systems or specific technology development but breaks down when cyber physical
systems become more prominent and paradigm shifts in technology change the nature of warfare through
greater interactions between individual weapon systems and technology.
DoD’s Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP), managed by the Test Resource
Management Center (TRMC), is DoD’s corporate investment program which was established to modernize
the DoD test infrastructure. Chapter 5 provides greater detail on test range funding, but it is worthwhile to
note that a challenge for the current funding framework is that even if a network of test ranges secures
CTEIP funds to build some infrastructure to support multi-domain and kill chain testing, there is no clear
funding stream for the sustainment of that joint infrastructure and funding the execution of the testing if
that infrastructure does not trace to program needs.3
Our nation’s superiority in future combat requires the appropriate fielding of programs and systems
capable of seamlessly connecting kills chains in a multi-domain environment. The services and program
managers overseeing current tests have overlapping and sometimes conflicting requirements and objectives
tied to specific programs. Even when there is a recognized need for a test to demonstrate and evaluation the
integration of a given system, a large scale test can be cost prohibitive for any one program. Additionally,
if a program has funding for an integrated test, the test will likely be bounded to the objectives of the given
program and not a full kill chain. There is a need for an environment that is available for programs to
participate in to meet their objective but that can also address broader strategic questions related to the
integration of multiple systems and technologies across a representative kill chain.
The testing of systems of systems is not new, and a finding of this study is that there are admirable
emerging efforts like Orange Flag and Emerald Flag that have been created to get after providing these
environments. These have been executed thus far through dedicated efforts of key individuals and funded
by pooling resources of participating programs with the objectives of a given exercise shaped by those
programs. A concern from this study is how sustainable these efforts are without some dedicated program
or office with associated funding to support the sustainment and growth of these capabilities and also how
these tests can support not just the program objectives but broader Combatant Command, Joint Staff, or
other DoD multi-Service objectives. Based on testimony from the public workshop, the services and
DOT&E agree that multi-systems testing is critically important, but those tests are ultimately limited by the
specific scope of a given program (NASEM, 2021).
There is currently a Joint Test and Evaluation (JT&E) program, but its focus is on concepts of
operations for specific use cases that are proposed and approved as standalone individual efforts. The
primary objective of JT&E is to provide rapid solutions to operational deficiencies identified by the joint
military community by developing new tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) and rigorously
measuring the extent to which their use improves operational outcomes.4 JT&E as it is currently organized
is not a mechanism to connect mission threads, broad DOT&E test objectives, and the recurring execution
of multi-system tests at events like Emerald Flag to address those objectives.
The committee determined that a need exists for a joint program office to enable experimentation
and testing of connected concurrently executed kill chains across systems and technologies in a sustained
manner to assess mission-level capabilities and operational employment. The intent is to provide the means
for recurring test events that can provide a “sandbox” that various programs can participate in to meet their
program needs and that can address broader strategic objectives. The Services and MRTFB leadership
would still have responsibility of the test execution. This joint program office would include joint Service
representatives and work with offices in the Joint Staff, Combatant Commands and efforts like the
Innovation Steering Group to define key mission threads and information needs related to the integration
3
DoD Directive 26 (DoDD) 5105.71, “Department of Defense Test Resource Management Center (TRMC),”
March 8, 2004 https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodd/510571p.pdf. Accessed July 27,
2021.
4
FY19 Joint Test and Evaluation (JT&E) Program.
https://www.dote.osd.mil/Portals/97/pub/reports/FY2019/other/2019jte.pdf?ver=2020-01-30-115602-597. Accessed
June 4, 2021.
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of domains and emerging technologies in those mission threads. The TRMC and Service T&E budgets
would still fund the test infrastructure and modernization efforts, and the joint program office would help
fund the sustainment of the capabilities for multi-domain tests and the execution of those test events. The
program office would work with existing DoD agencies to address cross-service policy and standards that
are barriers to these types of test, to work with Joint Staff on mission threads and with operational and
developmental test and evaluation experts on system-of-systems test objectives that will inform test
infrastructure requirements, and to identify and provide funding for the execution of those tests that are not
part of specific program objectives. This office would include representatives from Joint Staff, combatant
commands (COCOMs), the services, the Office of the Secretary of Defense Research and Engineering
(OSD (R&E)), and DOT&E.
The committee does not intend to be overly prescriptive concerning the structure of the joint
program office because it expects the office will both want and need space to grow and adapt as needed
over time and its success will depend in no small measure on decisions regarding its funding and authorities.
A potential location for a joint program office as described above is the Joint Staff J8 Force Structure,
Resources, and Assessment Directorate, since COCOMs J8s similarly plan and oversee joint warfighter
technology demonstrations. An alternative is that this is an office that falls under the oversight of DOT&E
similar to the current JT&E office or it is a growth and expansion of the current JT&E mission. DOT&E
currently has the authorities necessary to establish the recommended office.
Recommendation 3-1: To enable a range of the future that is capable of testing kill chains
and multi-domain operations that can integrate effects across National Defense Strategy
modernization areas, the Secretary of Defense should address the need to enable Department
of Defense ranges to provide regular venues to “test as we fight” for acquisition and
prototyping programs in a joint multi-domain battlespace of integrated systems.
The committee envisions that this effort would:
a. Reside in DOT&E and report to a committee chaired by the DOT&E and consists of
representatives from the Joint Staff, COCOMs, the Services, and R&E;
b. Establish clear definitions for “multi-domain operations” and “cyber-physical systems”;
c. Lead an effort across Joint Staff elements to define representative multi-domain use cases as
well as OT&E objectives and range testing requirements;
d. Work with COCOMs on operational community needs for test information/results to inform
operations;
e. Work with technology prototype efforts, e.g. JCTDs, to understand and inform test objectives
related to the integration of new technology to enable rapid capability integration;
f. Provide inputs to programs and services on needed future developments based on MDO test
results;
g. Provide and advocate for funding to support execution of multi-domain test events and
sustainment of capabilities needed to execute those events;
h. Assist with the prioritization of MDO and kill chain tests and associated test resources; and
i. Establish a shared, accessible, and secure modeling and simulation (M&S) and data ecosystem
to drive integrated development and testing across the life cycles of multiple supporting
programs.
Throughout the remainder of this report specific needs for testing MDOs and connected, concurrent
kill chains will arise. The challenge of future testing will be the availability of the minimal set of range
capabilities to adequately test the effectiveness and suitability of new systems within this environment.
Specific range capabilities, as well as additional enterprise capabilities, are necessary to adequately achieve
this minimal set of range capabilities. Box 6-1 provides a summary of the necessary range capabilities
highlighted throughout this report that are critical for meeting operational testing needs through 2035.
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MITIGATING ENCROACHMENT TO
SUPPORT FUTURE COMBAT TESTING
Figure 3-2 illustrates the growing size and complexity of the battlespace. As the battlespace
becomes larger and more dynamic to encompass interacting systems across multiple domains, the demand
for mission space for testing increases. With next-generation weapons that can fly, sail, or drive faster and
farther than before, as well as interface with a variety of communication networks, test ranges require more
mission space and broad access to the electromagnetic spectrum; however, the testing community is facing
a reduction in mission space and a narrowing operating area within the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.
The Director of Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E), the Government Accountability Office
(GAO), the Test Resource Management Center (TRMC), the Readiness and Environmental Protection
Initiative (REPI), and the MITRE Corporation have all recognized that retaining adequate mission space to
meet test requirements is critical (DoD, 2020b; DOTE, 2020; GAO, 2017; Lachman et al., 2007; MITRE,
2007, TRMC, 2010). The 2018 Sustainable Range Report also highlighted this challenge by noting that
“emerging technologies such as hypersonics, autonomous systems, and advanced subsurface systems will
require enlarged testing and training footprints.” (DoD, 2018b). This concern was echoed by the service
test and evaluation executives and program representatives at the public workshop (NASEM, 2021), and
representatives from the Missile Defense Agency (MDA) and Nevada Test and Training Range (NTTR)
noted that encroachment was a growing concern for conducting operational tests at their locations.
In the context of DoD test ranges, encroachment refers to any factors that obstruct, impede, or
suppress the ability of the test community to conduct operational test and training exercises. DoD Directive
3200.15 (DoD, 2013) defines encroachment as “external, as well as internal, DoD factors and influences
that constrain or have the potential to inhibit the full access or operational use of the live training and test
domain.” Encroachment inhibits full access to the live training and test domain by restricting access to the
resources necessary to conduct tests. This can be the physical space, or ranges, controlled by the services,
which provide the backbone of test area for the test and evaluation community. Because the majority of
current and next-generation weapon systems are dependent on the electromagnetic spectrum, encroachment
of the electromagnetic spectrum can also inhibit the operational use of these domains (CRS, 2021b).
Encroachment was recognized when GAO reported in 2002 that DoD lacked a comprehensive plan
to manage encroachment on ranges that dealt with test and training operations (GAO, 2002). In an attempt
to address emerging encroachment concerns, Congress established the Conservation Partnering Program
(CPP) and Sustainable Ranges Initiative (SRI) to collaborate with community organizations and provide
investments to create exclusion areas around test and training locations. The CPP is currently known as the
Readiness and Environmental Protection Initiative (REPI).
A 2007 assessment of the REPI program by the RAND Corporation found that the REPI program
appeared to be successful to that point but that more could be done to protect DoD mission space (Lachman
et al., 2007). The report’s recommendations included suggestions that DoD address fundamental causes of
encroachment, increase Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and service investments, and develop
additional local partnerships. Following the release of the report, OSD, the services, and DOT&E developed
mitigation efforts to address encroachment concerns. A 2016 GAO report outlined these efforts and
provided a framework for implementing additional collaborative mechanisms to prevent and mitigate
encroachment (GAO 2016).
With mission space limited, which is a perennial issue for the test community, mission capability
will be lost as programs become limited in what they are able to test on a live range. At the committee’s
January workshop, Conrad Grant, the chief engineer at Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory, explained that programs are not able to replicate live end-to-end testing for boost-glide
hypersonic vehicles and ballistic missile defense systems (NASEM, 2021).
An example of a recent high-profile encroachment concern occurred at the Eastern Gulf Test and
Training Range (EGTTR). Managed by Eglin Air Force Base, EGTTR controls more than 120,000 square
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miles of airspace and has historically been protected from encroachment under the 2006 Gulf of Mexico
Energy and Security Act,5 which set a moratorium on oil and gas exploration near the EGTTR.6 This
moratorium was set to expire in 2022 until the Trump administration issued a memo extending the
moratorium to 2032.7 While this memo extended the moratorium, it highlights the fragility of the mission
space available to DoD. This memo can be reversed at any time, leaving EGTTR vulnerable to the loss of
critical mission space, even as plans are being put into place to expand the reach of EGTTR to allow for
testing of 5th and 6th generation weapon systems through the Gulf Range Enhancement Program.
Persistent External Encroachment Threats
DoD Directive 3200.15 distinguishes between encroachment caused by external factors and
encroachment caused by internal factors (DoD, 2013). Figure 3-3 illustrates the external encroachment
threats identified by the REPI program from fiscal year 2020 (DoD (2020b). Encroachment concerns have
continued to rise in recent years, with noise complaints, residential and commercial growth, environmental
impacts, and spectrum use the leading causes for concern (DoD, 2018b). Land encroachment, like
construction projects, can bring residential areas closer to DoD ranges and threaten testing operations. For
example, a rifle range at Camp Butner in North Carolina was shut down due to encroachment from noise
complaints, and it is believed helicopter and other training operations will soon be restricted by further
noise complaints (DoD, 2020). Additionally, windmill farms can adversely impact military activies by
interfering with air defense radars and increasing ambient seismic noise levels (DoD, 2006). Additional
areas of external encroachment include peer and near-peer surveillance using drones, satellites, and other
equipment as well as commercial customers using range telemetry and altimeter resources.
A recent example of external encroachment comes from the Nevada Test and Training Range
(NTTR). The Desert National Wildlife Range (DNWR) placed restrictions on operating areas for NTTR
activities in 2016. The affected area, primarily on the south range, is used by NTTR to conduct flight testing,
classified research and development projects, and weapons tests (Aftergood, 2020). A 2017 proposal that
would have expanded protected areas for NTTR to operate was denied.8 Often referred to as the NTTR
Land Withdrawal Strategy, this proposal was intended to protect the land needed to conduct test operations.
Representatives of NTTR expressed concern during the committee site visit that the rejection of this strategy
will directly lead to the loss of mission capability (see Appendix B).

5

43 United States Congress 1331. Gulf of Mexico Energy Security Act of 2006.
https://www.boem.gov/sites/default/files/oil-and-gas-energy-program/Energy-Economics/Econ/GOMESA.pdf.
Accessed August 9, 2021.
6
Testimony from Protecting and Securing Florida’s Coastline Act of 2019. Congressional Record Volume 165,
Number 145 (Wednesday, September 11, 2019). https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CREC-2019-0911/html/CREC-2019-09-11-pt1-PgH7622.htm. Accessed August 9, 2021.
7
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FIGURE 3-3 Encroachment threats identified in FY 2020 REPI Proposals. SOURCE: DoD (2020b).
Naval test ranges face encroachment from windmill farms off the Virginia and North Carolina
coasts, which threaten to infringe on the already limited available space on Atlantic test and training ranges
(Niiler, 2019). Naval Base Kitsap also suffered from noise encroachment due to increased acoustic
interference from surrounding vessels, forcing a response from the REPI program to ensure that missions
at Naval Base Kitsap could continue (DoD, 2020b). Windmills also interfere with radars used in testing
processes (DOE, 2018).
Electromagnetic Spectrum Encroachment
External encroachment also includes the declining access to various bands of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Spectrum encroachment is not a new issue. A 2007 MITRE report identified a “crisis” of
insufficient spectrum for the flight test community, which was affecting aeronautical telemetry for the
transmission of real-time data during flight tests. Since then, a number of efforts have been undertaken to
limit the sell-off or sharing of EM bands deemed critical to the T&E community for testing (MITRE, 2007).
However, emerging technologies have complicated this mitigation process. The Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics released a report in October 2020 recognizing that 5G transmitters cause
interference with the radar altimeters used for commercial and military aircraft even though 5G has its own
unique bands of operation separate from those used for radar altimeters (RTCA, 2020). This interference
directly hinders the ability of the U.S. Air Force to conduct end-to-end system testing in a live setting.
During a committee site visit, representatives from NTTR said that they recognized that spectrum
issues currently exist and that they expect them to become even more pressing in coming years. They noted
that NTTR no longer receives requests for GPS jamming because they cannot obtain approval from
commercial and other government agencies to conduct jamming tests.
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The external encroachment from the loss of spectrum directly affects the ability to validate system
performance against threat systems. As opposed to telemetry data use of the spectrum, DoD does not have
control over where the threat frequencies of U.S. adversaries will operate in operational situations. As a
result, frequency sell-off in certain wavelengths removes the ability to conduct operational testing against
those threats in a live environment. In addition, the loss of spectrum will lead to fielding systems that have
not undergone extensive testing in the EW and other spectrum-related arenas.
Finding 3-4: As frequency is sold off, the test community loses the ability to conduct operational
testing in live environments against certain threats.
Conclusion 3-3: Encroachment leads to the inability to demonstrate mission capability and identify
deficiencies due to lack of access to the physical and electromagnetic spectrum space with which
to conduct test and evaluation. This creates operational risk as DoD will have to field weapon
systems that have not been tested against certain threats.
The committee recognizes that spectrum sharing for DoD is a necessity. This necessity, however,
does not preclude the need for bands to be reserved solely for DOT&E testing of systems that require
exclusive access to certain bands within the spectrum. Adopting a successful spectrum management
strategy is critical to retaining control of the electromagnetic spectrum to ensure that systems have the
required frequencies available for proper operation.
The development of a spectrum management strategy could be initiated by DOT&E by conducting
a review and identifying critical bands within the spectrum that are necessary for the operational testing of
next-generation weapon systems at live ranges. DOT&E would then collaborate with stakeholders and
recommend action to protect those critical bands so that live testing of EW and other weapons will be able
to take place on next-generation weapon systems. While previous studies have focused on spectrum loss
from a telemetry data perspective, the following recommendation is focused on the need to identify
operational risk and impact of threats that cannot be tested against in a live environment due to spectrum
sell-off:
Recommendation 3-2: To ensure the ability to validate the survivability of Department of
Defense (DoD) weapon systems against a realistic operational threat environment across air,
sea, land, space, and spectrum domains, DoD should identify and prioritize bands that cover
U.S. military operational and test requirements which should be protected from sell-off to
preserve these capabilities.
Recommendation 3-3: The Test Resource Management Center (TRMC) should assess
current and projected commercial radio frequency communications technologies and
spectrum allocations for secure, agile, high-bandwidth operational test needs. In addition,
TRMC should determine the feasibility of developing new large-scale enclosed testing
facilities combined with expanded modeling and simulation to support electromagnetic
spectrum activities not suitable for open-air testing.
Internal Encroachment Challenges
Internal encroachment refers to actions taken by DoD that result in encroachment. Increased
demand and tempo at ranges can lead to actions that restrict the ability of test groups to perform the full
range of necessary tests. An example of this is when the 7th Special Forces Group was moved to Eglin AFB
as a result of the 2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission, which recommended the move
as “an opportunity to achieve outstanding joint training through its collocation with the Air Force Special
Operations Command” (DBCRC, 2005). Personnel from the Eglin/Edwards/ Wright Patterson Air Force
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Bases site visit discussed how a new compound for the 7th SOG was placed into the center of test space at
Eglin Air Force Base. This action directly resulted in the cancellation of 29 operational test profiles,
including major test programs like the F-16, Small Diameter Bomb test program, Joint Standoff Weapon,
and several other classified test programs. There are examples where the movement of range equipment
(both radiating and non-radiating), uncoordinated with test operations have resulted in test anomalies and
‘no test’ results, causing significant unplanned analyses and the unnecessary consumption of critical test
assets that have delayed the Initial Operating Capability (IOC) of major systems by months or even years.
As evidenced by the increase in encroachment concerns since 2001, external encroachment from
business, residential, and foreign entities will be a constant challenge in the future and will require
mitigation strategies spanning from the development of bladeless wind turbines to land preservation
negotiations to mapping noise corridors (GAO, 2016). These strategies, however, are either already being
pursued by programs such as REPI, or are outside the scope of this study. While the committee recognizes
the existence of external encroachment issues, efforts are under way to create frameworks and
recommendations for mitigating these concerns.
There is, however, a lack of literature on internal encroachment issues and how they might be
mitigated. By definition, internal encroachment is caused by DoD and thus offers DoD an opportunity to
limit the impacts of encroachment in coming years by restricting actions taken within the department to
limit the space available for test and training operations.
Finding 3-5: External encroachment will continue to be a persistent threat for DoD, but issues of
internal encroachment, if left unaddressed, will cause unintended consequences for MDO T&E.
Given that there already exists a program to identify and mitigate external encroachment issues
facing the test ranges, rather than suggest the establishment of a new program, the committee recommends
the following:
Recommendation 3-4: The Department of Defense should broaden the authority of the Test
Research Management Center (TRMC) to address issues of internal encroachment by
reviewing internal range policies and actions to ensure that the test groups retain adequate
mission space and prevent the placement of equipment or infrastructure that could
potentially interfere with test operations. The Director of Defense Research and Engineering
for Advanced Capabilities should be granted the authority to mitigate disputes arising over
internal encroachment concerns and provided additional funding to manage internal
encroachment.
Encroachment Challenges for Next-Generation Systems
As next-generation weapon systems enter OT&E, their onboard systems and sensors, as well as the
ability for multiple platforms to integrate and act collectively, exceed the capabilities of current ranges and
the existing range capabilities constrain the ability to test these advanced systems. In the case of hypersonic
weapons, the significant increase in sustained speed, distance, and impact of these weapons coupled with
the number of programs pursuing this technology result in tests that exceed the capabilities of historic
approaches and test locations. These constraints were voiced to the committee at their 4 March 2021
meeting by Michael White, the principal director for hypersonics, who used the phrase “string of pearls” to
describe how testing will have to be conducted going forward. “String of pearls” refers to the integration
of multiple ranges together in a single hypersonic test in order to track the hypersonic vehicle throughout
the entire trajectory of the flight (Spravka and Jorris, 2015). This string-of-pearls issue also faces space
testing, long-range precision fires, and intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) operational testing.
Spectrum encroachment issues will become more pronounced as next-generation weapon systems
enter operational test and evaluation (OT&E). Any further restriction on spectrum access will “directly
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impact DoD’s ability to conduct live training” (DoD, 2018b). EW systems, for example, are classified as
spectrum dependent systems (SDS) which require the use and control of spectrum resources. DOT&E
testing generally contains requirements for systems to test using spectrum in the live environment for either
electronic attack (EA), electronic protection (EP), or electronic warfare support (EWS). The loss of
spectrum has resulted in nonrealistic training scenarios and limited the ability to execute TTPs.
Finding 3-6: The Department of Defense has taken actions to preserve mission space in recent
years, but the performance of critical systems exceeds the boundaries of current ranges. This
problem will become increasingly worse as advanced multi-domain operations further stress
available test facilities.
Given the existing encroachment issues facing U.S. military ranges, the growing need for adequate
physical and spectrum space in which to conduct tests, and the difficulty of expanding the physical and
spectrum boundaries of ranges within the U.S., one potential approach would be to cooperate with foreign
allies to invest in additional test range space. As an example, Australia in particular has physical space that
is expansive enough for hypersonic weapon testing, and a collaborative agreement could allow both
countries to test new military technologies and scenarios over much larger areas than currently available to
the U.S. These efforts are permissible through 10 U.S. Code §2350l, which gives authority to the Secretary
of Defense to enter an agreement with a foreign country to provide testing of U.S. defense equipment at
that country’s test facilities.9 Military testing cooperations with foreign countries are overseen by the
International Test and Evaluation Program (ITEP), which is managed by DOT&E. Given TRMCs authority
to maintain awareness of testing needs for current and future technologies, they are suitable for determining
the use and investment strategies for testing military systems abroad.
Recommendation 3-5: The Test Resources Management Center should develop a strategy
that assesses the use of and potential investment in suitable allied resources for open-air
testing. This strategy should include criteria for the usage of allied resources and areas of
potential investment to include range space available, data collection, security risks, and
support facilities.
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4
Digital Infrastructure Needs
for Operational Testing
For decades, the power and speed of, and connectivity afforded by, digital technologies have been
increasing exponentially, with implications for every part of society. Not surprisingly, digital technologies
are also dramatically reshaping both military technologies and the ways in which those technologies are
developed, tested, and deployed. This will pose increasingly serious challenges to the military’s operational
testing and evaluation (OT&E) over the coming years while simultaneously offering opportunities to make
OT&E more responsive, effective, and flexible.
This chapter examines those two complementary aspects of digital technologies in operational
testing—the challenges and the opportunities. Many of the challenges arise because of the appearance of
novel military technologies whose operational testing requires approaches that are fundamentally different
from anything in existence today. Perhaps the best example of this is found in the areas of artificial
intelligence, autonomous systems, and machine learning, which are posing new and—so far—unresolved
challenges for those who seek to test the operational performance of such technologies.
At the same time, digital technologies are providing new and powerful approaches to OT&E. One
example is the rise of digital twins and high-performance modeling and simulation, which are enabling
novel ways of testing technologies and systems. David Tremper, Director of Electronic Warfare for the
Office of the Secretary of Defense addressed the committee at the public workshop and shared successes
realized in the AEGIS combat system’s use of an onboard digital twin that can operate simultaneously with
the operational system. The appearance of digital twins is particularly timely, given that the combination
of new domains and operational constraints is increasingly making virtual testing the only practical
approach for certain applications.
Finally, as ever more powerful digital technologies are enabling the collection, processing, and
analysis of massive amounts of data from testing, military ranges will be increasingly challenged to collect,
process, transmit, store, and analyze these data securely and effectively. An additional challenge will be
securing these data in all of their states and ensuring the data is accessible, secure, and consumable to those
who need it since data generated during operational testing may be at a mix of classification levels. These
combined challenges are placing growing demands on the digital infrastructure of the nation’s military
ranges.
MODELING AND SIMULATION
Modeling and simulation (M&S) is becoming an increasingly essential part of operational testing.
This growing role is driven by a number of factors, some on the supply side and some on the demand side.
On the supply side, rapid increases in computing power and memory combined with improvements in
software capabilities and sophistication have dramatically expanded what is possible to do with digital
models. M&S now plays a major role in the development of commercial products, such as automobiles
(Biesinger et al., 2019) or pharmaceuticals (US FDA, 2021), dramatically shortening the time it takes to
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bring a product to market, and it has the potential to dramatically improve the testing of military weapons
and systems as well. A case study in the effectiveness of this approach is the National Nuclear Security
Administration’s Science Based Stockpile Stewardship (Reis et al., 2017) program in which high
performance computer simulations across multiple physics and materials science disciplines play a leading
role in certifying the safety and security of nation’s nuclear stockpile. In fact, DoD is already building
capabilities to use M&S to support future technologies such as advanced aircraft,1 space systems,2 and
artificial intelligence.3
On the demand side, a variety of factors are driving the growing role of M&S in OT&E. For
example, some test exercises would reveal sensitive information and capabilities. Since it is unrealistic to
hide open-air tests or space-based tests from observation, any such testing risks providing information to
U.S. adversaries about the capabilities of the systems being testing. If certain details need to remain secret,
testing via simulation is often the best, or only, option. 4
Another reason to simulate is that some systems simply cannot practically be tested across their
entire application space. For example, open-air testing of hypersonic weapon systems requires large
geographical areas at various altitudes, but these systems are expensive single-use devices that are too costly
and time prohibitive to fully explore the operational envelope in test.
It would also not be feasible to carry out full-scale tests in a real-world environment of a weapon
designed to wipe out all nearby computers and digital communications. Furthermore, some testing
environments cannot be physically replicated on DoD test ranges. For example, artificial intelligence (AI)
systems must train and execute on a stream of operational data that reflects their intended operating
environment. During development and testing, an autonomous vehicle has access to the same roads as the
operational system. However, an AI system to classify threat emitters cannot have constant access to the
electromagnetic emissions of anticipated future threats. On the other hand, simulation models, informed
and improved by intelligence over time, may be run to generate sample data.
Finally, running simulations is generally less expensive than running tests with expensive pieces
of equipment, and while simulations cannot completely replace physical tests—real-world data will
always be necessary for grounding models in reality—simulations can be used in various ways in
conjunction with testing, and should be embedded in the planning of test programs.
Traditional Use of Modeling and Simulation in Weapons Testing
The classical view of the role of M&S in testing is illustrated in Figures 4-1 and 4-2, taken from a
Defense Acquisition University (DAU) training class on the role of M&S in testing (DAU, n.d.). Figure 41 illustrates a classical linear process where a test is developed, results are predicted by the M&S tools, the
test is executed, and the results are compared to the predictions. This approach has proven successful in
accelerating the pace of testing in many programs and has demonstrated some of the promise of M&S in
system level testing. However, this view does not fully exploit the power of modern M&S.

1

Panel discussion from Mr. John Pearson, Senior Evaluator, 5th/6th Generation Fighter Aircraft to Workshop
on Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges, January 28, 2021.
2
Panel discussion from COL Eric Felt, Director, AFRL Space Vehicles Directorate to Workshop on Assessing
the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges, January 28, 2021.
3
Panel discussion from Mr. Brian Nowotny, DoD Autonomy Test Lead, Test Resource Management Center to
Workshop on Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges, January 29, 2021.
4
Panel discussion from Dr. Raymond D. O’Toole, Acting Director, Operational Test and Evaluation to
Workshop on Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges, January 28, 2021.
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FIGURE 4-1 Classical view of the role of M&S in system-level testing. SOURCE: DAU (n.d.).
This classical view is expanded in Figure 4-2, which highlights the major role of M&S at the
program outset in supporting design activities, but with that role diminishing over the program life-cycle.
Under this approach, the M&S tools developed early in the program are frequently not sustained or evolved
to perform an integrated function with developmental testing (DT) and operational testing (OT). Too
frequently, once the system enters test, models are redeveloped from scratch, without good linkage to the
models that were employed early in the program. Another result of this approach is that the system will
frequently be turned over to the warfighter without prior exposure to robust system-level models.

FIGURE 4-2 Classical view of the role of M&S throughout the development life-cycle. SOURCE: DAU
(n.d.).
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Benefits of Modeling and Simulation in Testing
Simulation should not be viewed only as a replacement for testing or as an alternative that is less
expensive or more convenient or that can be carried out in situations where physical testing cannot. Rather,
simulation is a fundamentally different approach to testing systems that has its own benefits and advantages
that are different from and complement those of physical testing. This means, in particular, that a thoughtful
combination of simulation with testing can be much more powerful and effective than either simulation or
testing alone. These benefits are presented below:
1. A robust simulation environment provides understanding that physical testing cannot.
Physical testing will likely be considered the gold standard in operational testing for some time
to come. It is important to recognize, though, that testing largely provides a binary result: either
the system worked or the system failed in this one test. By contrast, the simulation environment
can help a user understand the system’s margin in successful tests and identify—through Monte
Carlo analysis, for example—those systems that might have been on the edge of failure. Thus,
integrating simulation with physical testing will yield a richer characterization of the system
and its performance for the warfighter.
2. Embracing simulation will drive some testing needs. For a simulation to be useful, the
community must have confidence in the validity of the results. Fortunately, a well-formed
simulation environment makes it possible to study the sensitivity of the results to individual
parameters in the model and to quantify the uncertainty of the overall result. The discipline of
uncertainty quantification has matured to the point that it is possible both to understand the
uncertainty in a simulation result and to understand what parameters drive that uncertainty.
Testing can then be focused in a manner that maximizes its value in terms of driving down the
overall uncertainty in a simulation and that consequently improves the understanding of the
system. Note that the testing required to reduce uncertainty will include both ground testing
and flight testing.
3. Increased use of simulation at the program level can create opportunities at the campaign
level. The major challenges of modern warfare include optimizing and assessing the
performance of strike packages that integrate advanced technology systems with legacy
systems or multiple advanced technology systems into a combined force. As individual
programs establish more sophisticated simulations, the opportunity exists to conduct
simulations at the campaign level. Such campaign-level simulations can provide powerful
insights—revolutionary technologies can enable revolutionary operational strategies.
4. The increased use of simulation is unlikely to reduce the load on test ranges. It is unrealistic
to think that simulation will dramatically reduce the need for testing advanced technology
systems. The flexibility offered by emerging systems increases the challenges in operational
test in demonstrating that the systems function properly across their entire potential application
space. A well-formed operational testing program will integrate simulation with live testing to
maximize the demonstrated capability of the system. For many of the advanced technology
systems, the threshold testing requirements to develop good confidence in the system will be
substantial.
Taking Full Advantage of the Power of Simulation
The current OT&E enterprise has the opportunity to significantly broaden its use of M&S. In short,
the increasing power of computers combined with the growing sophistication and effectiveness of digital
models is opening up new possibilities in simulation that should be taken advantage of by the nation’s
military ranges. To use M&S to greatest effect, it will be necessary to integrate testing and simulation more
closely than is currently the case.
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New Abilities in Computing Are Opening Up New Possibilities in Modeling and Simulation
Advances in modeling and simulation combined with high-performance computing now provide a
powerful capability to employ physics models to understand the performance of advanced-technology
weapon systems. Modern M&S tools can provide high-fidelity predictions of the behavior of systems under
test with reasonable computing times. Combined with approaches such as Monte Carlo analysis and
uncertainty quantification, modern simulation capabilities can provide powerful insights into both the
performance margin of the system under test and the sources of uncertainty in the behavior of that system.
Cloud computing, virtualization, continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD), and DevSecOps
approaches allow simulation developers to provide simulation capabilities as a service (Siegfried, 2021),
with ubiquitous access to simulation software and on-demand computational power. Such M&S capability
is not only valuable in the design phases of a new system, but it can continue to be evolved to support an
integrated role in both DT and OT. In addition, such models have sustained value in supporting both
effectiveness assessment and eventual campaign level simulations.
The Importance of Integrating Development and Testing with Simulation
An opportunity exists to further accelerate the pace of testing and to improve understanding of the
performance of advanced technology systems by embracing a more integrated approach to development,
testing, and simulation. In this approach, illustrated in Figure 4-3, DoD develops and sustains a persistent
M&S and data environment for a particular military domain. As shown in the figure, a persistent M&S and
data environment supports all phases of the life-cycle. In the early phase, M&S supports concept
development and digital engineering to inform requirements and rapidly assess the effectiveness of
engineering choices. As system development begins, M&S supports developmental testing to verify the
performance of components and sub-systems. Finally, M&S supports operational testing to validate the
system itself using realistic models of its operating environment throughout deployment to assess emerging
operational uses as well as the effects of aging on system performance. Furthermore, M&S data and results
are shared by different levels in M&S abstraction. For example, component and sub-system models are not
necessarily re-used in system models, but their data and results enable the development of more abstract
models suitable for system validation. Finally, M&S is not simply used to predict test results; it is used to
focus testing in particular areas with the goal of driving down uncertainties in system-level understanding.
Under this approach, M&S is sustained and evolves through the program life-cycle to support the system
throughout its life-cycle deployment.
It is important to note that the traditional approach of saddling single acquisition programs with
stand-alone M&S capabilities will not work for mission-driven testing. Mission-driven testing typically
spans multiple programs. Furthermore, if DoD waits until program initiation to build a test capability, it
will not be available for digital engineering during the early life-cycle phases. Instead, a separate office
must develop requirements for, fund, and sustain persistent M&S for critical warfighting domains.
The Joint Simulation Environment (JSE), originally built for F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) testing
in a simulated environment, is an illustrative example. During his opening comments to the committee,
Robert Behler, the Former Director of Operational Test and Evaluation, discussed the role of the JSE in
evaluating the ability to perform high-level missions against near-peer threats,5 and he recommended a site
visit to Patuxent River. For context, the JSE has had some challenges, and its delayed development has
delayed the F-35 IOT&E and full rate production decision because of the daunting challenges of integrating

5

Study Sponsor Perspective from Robert Behler, Director of Operational Test and Evaluation, to Kickoff
Meeting for Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges, December 4, 2020.
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the necessary threat simulators and friendly supporting system simulators in sufficient numbers to represent
the theater of interest.6 However, analysis has shown that overcoming these challenges is feasible.7
During their site visit to Air Combat Environment Test & Evaluation Facility (ACETEF),
committee members found the JSE to be an innovative and modern approach to simulation of complex DoD
mission threads which could be replicated for other missions. However, the program provides some lessons
learned. JSF missions typically involve several other DoD systems, so accurate representation of those
external systems is difficult for a separately funded program to develop and manage. The JSE is still in
development, even though the JSF is well into production, so the JSE was not available to support early
life-cycle digital engineering. Additionally, multiple programs could utilize and benefit from the threat
models and the theater representation built for JSE, but there is no clear mechanism to make the models
accessible and consumable by other programs.
In considering the approach illustrated in Figure 4-3, it is important to keep in mind that programs
do not need to decide between testing and simulation. The issue is often framed in terms of the question
“Can simulation be used to replace testing (and reduce cost)?” when the better framing is to ask “How can
simulation be used with testing to maximize the effectiveness of advanced technology systems for the
warfighter?” The optimal strategy may involve integrating testing and simulation in a way that produces
the greatest value, maximizing understanding and minimizing the cost for testing the program.
A Vision for the Future of Modeling and Simulation in OT&E
Modeling and simulation have tremendous potential to transform OT&E into a much faster, more
powerful, and more cost-effective enterprise, but the overall effectiveness of M&S will depend upon the
details of its implementation. With this in mind, the committee offers the following recommendations for
the use of modeling and simulation in support of the nation’s military ranges.
Sustain Modeling and Simulation Throughout the Program Life-Cycle
The role that M&S will play in the development of a system should be a consideration during
Technology Maturation and Risk Reduction (TMRR) and be well matured prior to entry into Engineering
and Manufacturing Development (EMD), since it is a key driver to the associated activities, schedules and
cost. To effectively apply M&S for design decisions, system integration and verification, the detailed
requirements for specific models and simulations must be provided early to the M&S community and
embedded in program milestones. Delivery of defined modeling capability in terms of functionality, fidelity
and maturity frequently paces system development and will have increasing importance in meeting
schedules.
A significant challenge with using M&S and data in program development is that the development
of the data and the initiation of M&S often come late in the program so they are only available for system
test. If M&S and data resources for a particular set of mission threads were persistent, architected and
curated for sharing and joint use, and funded independently of a particular program, they would be available
to support many related programs throughout their life-cycles. This is why Recommendation 3-1 for a joint
program office also includes responsibility to sustain the M&S and data ecosystem necessary for integrated
development and test of critical mission threads.
6

Lieutenant General Eric Fick, Program Executive Officer, F-35 Joint Program Office testimony to House
Armed Services Committee, Subcommittees on Tactical Air and Land Forces and Readiness Joint Hearing: “Update
on F-35 Program Accomplishments, Issues, and Risks”, April 22-23 2021,
https://armedservices.house.gov/2021/4/subcommittees-on-tactical-air-and-land-forces-and-readiness-joint-hearingupdate-on-f-35-program-accomplishments-issues-and-risks.
7
Defense Daily, Lack of F-35 Full-Rate Production Decision Provides “Launching Point for Criticism of
Program,” PEO Says. May 13, 2021.
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FIGURE 4-3 New paradigm for integrating testing with simulation. SOURCE: Based on image from
MITRE Systems Engineering Guide (https://www.mitre.org/publications/systems-engineering-guide/selifecycle-building-blocks/test-and-evaluation/verification-and-validation). Image sources: (1)
https://www.army.mil/article/202557/soldiers_situational_awareness_improved_using_micro_displays_a
ugmented_reality; https://www.army.mil/article/194952/army_rolls_out_latest_version_of_iconic
_abrams_main_battle_tank; https://www.army.mil/article/151190/m1a2_abrams_tank_live_fire_Bulgaria;
https://www.europeafrica.army.mil/Newsroom/Photos/igphoto/2002251824/.
Since M&S has traditionally been used to demonstrate that a preliminary design meets
requirements, the associated funding has often been applied well past program inception. However, the
most effective use of M&S arises from a well-planned and well-architected infrastructure that provides
defined capabilities that are available and scheduled to support early feasibility studies, inform design
decisions for multi-disciplinary design optimization, complement integration and test, optimize military
operations, support predictable production, guide system sustainment, and realize the benefits of the
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potential reuse and sharing of models, simulations, analysis tools, and data. This strategy requires a funding
profile that is primarily front-loaded and that drives requirements to the M&S community, akin to
requirements for prime hardware and software, in order to ensure that well-planned models and simulations
are available as scheduled to meet critical program milestones.
The M&S and data ecosystem must be designed so that they support the exchange of attributes
among models running in various native applications, with meta-data that defines those attributes as well
as the functionality, fidelity, and pedigree for each model. The models will evolve over the course of the
program and be adaptable and extensible for use at different levels within DoD, providing the required
capability at each.
Create a Central Modeling and Simulation Resource
There currently exists Service-level offices to support modeling and simulations efforts, such as
the Air Force Simulation and Analysis Facility (SIMAF)8, the Air Force Agency for Modeling and
Simulation (AFAMS),9 and the Army Modeling and Simulation Office (AMSO).10 However, without a
DoD infrastructure to provide common and maintained M&S, each program develops or acquires its own
models and emulators to support integration and test against various system interfaces and threats, including
command-and-control systems, cues from multiple sources, threat radars, targets, etc. This is inefficient
and will likely result in system deficiencies from the use of outdated or inaccurate model representations,
which are often developed by organizations that may not have expertise or full insight into those systems.
There must be a single, managed, trustworthy source for common DoD models that is maintained as part
of a core DoD infrastructure. One particular aspect of these centralized M&S resources should be a
collection of digital twins that represent adversary equipment or threats against which multiple development
systems will be tested.
M&S also plays an increasingly important role in meeting the challenges associated with
cybersecurity, which drives rapidly evolving threat capabilities and corresponding changes in requirements
for the system under development, as well as in the engineering and test infrastructures. Digital twins that
can be subjected to repeated cyber-attacks as the threats and their tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs)
evolve will allow the cyber resiliency of the systems and mission to keep pace.
Use Uncertainty Quantification
The current DoD instruction on M&S verification, validation, and accreditation recognizes the
importance of having and using a process to verify, validate, and accredit M&S tools (DoD, 2018b).
Although such a process provides the necessary steps to ensure that a model meets the expectations of the
service, the process is insufficient in that it does not take advantage of uncertainty quantification (UQ), a
powerful tool for understanding the limitations of models.
A number of sources of uncertainty exist in modeling and simulation; a good discussion is found
in Roy and Oberkampf (2011). Some uncertainty is the result of the modeling process itself and is
introduced by modeling assumptions and numerical approximations employed in the simulation. Other
sources of uncertainty result from the characteristics of the system itself, such as dimensional variations,
variability due to manufacturing processes, wear, damage, and uncertainty in the system surroundings. UQ
provides a framework to estimate the uncertainty of the result as well as the sources of those uncertainties.
8
Modern Technology Solutions. Simulation and Analysis Facility (SIMAF). https://www.mtsiva.com/modeling-simulation/. Accessed August 10, 2021.
9
United Statems Air Force. Air Force Agency for Modeling and Simulation (AFAMS) Mission and Vision.
https://www.mtsi-va.com/modeling-simulation/. Accessed August 10, 2021.
10
United States Army Modeling and Simulation Office (AMSO). AMSO’s Mission. https://www.ms.army.mil/.
Accessed August 10, 2021.
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This information can be used to inform testing activities as to which tests may be most useful in driving
down the uncertainty in the understanding of the system.
Recommendation 4-1. A Department of Defense joint program office should establish a
shared, accessible, and secure modeling and simulation (M&S) and data ecosystem to drive
development and testing across the life-cycles of multiple supporting programs. M&S should
be planned from early concept development to support the entire life-cycle of the system,
from requirements generation, through design development, integration and test, and
sustainment. Uncertainty quantification should be employed to identify the primary sources
of uncertainty in the understanding of the system being developed and to define an integrated
testing and simulation activity to reduce those uncertainties to an acceptable level.
The M&S ecosystem should:
1. Be shared within a Department of Defense (DoD) mission space for a set of critical mission
threads
2. Contain DoD validated and accredited scenarios, threat models, system models, and common
meta data that defines the pedigree, applicability and limitations
3. Be accessible by concept developers, requirements developers, research and development
programs, acquisition programs, and test facilities
4. Integrate across DoD services and industry partners so that industry models can be used in the
ecosystem and DoD models can be used to support digital engineering by industry partners.
INCREASING THE USABILITY AND VALUE OF DATA
The role that digital technologies play in testing and evaluation is not limited to modeling and
simulation. These technologies, for instance, make it possible to record, store, process, and analyze huge
amounts of data from testing—data that can provide a much clearer and complete picture of the performance
of a system or system of systems under test. Digital technologies also enable the rapid and secure
communications and transfer of data. But taking advantage of these capabilities will require overcoming
various challenges. Two of the biggest challenges will be handling massive amounts of data in way that
maximizes the value of that data and ensuring the interoperability of data among the various segments of
the OT&E establishment and across multiple programs in critical warfighting domains.
The Challenge of “Big Data” in Operational Testing
The growing power of digital storage—that is, the ability to hold increasing large amounts of data
in increasingly small spaces and at increasingly low costs—combined with the increasing ability of
computers to manipulate and analyze those data quickly and efficiently has created an era of “big data” in
which previously unimaginable amounts of data are collected, stored, analyzed, and communicated. This is
turn has revolutionized many fields that rely on large amounts of data, from artificial intelligence and
machine learning (AI/ML) to autonomous systems, and it has the potential to have a similar positive effect
on OT&E—if the data can be handled effectively.
In the January 2021 workshop, James Amato, the executive test director of the Army Test and
Evaluation Command, observed that, as a result of the digital revolution, the military ranges are collecting
more and more data from tests. “The amount of data that we push around and that we have to push between
ranges, has grown exponentially,” he told the committee. But the ranges are being overwhelmed by that
data. “We don’t have the [data] infrastructure today,” he said. “We don’t have the technology and solutions
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in place today to be able to do that at scale, at speed that will be required to link those.”11 Similarly, another
speaker at the workshop, Arun Seraphin, a professional staff member of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, identified the lack of an efficient data infrastructure as a major OT&E challenge. The ranges
generate large volumes of test data, he said, but they do not manage those data well, and the main reason
for that failure is that the ranges’ data infrastructure is inadequate (NASEM, 2021, pp. 9–10).
As Conrad Grant, the chief engineer of the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory,
explained at that workshop, there are a variety of data and measurement challenges in large-scale tests, such
as those carried out across multiple domains or multiple ranges. “We need instrumentation, telemetry, data
collection, data handling, and data analysis that will work at the scale of these large ranges we’re talking
about,” he said, “and this is made difficult because of the desired volume of the data we’re trying to collect
from the system under test and the desire to make it available for analysis very quickly.”12 Speed is
necessary, he noted, because evaluators often must analyze the data that have been collected from range
tests on one day in order to determine which tests should be run the next day, but this speed is only possible
if the large amounts of data collected from the tests can be quickly transmitted to the centers where the data
analysis is done.
Also at that workshop, Joshua Marcuse, the head of strategy and innovation in the global public
sector at Google, spoke about what will be necessary for the ranges to handle the large amounts of data
generated by the tests. In particular, he argued that it is crucial to start planning for how those data will be
handled early in the design phase of a project. However, he said, in his work with DoD, he has observed
that program officers often design and build systems without a data strategy, with the result being that much
of the most meaningful data—the data that can be used to inform operational testing—are not collected
(NASEM, 2021, p. 9). “Thinking about the data requirements for a digital engineering approach to this has
to begin at the beginning and not be a requirement that comes in at the end when the system is handed over
the wall to someone that’s meant to test it and then they realize what’s missing,” he said. This will require
program officers to develop a new mindset, he said.13
More generally, Marcuse told the committee at the workshop that military ranges lack the necessary
digital resources to handle both the data-intensive and the computation-intensive aspects of OT&E. To
properly carry out modeling and simulation of the sort required for testing and evaluation requires a
tremendous amount of computing capacity—generally more than DoD has available (NASEM, 2021, p. 9).
He continued on to observe that some military ranges hardly seem to have entered the digital age at all, and
he spoke about a time he was at an Army testing facility where people “were complaining to us enormously
because they had a difficult time keeping track of all the paper copies of the testing results that they needed
to get from the range that they were supposed to inspect.”14
Data Communication Issues
One particular challenge related to the vast amounts of data that will be generated by the tests of the
future is simply moving those data from place to another among the relevant platforms, range assets, and
participating test ranges. This requires a highly connected, high-capacity, highly secure communications
system that is far beyond anything that exists in the nation’s system of military ranges today, and the
requirements will only increase as time goes on, testing becomes even more sophisticated and data-intense,
and the need for rapid and dependable communication of data grows. Addressing these challenges will
11

Presentation of James Amato to Workshop on Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges,
January 29, 2021.
12
Presentation of Conrad Grant to Workshop on Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges,
January 28, 2021.
13
Presentation of Joshua Marcuse to Workshop on Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges,
January 29, 2021.
14
Presentation of Joshua Marcuse to Workshop on Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges,
January 29, 2021.
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require improvements in both hardware and software, and the particular issues related to data
communication range from simple infrastructure needs (establishing connectivity, increasing data rates,
expanding communications frequencies and data formats) to more complex issues such as a lack of
standardized data formats and conflicting information security approval authorities.
A recent effort supported by DoD to enable the fast transfer of large volumes of data is the Defense
Research and Engineering Network (DREN).15 DREN is a fiber optic network connecting supercomputing
centers for scientific research as well as test and evaluation missions. A secret version of DREN, the
SDREN, provides a network for transferring secret level data. While this could be a promising effort for
improving intra-range connectivity for complex test events, it is unclear if DREN or SDREN can
accommodate data transfers at multiple classification levels and if they resolve issues with data
interoperability.
Data Security Issues
DoD has unique needs for data security. Test range data is commonly a mix of security
classification levels and needs to support sharing via a multi-level security mode of operation and not simply
be defaulted to a “system high” mode of operation. The data generated at the test range may also be
proprietary. Properly facilitating the sharing of required information is both a technical issue and a computer
security/bureaucratic approval issue. The sharing of data, models, and other digital assets among ranges
and among services is going to become increasingly important in coming years, but such sharing leads to a
number of security issues. As Ed Greer, former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Developmental
Test and Evaluation, said at the public workshop, it is difficult to share data securely among various entities
because of the lack of a “robust common IT [information technology] infrastructure that can support multilevel security and the switching of classification levels quickly” (NASEM, 2021, p. 10).
The committee site visits revealed specific examples of security issues related to testing and sharing
of information. For example, the Air Force Capability and Encroachment Assessment Detail at the Eglin
Test and Training Complex needs T&E infrastructure upgrades to support next-generation testing. The
range cannot support the multi-level classification needs for the T&E environment. Furthermore, net-centric
warfare requires realistic test environments for systems-of-systems interoperability (Figure 3-36 in DoD,
2018a), which will further exacerbate these security issues.
In speaking with personnel at the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), the committee learned that
TRMC, the Survivability/Lethality Analysis Directorate at the Army Research Laboratory, and other DoD
resources provide assistance to WSMR and other test facilities to help secure their existing cyber systems
as well as to assist in the creation of high-fidelity, mission-representative cyberspace environments for
testing and evaluation. In order for WSMR to maintain up-to-the-minute awareness of cybersecurity and
cyber T&E advances, WSMR leadership must bring together a multi-directorate group to create a roadmap
forward (WSMR, 2016).
Data Interoperability and Security Challenges to Sharing Data
In addition to the basic challenge of moving huge amounts of data from place to place, as described
above, military ranges face two other challenges related to moving data—and other digital resources, such
as models—from range to range and system to system quickly and securely. Specifically, this sort of sharing
is limited by two basic issues: limitations in data interoperability and difficulties in ensuring security when
transferring and sharing data.
15

Defense Research Engineering Network (DREN)/Secret Defense Research Engineering Network (SDREN)
Network capabilities and Technical Overview. https://www.hpc.mil/program-areas/networking-overview/drensdren. Accessed August 18, 2021.
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Data Interoperability
The current lack of data interoperability among ranges and systems has its roots in a variety of
factors. To begin with, legacy systems, which generally have been developed with unique data definitions,
pose a major challenge to interoperability. Individuals in different places and at different times made
choices about their data that were tailored to fit their own particular requirements without much, if any,
concern about whether those data could be combined or compared with data generated by others making
decisions about their data based on very different considerations. The result is that the ranges have a
mishmash of different data systems with varying data definitions and formats. Even today, when the value
of data interoperability is more widely recognized than in the past, the designers of individual systems will
often make locally optimal decisions about data definitions and formats. The result is that the various data
systems operating on military ranges have limited data interoperability. This can be overcome—with some
effort—when the goal is to improve the data interoperability between two systems or among a small
number, but the task becomes more and more complicated as more systems are involved, and the issue is
most apparent regarding the data interoperability of complex systems of systems.
DoD has been aware of this issue for quite some time, and, indeed, in the 1990s the department
launched two major efforts to address application interoperability with the goal of preserving meaning and
being mutually interpretable (NRC, 1999). The first of these efforts was the Enterprise Data Model
Initiative, which sets forth a DoD process through which standard data definitions in functional areas (e.g.,
command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence (C4I); logistics: and health care) are
developed and then subjected to a cross-functional review process prior to being adopted as DoD standards
(OSD, 1994). The second was the Shared Data Environment (SHADE) Program, which enables different
C4I systems to share data segments and to use standardized access methods using middleware for
translating data elements from one system for another (DISA, 1996).
Personnel from the Nevada Test and Training Range spoke with the committee about how there
are instrumentation challenges in providing fourth- and fifth-generation aircraft with encrypted capability.
This requires costly instrumentation infrastructure on the aircraft and in ground support. In the 2025 Air
Test and Training Range Enhancement Plan (USAF, 2014) it was noted that the Common Range Integrated
Instrumentation System (CRIIS) project will provide most major range test and facility bases facilities with
the capability to collect highly accurate time, space, position information and selected aircraft data bus
information needed for advanced weapon systems testing. The enhancements provided by CRIIS are
expected to enable interoperability across the major test ranges and support future F-35 testing (DoD, 2018).
While the elements of DoD’s strategy for achieving interoperability are positive, they are not being
fully executed. A 1999 study from the National Research Council found that both the formulation and the
implementation of this strategy had gaps and shortfalls (Finding I-1 from NRC, 1999). And according to
what committee members heard from staff at the Test Resource Management Center (TRMC), data
interoperability continues to be an issue more than two decades later. Box 4-1 provides a sample of data
challenges voiced at the workshop (NASEM, 2021).

BOX 4-1
Summary of Data Challenges for Test Ranges
Listed below are a sample of data challenges voiced by members of the test community to the committee
at its public workshop:



Ranges need to work with customers to be ready for large exercises and ensure that all parties
are adhering to data standards.
It will be necessary to deal with large volumes of data gathered from multiple sources and make
it available for analysis quickly.
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Many ranges lack sufficient bandwidth and clear protocols for the real-time transfer of test data
generated at various classification levels.
Need to standardize data exchanges and standardize instrumentation. This would enable ranges
and program managers to spend less time and effort to correlate data from different ranges.
Programs that build systems do not have data strategies. Programs don't have the data you need
or want, data storage computation, or capacity.
Currently there are large amounts of test data that are being generated but not used.
A barrier to data sharing and analysis is security challenges among the test ranges. Security
challenges include the program and range investments in system and network certification and
accreditation

SOURCE: NASEM (2021).

To ensure the usability and value of the data collected on the nation’s military ranges, the committee
makes the following recommendations:
Recommendation 4-2: A DoD joint program office should adopt and promulgate modern
approaches for standardization, architectural design, and security efforts to address data
interoperability, sharing, and transmission challenges posed by the complexity of next
generation systems. The joint mission office should determine how to develop and maintain
a protected data, analysis tool, and model repository for testing, increase the interconnectivity
of test ranges, and ensure the development of data protocols for the real-time transfer of data
at multiple classification levels.
Few ranges have sufficient bandwidth and clear protocols for the real-time transfer of test data
generated at various classification levels. For data that are not prioritized for real-time transfer, the transfer
can take weeks to reach appropriate analysts, potentially resulting in significant scheduling delays. A
pragmatic phased adoption approach will need to take account of the maturity of data tools and processes,
and that implementation will require both up-front investment and concerted effort.
Software Is a Challenge in Operational Testing
With the digital revolution, software has become an increasingly important part of military weapons
and systems, to the point that today’s systems, from the F-35 to artillery, are almost completely dependent
upon the proper functioning of their software. This means that the testing and evaluation of military systems
includes a major software testing component. However, what the committee found from its study is that the
military’s testing ranges have not kept up with software capabilities.
For instance, in the workshop sponsored by the committee as part of this study, Joshua Marcuse,
the head of strategy and innovation in the global public sector at Google, said that a fundamental challenge
facing DoD is that, despite the digital revolution, testing remains optimized for hardware. The implications
of that revolution, Marcuse said, have not permeated DoD’s rules, processes, institutions, or its personnel
(NASEM, 2021). Going forward, military testing and evaluation should focus more on the digital elements
of systems. The committee heard similar testimony from Raymond O’Toole, the acting director of OT&E
at DoD, who said that “dramatically increasing and improving the test and evaluation of software-intensive
systems” should be one of DoD’s priorities in OT&E (NASEM, 2021, p. 4). And Arun Seraphin, who is a
professional staff member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, told the committee, “We have a real
concern over the department’s ability to test software, both on the workforce side and on the infrastructure
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side.”16 Seraphin pointed to a number of specific software areas as presenting challenges in testing and
evaluation, including software for emerging artificial intelligence (AI) systems, software for commandand-control systems, and software for business systems.
Testing Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems
The greatest software challenge for OT&E—and for T&E in general—is likely to be in the area of
AI software and AI-based autonomous systems, as the committee heard from a number of sources. AI and
autonomous systems are expected to play a major role in the nation’s defense in coming decades (Ray et
al., 2020), but, to date, relatively little has been done to prepare for the testing of such systems. At the
workshop, for instance, Jane Pinelis, the chief of testing, evaluation, and assessment at DoD’s Joint
Artificial Intelligence Center (JAIC), said that the military’s testing and evaluation capabilities “have not
been keeping pace with the speed of AI technology development” (NASEM, 2021). And in site visits to
various ranges, committee members heard on multiple occasions that the ranges are completely unprepared
to test systems running AI, including autonomous systems.
There are multiple reasons why the testing of AI and autonomous systems is challenging for the
ranges. This is a technological area in which rapid progress is being made, which means that it is difficult
to anticipate and prepare for the sorts of systems that might employ AI and to predict what the capabilities
of those systems might be. But, to a degree, this is true about any technology in which rapid advances are
being made. However, because of the nature of AI and autonomous systems, they pose testing challenges
that are unlike any other.
For example, Devin Cate, the director of test and evaluation for the U.S. Air Force, told the
committee during the workshop that because AI and autonomous systems are learning systems, they
inevitably change and evolve throughout testing, which makes it difficult to characterize their performance
in a repeatable manner. Overcoming this issue, he suggested, will require the testing enterprise to work
closely with the system developers so that the AI-enabled and autonomous systems are designed from the
start with tests in mind; in particular, he suggested, it would be useful to design these systems to collect all
the data that will be needed to characterize and judge their performance (NASEM, 2021).
Another testing challenge will be simply setting performance goals for these systems since it is
difficult to make a connection between specific performance parameters of the systems and the outcome of
operational or mission tests. Things get even more complicated when the testing involves humans teaming
with AI or autonomous systems. It will be critical to do such integrated tests in order to evaluate how the
systems will perform in actual missions, but at present there is no well-established approach for carrying
out tests of such combinations.
Perhaps the most challenging aspect to testing AI and autonomous systems will be determining
how to detect and evaluate emergent behaviors—actions that the systems take that have not been
programmed into them but rather that appear as the result of complex interactions among a system’s various
components or because of machine learning. A non-military example would be the selection of a chess
move by an AI chess system—the machine chooses its moves through its own study of chess, and the
machine’s creators have no idea what a move will be until it has been made. The performance of a chessplaying computer can be judged by, for instance, having it play multiple games against human grandmasters
(or against other chess-playing computers). It is not clear, however, how to judge the emergent behavior
that will appear in AI-enabled military systems. As Pinelis told the workshop, “We need methods for
defining, diagnosing, and understanding emergent behavior as well as human training so that the operator
can identify emerging behavior as it occurs and do things about it if it is undesirable.”17
16

Presentation of Arun Seraphin to Workshop on Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges,
January 29, 2021.
17
Presentation of Jane Pinelis to Workshop on Assessing the Suitability of Department of Defense Ranges,
January 29, 2021.
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A related issue will be how to judge a particular performance—to decide what is “passing”—when
an AI-driven system is being evaluated. This was mentioned at the workshop by Marc Bernstein, the chief
scientist under the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics. As an
example, he pointed to the Advanced Battle Management System (ABMS) now being developed by the Air
Force. Evaluating the ABMS properly will require testing it in complex environments where there is no
single “correct” action but rather a collection of options, each with its own advantages and disadvantages,
so that the “best” choice is a judgment call. How, he asked, do you set up your operational testing and
evaluation in such an ambiguous, gray environment? Furthermore, given that AI systems do their own
“thinking” and do not simply behave in ways that have been programmed into them, it is quite possible that
the AI-enabled system will come up with an optimal solution that is different from what its evaluators
believe is best—and perhaps it would even come up with a solution that its evaluators had never thought
of—and in these cases it can be difficult, if not impossible, to judge the system’s performance accurately
(NASEM, 2021, p. 3).
Yet another issue was pointed out at the workshop by Conrad Grant, the chief engineer of the Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. In testing weapon systems on autonomous vehicles where
the weapons may be under the control of AI, how can the safety of others on the ranges be assured, given
that the AI’s decisions are not generally predictable? (NASEM, 2021).
Given all of these considerations and the fact that AI-enabled systems under test can have some
very severe consequences, Pinelis told the workshop that it is crucial that DoD “push the test and evaluation
for AI-enabled systems to where it needs to be with respect to science, data, knowledge, skills, workforce,
and infrastructure” (NASEM, 2021, p. 3). At the same workshop, Missy Cummings, professor in the
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Duke University, offered a sobering warning about
the difficulty of modeling autonomous systems. “Simulation can maybe help you do some baby testing
early in the phases of autonomous systems, but it simply cannot represent the uncertainty of the real world”
(NASEM, 2021, p. 9). In a review of the literature and site visit discussions, the committee found that the
ranges are not adequately prepared for the testing and evaluation of AI and autonomous systems.
Finding 4-1: DoD test ranges are unprepared for the operational testing and evaluation of the
increasing integration of AI and autonomous systems in military systems.
In an effort to develop a collaboration platform to support autonomy and artificial intelligence
projects and programs for DoD, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research & Engineering
established the Assured Development and Operation of Autonomous Systems (ADAS) Project, which is
overseen by TRMC.18 ADAS was initiated in 2020 to solicit proposals for making data, DevSecOps,
software, and infrastructure resources accessible for collaborative settings to support autonomy and AI
projects. To enable seamless collaboration across the services and domains for AI and autonomous systems
testing, the committee makes the following recommendation:
Recommendation 4-3: The Test Resource Management Center should continue monitoring
and supporting the Assured Development and Operation of Autonomous Systems (ADAS)
Project, and prioritize efforts to develop a common set of standards, measurement
approaches, and operational scenarios from which to evaluate the performance of AI and
autonomous systems, while recognizing that testing approaches may differ between AI and
autonomous systems.
It is critical that program managers (PMs), TRMC, and DOT&E recognize that next-generation
systems that continuously evolve as a result of changing data, AI integration, and similar technological
advancements will require new methods for testing. For example, the Advanced Battle Management System
18

Arcnet Consortium Press Release, June 5, 2020. https://www.arcnetconsortium.com/trmc-coeus-white-paperrequest/. Accessed June 22, 2021.
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(ABMS) processes large volumes of data to inform decision-making on the joint domain battlefield.
Alternatively, autonomous systems require more work in the integration of human-machine teams. Given
that changes in data will result in different outputs, testing the evolving ABMS may require continuous
operational testing exercises year after year to ensure its suitability and survivability. Further research is
necessary to advance testing technologies and strategies to test the integration of AI and autonomous
systems.
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5
Speed-to-Field:
Restructuring the Requirements
and Resources Processes
for DoD Test Ranges
Delivering new systems into the field as quickly as possible should be one of the main goals of the
Department of Defense (DoD) testing and evaluation (T&E) system, but that speed should not come at the
cost of losing the rigor of that T&E. Satisfying both of these conditions—enabling speed-to-field while
maintaining the rigor of DoD’s operational test and evaluation in today’s world of highly complex
technologies—is becoming increasingly difficult for today’s DoD ranges. Indeed, a large portion of DoD’s
T&E ranges were developed in the 1950s and suffer from outdated equipment that is expensive to maintain
and increasingly inadequate to meet the testing demands of the future, such as hypersonic weapons and
multi-domain operations (MDOs). Many of DoD’s ranges will require substantial investments in
modernization just to meet current operational testing needs and much more to prepare for the future.
This chapter summarizes the challenges with current range infrastructure investments processes
and lays a foundation for Congress and DoD work together to ensure appropriate funding to modernize and
recapitalize DoD ranges in order to meet the needs of the modern battlefield and the intricacies of modern
weapon systems.
The emphasis of this chapter is how DoD can better determine current and future testing needs,
evaluate the existing range capabilities, identify range facility shortfalls, develop strategies to fund both
current operations and long-term capital investments, and improve speed-to-field. In order to provide
adequate funding, requirements for test and evaluation of weapons and systems must be accurately defined
early in the program acquisition cycle. Testing discussions often occur late in program development,
meaning that testing gaps are identified late, and the ranges may not be equipped to conduct appropriate
testing. Understanding how test ranges currently fund modernization efforts and prepare to meet testing
requirements is critical for developing new strategies to improve the responsiveness, effectiveness, and
flexibility of the test enterprise.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DRIVE
RANGE FUNDING INVESTMENTS
Test range operating and maintenance costs are funded by their owning Service, but some execution
costs are reimbursed by the test customers. Each program has a set of T&E requirements that are typically
established in the acquisition cycle of the program. The program manager and testers must ensure that test
resource requirements are identified early in the acquisition cycle, that they are documented in the initial
test and evaluation master plan (TEMP), and that modifications and refinements are reported in the TEMP
updates. The services make test resource decisions based on what they predict they will need in 3 to 5 years
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according to the requirements documents in the TEMPs. Once testing needs are prioritized and established,
they are difficult to modify. It is critical to note there is no stable funding process where program funds are
put aside for future OT&E needs.
Funding for recapitalization and modernization of the ranges is driven by the testing requirements
set in the acquisition process of the program. If a Service Other Transaction Authority (OTA) or DOT&E
sets an operational testing requirement calling for capabilities not yet available at a test range, the range
works with the program manager, the range sponsor, or the Test Resource Management Center (TRMC) to
obtain the necessary funding and develop the capability to meet the testing requirement.
There are a variety of drawbacks for operational testing from the current piecemeal requirements
process. A lack of defined and achievable requirements at initial approval of the program test strategy
results in unreliable cost and schedule estimates. The committee also observed that program funding to
support the ranges results in a large number of individual capability projects, but there are few resources to
develop infrastructure to connect and integrate these capabilities. Additionally, if program requirements are
the driving force for prioritizing range investments, then the ranges are not preparing for the next-generation
capabilities that may be needed in the next 10 to 15 years.
Finding 5-1: Program test requirements drive funding for the ranges, so recapitalization and
modernization for broader testing use is not incentivized.
COLORS OF MONEY FOR RANGE MODERNIZATION AND MAINTENANCE
Currently, there is a complex funding stream to operate tests, address deteriorating test assets, and
modernize test ranges. During the site visits, the committee had discussions with range personnel that were
aimed at developing a better understanding of range funding for modernization and sustainment. The
funding profiles of the test ranges are not identical, but in general they rely primarily on reimbursables from
their customers or indirect costs through appropriations. Figure 5-1 illustrates the various sources of funding
for the test ranges, which are further decribed throughout this chapter. However, consistent and aggregated
data appears to be unavailable on how funding for range modernization, operation, and maintenance is
allocated, what the overall requirements are, as well as the resulting capability gaps and deferred
maintenance levels.
The 23 major range and test facility bases (MRTFBs) secure a significant portion of their
approximately $4 billion funding through indirect costs paid via appropriations, but they are restricted by
law from recovering indirect costs from the majority of their customers. However, non-MRTFBs can secure
indirect costs from customers, which can be a substantive portion of their funding profile.
Resources specific to a particular test must often be developed and funded from the program
managers’ research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) budget (CRS, 2020a; CRS, 2020b).
Program managers and testers must ensure that test resource requirements are identified early in the
acquisition cycle and that they are documented in the initial TEMP. Requests for test resources are also
outlined in the TEMP.
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FIGURE 5-1 Institutional funding sources for DoD test ranges, including Major Range and Test Facility
Base Investments and Modernization (MRTFB I&M) funding, the Joint Mission Environment Test
Capability (JMETC) program, military construction (MILCON), the Central Test and Evaluation
Investment Program (CTEIP), and the Test and Evaluation/Science and Technology (T&E/S&T) program.
SOURCE: Budget amounts for JMETC, CTEIP, and T&E/S&T from the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
Budget Estimates for Fiscal Year 2021 (Department of Defense Fiscal Year 2022 Budget Estimates.
https://comptroller.defense.gov/Portals/45/Documents/defbudget/fy2022/budget_justification/pdfs/03_RD
T_and_E/RDTE_Vol3_OSD_RDTE_PB22_Justification_Book.pdf. Accessed September 9, 2021). Budget
amount for MRTFB I&M provided by TRMC upon request.
Range Funding from Service Programs
Each of the services has an understanding of its own test ranges and capabilities and is tasked with
managing and operating its designated MRTFB activities. Department of Defense Directive 3200.11 and
DoDI 3200.18 state that the TRMC reviews and certifies the proposed T&E budgets.1 The services must
also coordinate any proposed changes to T&E capabilities and infrastructure with TRMC before making
those changes. The funding processes from the services to support tests at the ranges differ, but brief
descriptions of those processes are provided to illustrate their complexity.
The Army Test and Evaluation Command (ATEC) oversees eight testing locations and provides
direct support to Army Futures Command for independent operational testing and evaluation. Funding for
Army operational testing is through the program managers and directed to ATEC for the control of the
funds. Weapon system program managers use RDT&E funds to reimburse supporting commands for costs
directly related to their tests.

1

Department of Defense Directive 3200.11.
https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodd/320011p.pdf?ver=2018-10-24-083959-987.
Accessed June 1, 2021.
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The Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC) is the Air Force’s agency
responsible for operational testing over five detachments and three operating locations. AFOTEC has direct
control of OT&E funds for all Air Force programs. Costs associated with the initial operational test and
evaluation (IOT&E) are RDT&E-funded, and the costs of OT&E are funded with operations and
maintenance (O&M) funds.
The Commander, Operational Test and Evaluation Force (COMOPTEVFOR) commands the
Navy's independent OT&E activity and reports directly to the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO). CNO
funds the development of generic test resources for use in OT&E, but the program manager uses the
program’s RDT&E funds to support the support the execution of the test program.
Investment Programs to Support Range Modernization
For priority areas listed in the National Defense Strategy, the services and the test ranges have
additional resources outside the program funds for building test capabilities and infrastructure. TRMC
administers approximately $500 million in investments annually to address shortfalls in T&E capabilities.
Those investments are spread out across three investment programs, briefly described below.
The mission of the Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) is to develop or
improve major test capabilities that have multi-service utility. TRMC administers CTEIP through a
corporate investment approach to combine Service, Defense, and other government agencies T&E needs,
to maximize opportunities for joint efforts, and to avoid unwarranted duplication of test capabilities. CTEIP
focuses investments on projects that will have high productivity returns on investment. Projects under the
CTEIP support two basic tasks: investments to improve the test capabilities base (Joint Improvement and
Modernization [JIM] projects) and the development of near-term solutions to test capability shortfalls in
support of ongoing operational test programs (Resource Enhancement Project [REP]). The services
typically use a competitive process to determine how to use CTEIP funding to pay for test range
investments. The test ranges themselves track their investment needs through their internal strategic
planning processes and the services guide the funding decisions.
Another TRMC-administered investment program is the Test and Evaluation/Science and
Technology (T&E/S&T) Program. T&E/S&T is approximately a $100 million investment program
established in 2002 to exploit new technologies and expedite their transition from the laboratory to the T&E
community. Currently, test technology areas include cyberspace, directed energy, electronic warfare, highspeed systems, net-centric systems, unmanned and autonomous systems, advanced instrumentation systems
technology, and spectrum efficient technology.
The Joint Mission Environment Test Capability (JMETC) program prioritizes interoperability by
providing funds for robust distributed infrastructure (network, enterprise resources, integration software,
tools, reuse repository) and technical expertise to integrate live, virtual, and constructive (LVC) systems
for test and evaluation in joint systems-of-systems and cyber environments.
There are a few additional resources available to test ranges that can be applied to modernization
efforts. Test ranges can obtain funds from the military construction (MILCON) program,2 3 MRTFB
Institutional (direct appropriations), the Spectrum Relocation Fund, the Readiness and Environmental
Protection Integration (REPI) program, and Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) Investment &
Modernization (I&M) funding. Furthermore, RDT&E and O&M funds can be used for unspecified minor
military construction projects to support test and evaluation activities, for projects costing not more than $6
million. (Title 10 U.S. Code, Section 2805 – Unspecified minor construction) This amount was raised in
2017 and alleviates total reliance on the slow and uncertain process for obtaining MILCON funding.
However, during the committee site visit to the Atlantic Test Range (ATR), personnel indicated that the $6
million limit forces the construction of low-cost or temporary structures and does not address significant
2
3

DoD Directive (DoDD) 4270.5.
U.S. Code Title 10 - Chapter 169: Military Construction and Military Family Housing.
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facility refurbishment costs that generally exceed the limit. ATR personnel also said that additional range
modernization would be possible with their existing level of resources but that the severe limitations on
mixing funding streams cannot accommodate shifting priorities or emerging test needs.
Maintenance and Repair of Test Ranges
Many test facilities with aging infrastructure still have high usage rates. The Strategic Plan for
Department of Defense T&E Resources from March 2013 noted,
“Due to age and outmoded technology, many test facilities are increasingly difficult to sustain and/or
maintain. Obsolescence and deterioration contribute significantly to increased levels of
maintenance, reductions in reliability, and an overall increase in operating costs. Services are under
pressure to keep existing ground test facilities viable and relevant to meet immediate and forecasted
needs. Across all services, there has been a downward trend in T&E military construction
(MILCON) appropriations to address ongoing maintenance, sustainment, and modernization needs
of our T&E facilities. Further analysis is required (e.g., recapitalization rate) to provide a
comprehensive assessment of MRTFB-only MILCON needs and investments.”4

Funding to address aging infrastructure competes with program test requirements. This results in
deferred maintenance, which can result in increased costs for test operations as well as higher costs to
replace the capability compared with costs associated with earlier mitigation. Personnel from Eglin and
Edwards Air Force Bases highlighted concerns regarding funding shortfalls for maintaining legacy systems.
Personnel from Naval Air Station Point Mugu spoke of how nearly one-third of their I&M budget goes
directly toward maintenance on existing infrastructure, and personnel from Point Mugu pointed out that it
is ultimately the customers who bear the financial brunt of aging infrastructure costs. The Air Force Test
Center reported in 2021 that current funding is insufficient for maintaining critical test facilities, including
wind tunnels and anechoic chambers (Department of the Air Force, 2021). The report states that the
insufficient funding for these facilities results in a high risk for failure and a reduction in the range’s
capabilities and capacities.
Finding 5-2: There are inadequate funds for the maintenance and sustainment of DoD test range
infrastructure and capabilities, and costs due to deferred maintenance continue increasing.
According to a Government Accountability Office report, DoD reported approximately $100
billion in deferred maintenance and repairs across all DoD facilities between FY2009 and FY2014, and
further determined that over those years DoD spent only 79% on average of the estimated facilities
maintenance requirements (GAO, 2016). While this report covers more than DoD ranges only, the fact that
GAO’s site visits included Eglin Air Force Base and Aberdeen Proving Ground suggest that ranges may
also be underspending on deferred maintenance. As a result, prior budgetary allocations for facility
maintenance and sustainment are unlikely to address current and projected deferred maintenance costs. If
the range capabilities and infrastructure are not adequately maintained, they cannot achieve optimal
performance and may have a reduced service life, which directly affects operational test schedules, program
and range budgets, and program mission.

4

House report 114-102 to accompany House report 1735, p356. 2015. National Defense Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 2016. https://www.congress.gov/114/crpt/hrpt102/CRPT-114hrpt102.pdf.
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STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE TEST RANGE MODERNIZATION
If test and evaluation processes are initiated in the formative stages of a program, the test ranges
can provide feedback on the test requirements based on available range capabilities and resources. Should
the program tests require new capabilities or infrastructure repair, this strategy will maximize the time
available to the ranges to prioritize investments in modernization and maintenance. Additionally, these
discussions are key for determining how M&S can be used for test as well as the types and volume of data
required and generated during test. These elements are key for accurately determining investment needs for
test instrumentation, infrastructure, personnel, and timing. Bringing OT&E into the program acquisition
cycle early will enable the:
1. Identification of appropriate test requirements.
2. Identification of any range shortfalls in testing capabilities.
3. Establishment of funding streams to ensure the ranges will be ready to do appropriate testing
when the system is ready to be tested.
4. Examination and facilitation of synchronization between operational and developmental
testing requirements early in the acquisition process.
Given the multi-domain dimensions of the battlespace and the emergence of connected and
concurrent kill chains, many programs will also need to be tested in an integrated environment, where the
program interacts with other systems and across domains. Preparing a program for multi-domain testing
requires discussions across the services. The Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC), which charters
and oversees efforts to develop joint operational and integrating concepts for joint missions during joint
concept development, provides a unique opportunity for the services to examine validated test infrastructure
requirements for connected concurrent kill chains and MDOs. Currently, the role of DOT&E is to serve as
an advisor to JROC and its subordinate boards and coordinate with the Functional Capabilities Boards in
its endorsement of Joint Capabilities Integration and Development Systems (JCIDS) (CJCSI, 2018). JCIDS
provides the baseline for documentation, review, and validation of capability requirements across the
Department. The committee supports this collaboration and seeks to add clarity to the goals of the
collaboration through the following recommendation:
Recommendation 5-1: The Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) should consult
regularly with the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation (who is an advisor to the
JROC) about the test requirements for systems considered by the JROC. This consultation
should include an evaluation of current testing capabilities, facilities shortfalls, and plans to
address these shortfalls.
Given DoD’s annual programming and budgetary cycles, an annual report on the evaluations and
the JROC outcomes could be timed to align with the annual acquisition Program Review. The Program
Review is a time-based event where key stakeholders on an acquisition program gather to discuss the
progress of their program.
For several next-generation DoD technologies, test capabilities still need to be developed. As an
example, replicating environments for hypersonic systems is challenging, given their long flight distances
and unique physical situations, including extreme temperatures in flight and impact on surrounding air flow.
Designing facilities to test hypersonic systems can be costly and as challenging as designing the system
itself.
The Office of the Undersecretary of Defense publishes a baseline standard for cumulative
obligation and expenditure rates, and included in that publication are standards for RDT&E. The main goal
of the practice is to ensure that DoD spends the funds appropriated by Congress in a timely manner.
However, the projected expenditure rates are progressively failing to meet the execution benchmarks for
many accounts (Conley et al., 2014). These projections are important because the timing of the programs
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can negatively affect test range investments, making it challenging to have enough funding to develop
appropriate capabilities. A recent analysis on the reliability and accuracy of projected expenditure rates
concluded that services do not appear to be planning or expecting to meet benchmarks from the onset of
the program’s budget process (Daniels & Harrison, 2020).
Test infrastructure to integrate and validate new technologies requires customization and long lead
times on infrastructure preparation, which is not executable within projected benchmarks, especially for
expenditure rates. Test investment programs historically achieve expenditure benchmarks in their third
year, and applying Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) expenditure benchmarks to the beginning of
a test modernization effort can place critical test technologies at risk of not getting started or maintaining
funding as well as limiting range modernization to test advanced technologies. This limits DoD in its ability
to initiate and complete required range modernization.
Recommendation 5-2: The Office of the Secretary of Defense should either allow an
exemption or set shallower expenditure benchmarks for the first 2 years of test modernization
programs. This will reflect realistic expense curves for the technologies and projects needed
to test next generation programs and complex integration.
In addition, the ability to perform minor military construction has proven invaluable in enabling OT&E in
spite of the uncertainties in the MILCON process, but the current limit of $6 million over-constrains the
military services and DoD, given the typical costs of even modest test infrastructure construction and
facility refurbishment. Congress has previously authorized minor MILCON via RDT&E or sustainment
funding in Title 10 U.S. Code, Section 2805, but the current approval process and limitations on project
size prevent the use of an effective tool for addressing many range shortcomings.
Conclusion 5-1: New mechanisms and funding limits for applying minor military construction are
necessary for responsive test and evaluation activities.
Once testing requirements are better and earlier defined, shortfalls are identified, and funding
requirements are calculated, there must be better and simpler ways not only to fund current test operations,
but also to ensure needed recapitalization and modernization of DoD’s ranges. Testing needs will also likely
shift during the program engineering and development process as well as from the increasing sophistication
of testing technologies. For example, a program may identify a data analysis platform or virtual
environment early in the acquisition process, but advances in those technologies could affect testing costs.
Additionally, as acquisition cycles become shorter, test ranges need to access resources for modernizing
their capabilities quickly. This likelihood was raised during the Atlantic Test Range site visit and illustrates
the lack of program funding agility to accommodate shifting OT&E needs. Therefore, ranges need
flexibility to move investments to accommodate testing changes.
Finding 5-3: Resources for test ranges to modernize their capabilities quickly are currently
inadequate as acquisition cycles are becoming shorter and testing needs shift over the course of
project development.
Conclusion 5-2: There exists a need for the Department of Defense to pilot new process and
authorities for funding ranges and infrastructure to make them simpler, more responsive, and more
effective.
To this end, DoD could conduct a pilot study, using one of the emerging technologies identified in
the DoD National Strategic Plan, and determine the adequacy of the current ranges to provide needed test
and evaluation; identify shortfalls in equipment, software, and personnel; and determine the cost to remedy
these shortfalls.
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As part of this tabletop study, DoD could evaluate its budget and financial management processes
with a view towards simplifying and accelerating the operations, modernization, and recapitalization
processes. Those evaluations could reveal alternative budgeting and financial management processes,
including changes in law and regulation, to enable the ranges to act quickly to provide test and evaluation
services for current and future requirements. DoD could also consider the use of a working capital fund
specifically for the ranges across DoD. This pilot study could include an evaluation of processes to control
costs, such as a rate board made up of customers to evaluate rates charged.
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To strengthen the effectiveness of the pilot program, it could:
1. Operate under the general supervision of the Deputy Secretary of Defense.
2. Offer flexibility in funding authorities, such as those stated in the pilot for agile software
development (NDAA, 2019).
3. Create a working capital fund to cover operational, recapitalization, modernization and
sustainment costs of ranges, with funding mechanisms designed to mitigate program costdriven incentives to forego testing.
4. Prioritize and correct capabilities gaps in a selected joint technology area with multi-domain
test requirements and broad range enterprise implications, such as:
a. End-to-end operational evaluation of hypersonic weapons,
b. Connected concurrent kill chain operations as a capstone OT&E activity.
5. Simplify resource allocation, financial management, acquisition and any other processes or
rules that impede rapid, effective and efficient funding of ranges and infrastructure,
including:
a. Software-enabled capabilities and the maintenance of software over time,
b. Modeling and simulation support.
6. Test the simplified processes using the capabilities gaps identified above,
7. Ensure appropriate cost control through a rate board made up of range customers as part of
the new working capital fund mechanism,
8. Include in the pilot project representatives of all affected agencies, who will have decisionmaking power for their respective agencies, and
9. Notify Congress of its findings, conclusions, and recommendations within 18 months of
enactment, including:
a. Identified barriers in policy, regulation or statute, to identification and documenting
validated test infrastructure requirements; range modernization; and sustainment of
new or orphaned capabilities.
b. Identified barriers to funding the development, sustainment, and execution of
mission-level operational assessments that focus on multi-system and multitechnology integration for kill chains and joint all-domain operations.
By completing these tasks, DoD will be able to better determine testing requirements expected from
the ranges and be better able to fund current and emerging requirements quickly enough to make a
difference.
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6
Conclusion and Summary of
Recommendations by Actor
Rapid technological change is driving a new wave of military weapons and technologies,
transforming the nature of military conflict itself. Increasingly complex military systems need to be tested
and evaluated in ways the Department of Defense (DoD) test ranges had not been originally built to support.
Although many DoD test ranges were built during World War II, the ranges have succeeded in advancing
many capabilities to enable testing of these emerging technologies. However, military innovation continues
evolving faster than the test ranges can keep pace and DoD is at risk of not executing its mission to confirm
the operational effectiveness and suitability of defense systems in combat use.
Based on public testimony, site visits to a representative sample of test ranges; test range inputs,
and a reviewed prior unclassified studies, the committee offers a list of the necessary range capabilities
highlighted throughout this report that are critical for meeting operational testing needs through 2035 (Box
6-1).
To clarify the obligations of various stakeholders to address these critical needs and ensure the
operational superiority of U.S. defense systems through 2035, the following sections parse by stakeholder
to the committee’s recommendations. While recommendations are assigned to a stakeholder, their
implementation will require collaborative efforts by several or all stakeholders listed below.
BOX 6-1
Critical Range Capabilities Necessary to Test for the Future Fight
To adequately prepare for the future fight, test ranges will require the following capabilities:
 High-bandwidth connectivity across ranges, with multi-level security provisions, and common
data standards for interoperability (Chapter 4)
 Overarching, cross-range data strategy, processes and procedures for collecting, storing,
managing and sharing test data (Chapter 4)
 Capabilities and success criteria for measuring and evaluating collaboration between systems,
and end-end systems of systems (SoS) performance (Chapter 3)
 Emulation of physical or threat environments that could affect the closure of the kill chain in an
operational setting (Chapter 3)
Among the enabling enterprise needs highlighted in this report are
 Identification of a process and owner for defining kill chain and multi-domain operation (MDO)
doctrine and concepts of operation, which would create cross-program and multi-system test
requirements and ultimately drive range capability requirements (Chapter 3)
 A defined approach to support execution of “beyond program” multi-domain and multiple
concurrent kill chain testing (Chapter 3)
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A defined approach for sustainment of MDO/kill chain joint infrastructure on the ranges, beyond
the program that originally built a capability (Chapter 3)
On-board data collection systems that captures interactions between systems and
actions/decisions driven by interconnected systems for analysis of expected integrated behaviors
and outcomes (Chapter 4)
Ability to use modeling and simulation (M&S) or live–virtual–constructive (LVC) approaches
to replicate parts of the kill chain or other domains that are impractical in certain test scenarios.
This motivates the need for Digital Infrastructure (Chapter 4)
Integrated cross-range “remote” command and control for tests spanning multiple ranges
(Chapter 3)

THE RECOMMENDATIONS – BY STAKEHOLDER
Congress should


Consider mechanisms for increasing the effectiveness and applicability of minor military
construction for responsive test and evaluation activities (Conclusion 5-1).

The Department of Defense should











Establish a joint program effort to enable DoD ranges to test kill chains and joint multi-domain
operations (MDOs) that can integrate effects across National Defense Strategy modernization areas
(Recommendation 3-1).
Identify and prioritize bands that cover U.S. military operational and test requirements and preserve
these capabilities by protecting them from sell-off, ensuring the ability to validate the survivability
of DoD weapon systems against a realistic operational threat environment across air, sea, land,
space, and spectrum domains (Recommendation 3-2).
Broaden the authority of the Test Research Management Center (TRMC) to address issues of
internal encroachment by reviewing internal range policies and actions to ensure that the test groups
retain adequate mission space and prevent the placement of equipment or infrastructure that could
potentially interfere with test operations (Recommendation 3-4).
Grant the Director of Defense Research and Engineering for Advanced Capabilities the authority
to mitigate disputes arising over internal encroachment concerns and provided additional funding
to manage internal encroachment (Recommendation 3-4).
Direct that the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff require the Joint Requirements Oversight
Council (JROC) to consult regularly with the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation, (who is
an advisor to the JROC), about the test requirements for systems considered by the JROC. This
consultation should include an evaluation of current testing capabilities, facilities shortfalls, and
plans to address these shortfalls (Recommendation 5-1).
Either allow an exemption or set shallower expenditure benchmarks for the first 2 years of test
modernization programs. This will reflect realistic expense curves for the technologies and projects
needed to test next generation programs and complex integration (Recommendation 5-2).
Undertake a pilot program that uses a new process and authorities for funding ranges and
infrastructure to make them simpler, more responsive, and more effective (Conclusion 5-2).
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The Office of the Director of Operational Test & Evaluation should


Regularly consult with and advise the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) on the test
requirements for systems considered by the JROC. This will include an evaluation of current testing
capabilities, facilities shortfalls, and plans to address these shortfalls (Recommendation 5-1).

The Test Resource Management Center should







Assess current and projected commercial radio frequency communications technologies and
spectrum allocations for secure, agile, high-bandwidth operational test needs. In addition, TRMC
should determine the feasibility of developing new large-scale enclosed testing facilities
combined with expanded modeling and simulation to support EM spectrum activities not suitable
for open-air testing (Recommendation 3-3).
Address issues of internal encroachment by reviewing internal range policies and actions to ensure
that the test groups retain adequate mission space and prevent the placement of equipment or
infrastructure that could potentially interfere with test operations (Recommendation 3-4).
Develop a strategy that assesses the use of and potential investment in suitable allied resources for
open-air testing. This strategy should include criteria for the usage of allied resources and areas of
potential investment to include range space available, data collection, security risks, support
facilities (Recommendation 3-5).
Continue monitoring and supporting the Assured Development and Operation of Autonomous
Systems (ADAS) Project, and prioritize efforts to develop a common set of standards, measurement
approaches, and operational scenarios from which to evaluate the performance of AI and
autonomous systems, while recognizing that testing approaches may differ between AI and
autonomous systems (Recommendation 4-3).

The Director of Defense Research and Engineering for Advanced Capabilities should:


Be granted the authority to mitigate disputes arising over internal encroachment concerns and
provided additional funding to manage internal encroachment (Recommendation 3-4).

Activities carried out by a Department of Defense joint program effort could include the following:





Integrate efforts across National Defense Strategy modernization areas to enable DoD ranges to
test in a multi-domain battlespace of integrated systems and be capable of testing kill chains and
MDOs (Recommendation 3-1).
Establish a shared, accessible, and secure modeling and simulation (M&S) and data ecosystem to
drive development and testing across the life-cycles of multiple supporting programs
(Recommendation 4-1).
Adopt and promulgate modern approaches for standardization, architectural design, and security
efforts to address data interoperability, sharing, and transmission challenges posed by the
complexity of next generation systems (Recommendation 4-2).
Determine how to develop and maintain a protected data, analysis tool, and model repository for
testing, increase the interconnectivity of test ranges, and ensure the development of data protocols
for the real-time transfer of data at multiple classification levels (Recommendation 4-2).
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A
Statement of Task and Completion Matrix
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine will convene an ad hoc committee to
assess the physical and technical suitability of the Department of Defense's (DoD) ranges, infrastructures,
and tools used for test and evaluation (T&E) of military systems’ operational effectiveness, suitability,
survivability, and lethality across all domains (land, sea, air, space, and cyberspace). Specifically, the
committee will:
1. Assess the aggregate physical suitability of DoD's ranges to include their testing capacity, the
condition of their infrastructure, security measures, and encroachment challenges.
2. Assess the technical suitability of ranges to include spectrum management, instrumentation, cyber
and analytics tools, and their modeling and simulation capacity.
3. Evaluate the following attributes for each range:
 Physical Attributes of Range: Do ranges allow for full exercise of tested systems in the manner
they will be used to achieve their mission?
 Electromagnetic Attributes of Range: Can the system under test, and emulated threats to the
system, access and utilize spectrum as designed and needed?
 Range Infrastructure: Can range instrumentation properly and fully assess system performance
and record test data (as well as training data that could be applied to T&E requirements)? Can
range tools adequately process and transmit test data and efficiently provide test results?
 Test Infrastructure Security: How secure are ranges, infrastructure and test capabilities against
physical and cyber intrusion that could lead to exploitation of weapon systems performance
data by an adversary?
 Encroachment Threats and Impacts: What are the existing and potential future encroachment
threats and impacts (physical space, spectrum, alternative/competing DoD uses)?
4. The committee will recommend how DoD can address and/or mitigate any existing or anticipated
deficiencies, and test and evaluate future technologies anticipated to arrive between now and 2035,
including discussion of planning and resource allocation for the overall test range enterprise. These
technologies include, but are not limited to:
 Directed energy, hypersonic systems, autonomous systems, artificial intelligence, space
systems and threats, 6th generation aircraft, advanced acoustic and non-acoustic technologies
for undersea warfare, and advanced active electronic warfare/cyber capabilities.
The committee acknowledges the limitations of their data-gathering efforts based on the availability of
Distribution A resources to inform their assessments. As a result of these limitations, portions of the
statement of Task must be addressed by the second phase of this study, which is permitted to utilize
resources at higher classification levels than permitted in this phase. Table A-1 below is a matrix to illustrate
the committee’s ability to address the components laid out in the Statement of Task.
The committee also recognizes the innate challenge of responding to the Statement of Task language
introducing (3): “Evaluate the following attributes for each range” (emphasis added). DoD’s test and
training ranges number over 500 in total, including the 23 major facilities in the MRTFB. DoD does not
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currently have standardized and comprehensive reporting on test ranges and facilities that would address
the items in the statement of task. To assess the current physical and technical state of the test ranges, the
committee selected representative ranges spanning all domains (land, sea, air, space, and cyberspace) to
provide insights on the aggregate challenges with operational testing unique to each domain. This strategy
enables the committee to report on concerns and conditions that were articulated by multiple ranges,
services, and agencies. The committee further recognizes that each of DoD’s test ranges will face specific
challenges and opportunities unique to the individual facility or organization that are not addressed in this
report.
TABLE A-1 Statement of Task Completion Matrix

Assessment of DoD Test Ranges

Domains

Key:

Land

Sea

Air

Space

Cyberspace

Physical Suitability for Testing Capacity
 Physical space

**, a

**, a

**, a

*, b

**, a

Infrastructure Conditions
 Buildings
 Equipment
 Digital infrastructure

**, a

**, a

**, a

*, b

**, a

Cyber and analytics tools

**, a

**, a

**, a

c

*, b

M&S capacity

**, a

**, a

**, a

*, c

*, b

Recommendations to Address Test
Deficiencies
 Existing
 Anticipated

**, a

**, a

**, a

c

**, a

Security Measures
 Physical
 Cyber

**, a
c

**, a
c

**, a
c

c
c

c
c

Encroachment Challenges
 Physical space
 Spectrum
 Competing missions

**, a
**, a
**, a

**, a
**, a
**, a

**, a
**, a
**, a

*, b
*, b
*, b

N/A
*, b
**, a

Electromagnetic attributes
 Spectrum management
 Band access and utilization
 Threat emulation

**, a
*, b
c

**, a
*, b
c

**, a
*, b
c

*, b
c
c

**, a
*, b
c

Instrumentation
 Assess system performance
 Record test data
 Process and transmit data

**, a

**, a

**, a

c

**, b

Range Attributes

**
Fully addressed
*
Partially addressed
(Blank) Not addressed

a
b
c

Publicly accessible information enabled committee to address
this topic
Limited to no publicly accessible information available
Deferred to Phase 2, due to sensitivity of topic
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B
Site Visit Summaries
Serving as a significant component of the committee’s information-gathering efforts, from March
through May 2021, a subset of committee members conducted in-person and virtual informational site visits
at six DoD test ranges and received response documents from two additional ranges. The purpose of the
site visits was to gather test range perspectives on the statement of task (Box 1.1). The committee selected
test ranges that represented different services. They also sought to gather information from both major range
and test facility bases (MRTFBs) and non-MRTFBs.
At each in-person or virtual site visit, candid discussions were held with range personnel. As a
result of the open and candid discussion held during these site visits, the committee was able to collect
unique data, both qualitative and quantitative in nature, on current and projected operational testing and
evaluation (OT&E) challenges. The site visit discussions inform several of the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations within this report.
Sample site visit questions include:






What are the top three current OT&E challenges facing your range?
What are the top three future or projected OT&E challenges facing your range?
What are the encroachment concerns at your range?
Are there any issues related to OT&E funding sources?
What is the whole spectrum of your funding stream, including commercial activities, for
FY2020?

Below is a summary of the committee’s site visit discussions and response documents:
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND
Background. Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG) is an Army Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB).
Under the command of the Army Test and Evaluation Command (ATEC), the Aberdeen Test Center (ATC)
at APG serves as the lead test center for unmanned ground vehicles, vulnerability/lethality,
automotive/tracked and wheeled, direct-fire systems, small arms systems, direct-fire weapons performance,
and littoral warfare.1 APG was selected to examine Army Futures activities, including autonomous vehicles,
range for vehicle testing, and the roadway simulator. ATEC, in coordination with ATC, provided a response
document to a set of questions prepared by the committee to gain insight into the OT&E issues and
challenges at APG. Their responses are summarized below.
Current and Future OT&E Challenges. The top three current OT&E challenges outlined by APG were:
1

https://cbrnecentral.com/profiles/name/aberdeen-test-centeratc/#:~:text=Aberdeen%20Test%20Center%20(ATC)%2C,industry%2C%20and%20allied%20foreign%20governm
ents.
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1. Securing adequate funding necessary for sustainment, operational, and modernization costs. T
2. The ability to expedite data transport, reduction, analysis, and visualization, which requires fiber
optic infrastructure and wide area network bandwidth
3. Personnel skillsets to support modeling and simulation, artificial intelligence, machine learning,
and cyber.
The top three future OT&E challenges for APG include:
1. The ability to safely operate robotics and autonomous controls
2. A lack of adaptable test instrumentation, methods, and infrastructure that can be rapidly applied to
changing requirements for novel and increasingly complex next generation weapon systems and
accessories.
3. The integration of modeling and simulation with traditional live testing
Connectivity and Security Challenges. Analysis of secure test data requires the manual transport and
processing of classified data from unconnected test events. Connectivity at APG is currently through
standard network routers, but there are current investments for fiberoptic modernization. However, that
modernization is years away. APG is currently investigating applicability of cellular technologies (4G/5G).
Funding. APG noted that ATC is funded as an Army MRTFB activity for DT&E. OT&E is customerfunded activity and is therefore restricted based on the availability of resources. Current resource restraints
on DT directly affect OT support operations, which are increasing (18 OT support operations in the last
year). This restraint makes it difficult to support projects like Cross Functional Teams (CFT) Acquisition
Category (ACAT).
Encroachment. APG noted the following encroachment concerns on operational test activity: climate
change, noise, air quality, and spectrum availability.
EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE/EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE/AIR FORCE RESEARCH
LABORATORY
Background. The Air Force Test Center (AFTC) is overseen by the Air Force Material Command (AFMC)
and oversees a broad array of test facilities including the 96th test wing at Eglin AFB, the 412th test wing
at Edwards AFB, and the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) at Wright-Patterson AFB.2 The 96th and
412th test wings are Air Force MRTFBs. These sites were selected to better understand the interaction
between DT and OT and how connectivity is achieved between ranges that are not in geographical
proximity to one another. This visit was conducted virtually on 6 April 2021.
Current and Future OT&E Challenges. The top three current OT&E challenges outlined during the site
visit included lack of space to conduct expanding kill chains from launch to target, technical challenges
with test infrastructure, and the range capacity with associated scheduling issues. Looking ahead, the
representatives viewed future OT&E challenges as: (1) lack of facilities to conduct kill chain testing. This
includes both “on range” and “off range” test infrastructure. The “off range” infrastructure includes
facilities for M&S, SIL, HITL, and LVC. (2) Cybersecurity testing. The current process is forcing testers
to reinvent processes every 16 months. Problem stems from testers not knowing how code is written. (3)
Integrating ranges so that larger tests can be conducted. Several representatives also mentioned the need for
a national roadmap for emerging technology areas that includes funding, maintenance, modernization.

2

See https://www.edwards.af.mil/News/Article/394391/afftc-re-designated-as-air-force-test-center.
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Funding. Representatives noted funding shortfalls in a variety of areas including, hypersonic investments,
maintenance for legacy systems, and the pot of money available for modernization. Long lead times also
results in a slow process in which funding must be advocated for in advance, cannot move fast. Finally,
there is not sufficient funding to close identified capability gaps, leading ranges to create patchwork-funding
arrangements to close capability gaps.
Encroachment. The range representatives noted that spectrum encroachment and internal encroachment
posed the biggest threats to Eglin AFB and Edwards AFB going forward. The representatives provided
examples of internal encroachment including the insertion of the 7th SOF group at Eglin AFB, the
government restricting/taking away telemetry for test, Navy training operations at Fallon and Ramore
training in the R2508 airspace, training missions increasingly conducted on test space, and F-16s taking up
test space at WSMR.
MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY
Background. The Missile Defense Agency (MDA) is a research, development, and acquisition agency
within DoD whose mission is to develop and deploy a layered Missile Defense System to defend the United
States, its deployed forces, allies, and friends from missile attacks in all phases of flight. MDA was selected
to better understand end-to-end testing across multiple ranges. This visit was conducted virtually on 19
March 2021.
Current and Future OT&E Challenges. The top current OT&E challenges noted by MDA included high
demand for services, a lack of trained personnel, the inability to share information across ranges, and aging
infrastructure and telemetry assets. Looking ahead, the representatives viewed achieving automated flight
safety system (AFSS) compliance by 2030 as a future OT&E challenges because AFSS requirements are
not set by all programs utilizing MDA’s services.
Funding. The current funding model for MDA was recognized by personnel as one that works very well.
MDA operates with Integrated Master Test Plans (IMTPs) that are updated twice per year. “.0” informs the
program objective memorandum (POM), and “.1” informs the President’s budget. The funding requirement
includes ranges and flight test rates. Funding includes both RDT&E for development, O&M for fielded
systems, and MILCON for both mission and support. The resources provided include both fixed and
variable, with the fixed resources generally remaining the same (predictable) in requests and budgets.
Encroachment. MDA noted spectrum encroachment, particularly in S-band, as a primary encroachment
concern. Representatives also noted that Alaska Aerospace, formerly Kodiak test site, is facing
encroachment because of supplemental environmental assessment restrictions.

NATIONAL CYBER RANGE COMPLEX
Background. The National Cyber Range Complex (NCRC) was created as a Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) function and is now overseen by the Test Resource Management Center
(TRMC). The committee was able to engage with NCRC Director AJ Pathmanathan in a virtual setting to
discuss the connection between the cyber range and operational test. This visit was conducted virtually on
24 March 2021.
Current and Future OT&E Challenges. NCRC identified four key current OT&E issues: (1) a lack of a
trained cyber workforce; (2) a lack of requirements and funding for programs to use a cyber range; (3)
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compatibility issues are arising from the fact that next generation systems need to be integrated with older
programs, such as Microsoft Windows 98; and (4) an increased need to work with agencies in the
intelligence community to close the loop on integrating current threat intelligence into the virtual test
environment.
Funding. NCRC noted that cyber testing will become an unfunded mandate if a funding stream for cyber
OT is not established. Currently, NCRC tests are paid for by programs that have extra funding available to
come to the cyber range for testing.
Encroachment. Encroachment was not identified as a concern during the NCRC site visit.
NEVADA TEST AND TRAINING RANGE
Background. The Nevada Test and Training Range (NTTR) is an Air Force MRTFB. NTTR provides
training, test, and developmental testing area and hosts test operations of the 98th Test Wing and other
customers for OT&E test. The committee was able to engage in a full day virtual discussion with individuals
from various NTTR elements including plans and programs, operations, financial management, physical
security, range support, and program management. This visit was conducted virtually on 13 April 2021.
Current and Future OT&E Challenges. Managing increasing capacity was noted as a major current
challenge at NTTR. Additionally, personnel indicated the need to better anticipate future program
requirements. A possible solution mentioned was connecting earlier with the DT community to learn about
and coordinate test requirements. Another challenge is data transmission speed, with personnel noting that
customers may have to wait 50-60 days to receive data results from their test event. Future OT&E
challenges included a lack of understanding as to how to incorporate AI into test events, the lack of
definitions for MDOs, and the need to purchase radar arrays that are not run on proprietary software. A
final future OT&E issue mentioned was that the stove piping of programs, meaning the lack of coordination
and integration across programs and missions, makes MDO testing difficult to perform.
Funding. Personnel characterized the funding methods for NTTR as generally good. Funds for future
investment in infrastructure and instrumentation are provided by Air Combat Command. Personnel did note
that RDT&E funding provides more flexibility and there is a need for more RDT&E funding going forward.
Encroachment. NTTR personnel pointed out multiple areas where encroachment is impacting operations
on the range. First, a recent land withdrawal strategy that was rejected resulted in the loss of test space for
NTTR.3 Additionally, NTTRs 2.9 million acres are protected by fencing and require upkeep and audits.
Spectrum encroachment also affects the NTTR operations. NTTR no longer receives request for GPS
jamming tests because of FAA restrictions. Finally, internal encroachment creates issues for test and
training events at NTTR. Foreign partners frequently utilize range space to test aircraft like the F-35 Joint
Strike Fighter. The presence of countries such as the United Kingdom, Singapore, Italy, and Australia,
creates security issues and results in the rescheduling of test events.

Proposal to Withdrawal and Reservations of Public Lands in Nevada to Support Military Readiness and
Security. https://fas.org/man/eprint/ndaa-2021-prop/04172020-nevada.pdf. (Accessed June 4, 2021).
3
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ATLANTIC TEST RANGE AND AIR COMBAT ENVIRONMENT TEST & EVALUATION
FACILITY AT PATUXENT RIVER
Background. A small subset of the committee was able to travel to the Atlantic Test Range (ATR), a Navy
MRTFB, and the Air Combat Environment Test & Evaluation Facility at Patuxent River. The committee
sought to better understand integrated physical/virtual testing, as well as operations, financial management,
range support, and program management. Of particular interest to the committee was the Joint Simulation
Environment (JSE), which provides a high-fidelity modeling and simulation environment to conduct testing
on fifth-plus generation aircraft and systems. This visit was conducted in person on 10 March 2021.
Current and Future OT&E Challenges. The current OT&E challenges noted by ATR included (1) the
need to have greater test coordination to ensure the most effective use of range time; (2) the lack of a
centralized database and repository for M&S and threat references for OT&E; (3) multi-level security and
classification raises issues for cross platform testing; and (4) the integration of M&S with OT&E.
Projected challenges include the capabilities to test AI systems
Funding. ATR noted that there were several issues that arose from securing resources for modifying
range infrastructure. Representatives from ATR pointed out that the POM process is not versatile enough
and that MILCON is not approved fast enough. ATR personnel indicated that they had available resources
for supporting range modernization needs, but were constrained because of strict limitations on mixing
investment streams.
Encroachment. Spectrum encroachment was noted as a primary concern.
POINT MUGU SEA RANGE
Background. The Point Mugu Sea Range is a Navy MRTFB selected by the committee because of their
electronic warfare testing capabilities. This site visit was conducted virtually on 7 April 2021.
Current and Future OT&E Challenges. Personnel from Point Mugu noted that current OT&E issues
stem from costly test failures that result from losing or not having enough targets/kill removal systems on
the range. These test failures can cost up to $5 million per target lost. The second challenge noted was the
struggle to maintain cybersecurity in an ever-changing cyber environment. Future concerns for OT&E
include advancements in hypersonic test, multi-level security, infrastructure modernization, keeping pace
with advancements in directed energy, lack of understanding for authority on cross-domain testing, and
range demand exceeding capacity. A final note by personnel was that many infrastructure upgrades are paid
for by program customers. This means that the new infrastructure is locked to the customer that paid for
them. Point Mugu therefore can have modern infrastructure but cannot utilize it for any other tests outside
the program that paid for the infrastructure.
Funding. Point Mugu personnel stated that there were large unfunded requirements that lead to cascading
funding issues. While Point Mugu does receive MRTFB funding, 85% of those funds go to personnel costs.
The I&M budget covers high cost upgrade items, but about a third of these funds go directly towards
maintenance on existing infrastructure. Point Mugu personnel stated that the result of these funding issues
was that customers bear the brunt of aging infrastructure costs.
Encroachment. Not identified as a major concern.
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VANDENBERG SPACE FORCE BASE
Background. Previously the Vandenberg Air Force Base, Vandenberg now supports the United States
Space Force (USSF). Vandenberg is a space launch base for USSF, but it also provides space launches for
commercial entities and non-defense agencies. The committee selected Vandenberg as a site to understand
the complications to future testing for USSF. Vandenberg provided a read ahead document in response to
questions provided by the committee.
Current and Future OT&E Challenges. The current challenges outlined in the response document
highlighted how USSF priorities do not always align with DoD T&E. This leads to conflicting priorities for
test events. An additional challenge noted was the deconflicting of activities with the Navy sea ranges on
the West Coast.
Funding. The response document stated that the current range costs are high and unsustainable.
Representatives stated that this is the result of the 2003 NDAA change to the direct cost only model.
Encroachment. Vandenberg personnel shared operational security concerns arising from commercial test,
limitations imposed on the electromagnetic spectrum, and the loss of air and sea space for test operations
in recent years.
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Committee Member Biographies
DANA “KEOKI” JACKSON (NAE), Chair, is senior vice president and general manager, MITRE National
Security Sector. In this role, he is responsible for the strategic growth and execution of MITRE’s national
security programs, including support to the U.S. Department of Defense, the U.S. Department of Justice,
and the Intelligence Community. He also leads the National Security Engineering Center. After more than
two decades at Lockheed Martin, Jackson brings robust technical leadership and business experience,
including directly contributing to the design, development, deployment, and flight operation of major
national security spacecraft and programs. He also held management roles on the GPS III position,
navigation, and timing program, and the Space-based Infrared System missile warning program. Jackson
held several executive and senior management roles at Lockheed Martin, including chief technology officer
and chief engineer, and vice president of engineering and program operations. He most recently served as
vice president of supply chain and program performance and was responsible for program and supply chain
management strategy, execution, and success across the enterprise. Before joining Lockheed Martin,
Jackson was a NASA research fellow at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the field of
human adaptation to the space environment. Jackson is a fellow of the United Kingdom Royal Aeronautical
Society and the American Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). He is a member of the
National Academy of Engineering, Sigma Xi, the International Academy of Astronautics, and the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. He previously served on the Sandia Corporation Board of Directors,
the AIAA Foundation Board of Trustees, the Georgia Institute of Technology President’s Advisory Board,
the University of Maryland Clark School of Engineering Board of Visitors, and the MIT Department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics Visiting Committee. Jackson received his bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral
degrees in aeronautics and astronautics from MIT and completed the Stanford Executive Program at the
Stanford Graduate School of Business.
DARRYL AHNER is a Professor of Operations Research at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT).
He also serves as the Director of the Scientific Test and Analysis Techniques Center of Excellence (STAT
COE) at AFIT. Dr. Ahner is a member of the Institute for Operations Research and the Management
Sciences (INFORMS), the International Test and Evaluation Association (ITEA), and the Military
Operations Research Society (MORS). Dr. Ahner graduated from the United States Military Academy at
West Point, earned an M.S. in Applied Mathematics, an M.S. in Operations Research and Statistics, and his
Ph.D. in Systems Engineering while serving as a Charles Stark Draper Laboratory Fellow. Dr. Ahner has
earned awards including the 2019 Air Education and Training Command Analysis Team of the Year and
the Wilbur B. Payne Award for the best Army analytical technical study.
KAREN BUTLER-PURRY is the Associate Provost for Graduate and Professional Studies at Texas A&M
University where she also serves as a Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and as the
Assistant Director of the Power System Automation Laboratory. Dr. Butler-Purry conducts research at
Texas A&M on protection and control of distribution systems and isolated power systems such as all
electric power systems for ships, mobile grids, and microgrids, cybersecurity protection, intelligent systems
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for equipment deterioration and fault diagnosis, and engineering education. Prior to joining Texas A&M,
Dr. Butler-Purry held technical positions at Hughes Aircraft Company Radar Systems Group, IBM, and
MIT Lincoln Laboratory. She is a fellow at the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
She holds her B.S. in Electrical Engineering from Southern University at Baton Rouge, an M.S. in Electrical
Engineering from The University of Texas at Austin, and her Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from Howard
University.
GRAHAM CANDLER is the Russell J. Penrose and McKnight Presidential Chair in Aerospace
Engineering and Mechanics. He uses computational methods to study high-speed flight with application to
future hypersonic flight systems and the entry of spacecraft into planetary atmospheres. He is recognized
by the National Academy of Engineering for development and validation of computational models for highfidelity simulation of supersonic and hypersonic interactions. Candler and his research collaborators have
developed widely-used computational methods and codes that are being used for the design and analysis of
future hypersonic flight systems, including several NASA exploration missions. Recently, his work has
focused on the development of high accuracy simulation methods for the exploration of hypersonic flight
system design space. He has published extensively in the areas computational methods, high-temperature
gas dynamics, boundary layer laminar to turbulent transition, and validation of computational simulations
with hypersonic wind tunnel data. Candler has been at the University of Minnesota since 1992, and leads a
research group in hypersonic aerodynamics and computational fluid dynamics. He has received numerous
awards, including the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Thermophysics Award
(2007) and Fluid Dynamics Award (2012). He is a Fellow of the AIAA. Candler received his undergraduate
degree from McGill University in 1984 and his graduate degrees in Aeronautics and Astronautics from
Stanford University in 1985 and 1988.
GORDON FORNELL served in the USAF for 35 years, retiring in 1993 as a Lieutenant General. He flew
200 combat missions in Vietnam War in the A-1 Skyraider, served as a C-5A operational commander, KC10 program director, test pilot, and held senior acquisition leadership positions. He was the Senior Military
Assisstant to both Secretaries of Defense, Casper Weinberger and Frank Carlucci. Lt. Gen. Fornell holds a
B.S. in mechanical engineering from Michigan State University and a MBA from the Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania.
DERRICK HINTON serves as the vice president for Research and Engineering Services for the Scientific
Research Corporation in the Advanced Technology Solutions Division. Prior to joining SRC in 2018, Mr.
Hinton was a member of the Senior Executive Service with a 25-year civilian career in the Department of
Defense (DoD). In his most recent role as Acting Director, Test Resource Management Center (TRMC),
Mr. Hinton advised the Secretary of Defense and the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition,
Technology and Logistics [USD(AT&L)] on all matters pertaining to the DoD Major Range and Test
Facility Base (MRTFB), the nation’s critical range infrastructure for conducting effective test and
evaluation (T&E). In addition, Derrick oversaw the management of the Central Test and Evaluation
Investment Program (CTEIP), the Test and Evaluation / Science and Technology (T&E/S&T) Program,
and the Joint Mission Environment Test Capability (JMETC) Program, whose annual budgets collectively
totaled over $300M. He also oversaw the management of the National Cyber Range Complex (NCRC) and
served as the DoD Executive Agent for Cyber Test Ranges. Derrick began his career serving in the United
States Marine Corps Reserve from 1985 to 1991, and entered the DoD civilian workforce in 1989 as a Test
Engineer responsible for munitions T&E with the 46th Test Wing at Eglin Air Force Base, FL. In 1996,
Mr. Hinton joined the AT&L team, initially serving in the Office of the Director, Test, Systems
Engineering, and Evaluation. He transitioned to the Office of the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation
(DOT&E) in 2001 and joined the TRMC in 2005, taking on the role of Principal Deputy Director, TRMC
in 2009. Mr. Hinton holds a Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering from the University of Alabama,
a Masters of Public Administration, and an Acquisition Core Level III Certification in Test and Evaluation
from the Defense Acquisition University.
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ROB KEWLEY currently serves as a director and systems engineer at simlytics.cloud LLC. Prior to that,
he served as the Acting Executive Director of the Office of the Chief Systems Engineer. In this position,
Dr. Kewley was responsible for developing systems engineering capabilities and processes for Army
modernization. At West Point, Dr. Kewley served as the Head of the Department of Systems Engineering
and the UMSA Director of Operations Research. In this position, he led studies in support of Army and
DoD analytic challenges. Dr. Kewley received his B.S. in Mathematics from West Point, an M.S. in
Industrial and Management Engineering and a Ph.D. in Decision Science and Engineering Systems both
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
LAURA MCGILL (NAE) is currently the Deputy Laboratories Director and Chief Technology Officer for
Nuclear Deterrence at Sandia National Laboratories. Prior to this role, she served as the Deputy Vice
President of Engineering at Raytheon’s Missiles & Defense, a subdivision of Raytheon Technologies
Corporation. Previously, she served as the vice president of engineering at Raytheon Missile Systems. Ms.
McGill also served as the product line chief engineer for air warfare systems. Ms. McGill served as an
adjunct lecturer for Raytheon’s onsite M.S. in systems engineering program in conjunction with Johns
Hopkins Whiting School of Engineering. She is a Lifetime Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA). Ms. McGill was elected to the National Academy of Engineering in 2019. She
earned her Bachelor’s in Aerospace, Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering from the University of
Washington. McGill also holds a Master’s degree in Aerospace Systems from West Coast University.
HANS MILLER is a system test engineer and project leader at the MITRE Corporation. Prior to that, Mr.
Miller was the Division Chief of Policy, Programs and Resources at the USAF Headquarters for Test and
Evaluation. He has twenty-five years of experience in the Air Force as a test pilot, program manager, and
commander of large flight and ground test organizations. Mr. Miller also has experience working with the
international partners though a NATO assignment and as the program manager of the DoD Foreign
Comparative Test Program. Mr. Miller graduated from the United States Air Force Academy with a B.S.
in Aeronautical Engineering and a Masters of Aeronautics and Astronautics from Stanford University. He
also attended the USAF Air War College, USAF Test Pilot School and USAF Weapons School.
HEIDI C. PERRY is currently Assistant Division Head for the Air, Missile and Maritime Defense
Technology Division at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory. In her role, she
works strategic initiatives for undersea systems and serves as the chief innovation officer for the division.
Previously, Ms. Perry was Director, System Engineering, at the Charles S. Draper Laboratory, Incorporated.
She also served in other senior leadership roles, including Director, Algorithms & Software and Director,
Internal R&D Portfolio. Her expertise includes guidance, navigation, and control; global position system
anti-jam and ground control; autonomous systems; mission-critical software; and command, control,
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems. Ms. Perry began her
career with General Electric as a systems engineer working on the AN/BSY-2 Sonar System before moving
to IBM, as a systems engineer for avionics design and flight test programs. From IBM she moved to Draper
Laboratory as task leader for the Dolphin Navigation System Upgrade and remained with Draper for over
20 years. In these years at the laboratory, she served as technical director for various research and
development programs involving autonomous spacecraft, aircraft, robotics systems, and underwater
vehicles. A former member of the Naval Studies Board (2008-2013), she also served on the National
Academies’ Committee on Capability Surprise for U.S. Naval Forces, Committee on National Security
Implications of Climate Change on U.S. Naval Forces, and Committee on the “1,000 Ship Navy”—A
Distributed and Global Maritime Network. She served as the co-chair of the National Academies’
Committee on Mainstreaming Unmanned Undersea Vehicles into Future U.S. Naval Operations and
recently served as the chair for the Transportation Research Board’s Committee on Leveraging Unmanned
Systems for Coast Guard Missions. She received a B.S. in electrical engineering from Cornell University
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and an M.S. in computer engineering from the National Technical University. She currently serves as a
member of the President’s Council of Cornell Women.
GARY F. POLANSKY is a Senior Scientist at Sandia National Laboratories and has worked for more than
35 years in national security, nuclear energy, and environmental programs. His broad-based technical
capabilities have made key contributions to many of program areas, including aerospace systems, space
nuclear power and propulsion, nuclear energy, and nuclear materials management. He currently has wide
ranging technical responsibilities across programs in the Integrated Military Systems Development Center.
Gary was the Program Manager for the highly successful Advanced Hypersonic Weapon Flight Test 1A.
This test demonstrated a first-of-its-kind vehicle that was designed to fly through the atmosphere at
hypersonic speed and long range. The flight test team was recognized with a Lockheed Martin Nova Award.
Gary has authored or co-authored more than 50 technical publications in computational physics, nuclear
technology, and hypersonic systems. He has served as session chair and conference organizer for national
and international technical conferences. He is a Fellow of both the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). He has served on
national technical committees and was active in local professional society activities for many years. Gary
received a Ph.D. in Engineering from The University of Texas at Austin.
KARL F. SCHNEIDER previously served as the senior official to perform the duties of the Under Secretary
of the United States Army. The Under Secretary of the Army performs the duties of the Secretary of the
Army's senior civilian assistant and principal adviser on matters related to the management and operation
of the Army, including development and integration of the Army Program and Budget. Prior to this position,
Mr. Schneider served as the Principal Deputy, Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower and Reserve
Affairs), providing oversight of all planning, analysis and assessment support to the Total Force manpower
and personnel policy. He served as the Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower and Reserve
Affairs) from September 20, 2013 until April 18, 2014.
WILLIAM WILSON is the acting director of the CERT Division at the Software Engineering Institute at
Carnegie Mellon University. In this position, he works to identify new technologies, system development
practices, and management practices to improve network systems. Previously, Mr. Wilson served as the
technical manager of CERT’s Survivable Enterprise Management (SEM) Initiative where he developed
enterprise security management and information security risk assessment methods. Before joining Carnegie
Mellon, Mr. Wilson worked as the technical director of the Engineering Center at the National Security
Agency, where he served for twelve years. Mr. Wilson holds a bachelor’s in computer science from
Pennsylvania State University and a master’s degree in computer systems management from the University
of Maryland.
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Disclosure of Unavoidable Conflicts of Interest
The conflict-of-interest policy of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
(https://www.nationalacademies.org/about/institutional-policies-and-procedures/conflict-of-interestpolicies-and-procedures) prohibits the appointment of an individual to a committee like the one that
authored this Consensus Study Report if the individual has a conflict of interest that is relevant to the task
to be performed. An exception to this prohibition is permitted only if the National Academies determine
that the conflict is unavoidable and the conflict is promptly and publicly disclosed.
When the committee that authored this report was established a determination of whether there
was a conflict of interest was made for each committee member given the individual’s circumstances and
the task being undertaken by the committee. A determination that an individual has a conflict of interest is
not an assessment of that individual’s actual behavior or character or ability to act objectively despite the
conflicting interest.
Dr. Keoki Jackson was determined to have a conflict of interest because of his prior affiliation
with Lockheed Martin, which develops products for the Department of Defense (DoD), many of which
undergo operational test and evaluation at DoD ranges that are included in the study. Lockheed Martin
also has an operations contract with the National Cyber Range Complex, which is under the purview of
DoD’s Test and Resource Management Center and the location of one of the site visits for this study.
Mr. Derrick Hinton was determined to have a conflict of interest because of his current affiliation
as an employee of the company Scientific Research Corporation (SRC), whose business activities are
focused on a broad range of information, communications, intelligence, electronic warfare, simulation,
training, and instrumentation systems for both commercial and defense operational environments.
Dr. Rob Kewley was determined to have a conflict of interest because of his current affiliation as
a consultant for multiple companies that compete for modeling and simulation support for DoD programs,
including programs in the test domain.
In each case, the National Academies determined that the experiences and expertise of these
individuals were needed for the committee to accomplish the task for which it was established. The
National Academies could not find another available individual with the equivalent experiences and
expertise who did not have a conflict of interest. Therefore, the National Academies concluded that the
conflict was unavoidable and publicly disclosed it on its website (www.nationalacademies.org).
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ABMS
ACAT
ACETEF
ADAS
AFB
AFOTEC
AFRL
AFSS
AFTC
AI
APG
ARL
ATEC
ATR

Advanced Battle Management System
Acquisition Category
Air Combat Environment Test and Evaluation Facility
Assured Development and Operation of Autonomous Systems
Air Force Base
Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center
Air Force Research Laboratory
Automated Flight Safety System
Air Force Test Center
Artificial Intelligence
Aberdeen Proving Ground
Army Research Laboratory
Army Test and Evaluation Command
Atlantic Test Range

BOARD

Board on Army Research and Development

C2
CAP
CEC
CFT
CI/CD
CNO
COCOM
COMOPTEVFOR
CPP
CPS
CRIIS
CRS
CTEIP

Command and Control
Combat Air Patrol
Cooperative Engagement Capabilities
Cross Functional Teams
Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery
Chief of Naval Operations
Combatant Command
Commander, Operational Test and Evaluation Force
Conservation Partnering Program
Cyber-Physical Systems
Common Range Integrated Instrumentation System
Congressional Research Service
Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program

DARPA
DAU
DBCRC
DNWR
DoD
DOE
DOT&E

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Defense Acquisition University
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission
Desert National Wildlife Range
(U.S.) Department of Defense
(U.S.) Department of Energy
Director of Operational Test and Evaluation
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DSB
DT
DT&E

Defense Science Board
Developmental Testing
Developmental Test and Evaluation

EA
EGGTTR
EM
EO/IR
EW
EWS

Electronic Attack
Eastern Gulf Test and Training Range
Electromagnetic
Electro-Optical and Infrared
Electronic Warfare
Electronic Warfare Support

F2T2
F2T2EA

Find, Fix, Track, Target
Find, Fix, Track, Target, Engage, Assess

GAO
GMTI
GPS

Government Accountability Office
Ground Moving Target Indicator
Global Positioning Satellite

HITL

Human in the Loop

I&M
IMTP
IT
IT&E

Investment and Modernization
Integrated Master Test Plans
Information Technology
International Test and Evaluation

JADO
JAIC
JCIDS
JIM
JMETC
JROC
JSE
JSF
JSTAR
JT&E

Joint All-Domain Operations
Joint Artificial Intelligence Center
Joint Capabilities Integration and Development Systems
Joint Improvement and Modernization
Joint Mission Environment Test Capability
Joint Requirements Oversight Council
Joint Simulation Environment
Joint Strike Fighter
Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar
Joint Test and Evaluation

LVC

Live, Virtual, and Constructive

M&S
MBSE
MDA
MDO
MILCON
MRTFB

Modeling and Simulation
Model-Based Systems Engineering
Missile Defense Agency
Multi-Domain Operations
Military Construction
Major Range and Test Facility Base

NASEM
NCRC
NDAA
NRC
NSF
NSTTR

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
National Cyber Range Complex
National Defense Authorization Act
National Research Council
National Science Foundation
National Space Test and Training Range
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NTTR

Nevada Test and Training Range

O&M
ONR
OODA
OSD
OT
OT&E

Operation and Maintenance
Office of Naval Research
Observe-Orient-Decide-Act
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Operational Testing
Operational Test and Evaluation

PM
POM

Program Manager
Program Objective Memorandum

R&D
R&E
RDT&E
REPI

Research and Development
Research and Engineering
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
Readiness and Environmental Protection Initiative

SDS
SHADE
SIL
SoS
SRI

Spectrum Dependent Systems
Shared Data Environment
Software in the Loop
System-of-Systems
Sustainable Ranges Initiative

T&E
T&E/S&T
TEL
TEMP
TRMC
TTP

Test and Evaluation
Test and Evaluation/Science and Technology
Transporter Erector Launcher
Test and Evaluation Master Plan
Test Resource Management Center
Tactics, Techniques and Procedures

UFER
USSF

Unfunded Requirement
United States Space Force

WSMR

White Sands Missile Range
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